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107.01.1 3

gsh I Whereupon,

2 THOMAS L. MULLEAVY,

3 was called for examination and, having been first duly

4 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION

''
6 BY MR. DIENELT:

7 0 hould you state your name and business addre ss?

6 A Thomas L. Mulleavy, and I work for Metropolitan

v Edison here at Three Mile Island.

10 Jo you want to know the address?

11 0 Tha t's f ine .

12 I'm going to show you a document which is a copy of

13 E x nioit 3021, wnicn has previously been introduced. Have you

14 had an opportunity to review that letter?

15 A Yes, I have.

Io O Do you uncerstand i ts contents?

17 A Yes, I do.

le 0 Your te stimony today has the same f orce and ef f ec t

lv as if you were testif ying in a court. You will have en

20 o ppor tuni ty to leave the transcript of your testimony and

21 make any changes in it wnich you deem a cpropriate.

22 If any of the changes are of a substantial, significant

23 nature, the fact t ha t you make the changes after your testimony

24 could be viewed as affecting your credibility.

25 50 i t's im portant f or you to give f ull and complete answers

!

!

i

_ .
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437.01.2

0U1 gsh I to tne questions. And for that reason, it's important for

2 you to understand the questions.

3 So if you don't understand the questions, please let us

4 knoa and we will attempt to rephrase them or clarity them so

5 that you can give full, complete answers.

5 Also, I would like to ask you to allow us to finish asking

the question oefore you giva an answer, even though you know4

S wha; the question is and are prepared to answer it.

i That will help tne Court Reporter in getting down a clear

10 chain of que stions and answers.

11 fou have previously given interviews to the IaE branch of

12 the NRC?

13 A Tnat's correct.

la VR. DI ENE' T s dould you mark these as Exhioit 3033
,

15 and 3034 ano 30357

13 (Exnibit No. 3033 identiffeo.

1/ Exnioit No. 3034 idantifiea.

13 Exhibit No. 3035 identifiec.)

19 BY MR. DIEN ELT

20 ) I'm showing you tnree exhibits marked 3033, 3034,

21 and 3035, which purport to be transcripts of the interviews

22 whi:h you gave to I&E on April 24th, May 21s t , and June

23 4th, respectively. ,

24 Have you receivea either a tape or a craf t or final f

25 transcript of your interviews?
|
i



t

587.01.3

hARgsh 1 A I have received tapes. I do not have the

i

d transcript itself.

3 0 Have you prior to t.oday listened to the tapes?

4 A Not in their entirety, no.

5 0 Do you recall being interviewed on the three

6 occasions which are indicated on the front covers of the

e exhioits?

a A Yas, I do.

9 0 Do you recall any statements that you gave during

10 any o f those interviews which you now believe were incomplete

il or inaccurate and need to be corrected or clarified?
12 A No, I don't believe so.

13 0 Is it f air to say that in those three interviews,

14 you gave answers which were as full and complete ana accurate

15 as you could?

16 A Yas, to tne best of my knowledge, they are

1/ c omol e te .

15 0 Do you recall being interviewed by I&E on any otner

19 occasions wnen the interview was taped or transcrioec?

20 A da.

21 2 Have you ceen deposed or interviewed oy the staff

22 of the president's Commission which is investigating Three

23~ ' tile Island?.

24 A Yes.

23 J das it an interview or a aeposition?



o

6
8/.01.4

9AR gsh~ l A It was an interview.

2 0 Do you know whether it was transcribed?

3 A I do not know. I haven't seen any transcript.

F 0 Have you had any other occasion to testify or give

5 a deposition under oath in connection with the Three Mile

6- Island incident?

7 A No.

S 0 Have you had any occasion to De interviewed in

9 circumstances in which the interview, to your knowledge, was

10 taped or transcrioed?

11 A No.

12 0 dnat is your current position?

13 A Radiation protection supervisor.

14 0 Is that the same position you held on March 2Sth,

-15 1979?

13 A Yes.

1, 0 Can you tell me what tne duties of your position

13 a re ?

19 A I work in. the health physics department under a

2J department nead, who is Dick Dubiel, and as of Maren 28th,*

21 that was correct, and thereafter, it was correct until I

2: was placed into Unit 2 af ter the accident.

23 The duties are to take care of tne formen, direct tnem,

24 who in turn direct the Met Ed technicians in all forms of

23 health physics. That is survey work ano decontamination

;

.



787.01.5

lAR gsh I studies and monitoring. And we function here in the plant

2 site for both units.

3 Since the accident, the duties are the same, but I am in

4 a dif ferent chain right now at the moment and that is part of

5 the recover / team for Unit 2.
5 The duties are the same.

1 0 Prior to the accident, did you report to Mr. Dubiel

3 as your immediate supervisor?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Since you have been placec in Unit 2, who do you

li report to?

12 A -Dave Limroth.

13 0 What is his title?

14 A I'm sorry. I don't know exactly what that title is..

15 He is an administrator.

16 0 Is he the head of the recovery tesm?

1, A No, he is not.

13 2 Wno is the head of the recovery team?

19 A Right now it's John Barton, who is the head of our

23 particular section.

21 2 That is the health physics section?

24 A Yes. Well, we f all into a group called Xaste

23 Management.

24 0 How long have you oeen assigned to Unit 2 for

25 purposes of recovery?
,

|

|

L
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887.01.6

401 gsh I- A Approximately two months.

2 0 So you would have started in the middle of July?
,

3 A Mall, let me correct that. It probably was in

4 Juna, so that is a little longer.

5 0 How long have you oeen radiation protection

b s up3r vi sor ?

/ A For five years. I had my first anniversary here

3 at tne o3 ginning of Septemoer

9 0 How long have you worked at Three Mile Island?

13 A Five years.

11 Q How long have you worked for Met Ed?

12 A Five years.

13 0 So your first position with Met Ed was as radiation

14 protection supervisor?

15 A Again, I will have to correct that. Excuse me.

15 No, I came here as a radiation protection foreman and I have

1/ oeen radiation protection supervisor for -- time flies --

18 three years.

anat is your post-high school educational training?1) s

23 A A community college , but I did not complete it.

21 O From the time you lef t college to the time you cegan

22 wor < at IMI, could you summarize your employment experience?

23 A I began right after I left scaool as a histologist

'24 in a laboratory, medical lacoratory. From there I went to

25 -New York shipbuilding and joined under Ernie Resner involving

i
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987.01.4

AR.gsh I an H? department that was being estaolished for work on the

2 N SS S av ann an.

3 from the NSS " vannah, when that was completed, I went irito

4 the naval nuclear program as a civil employee in the health

5 physics department.

6 I lef t tnere af ter 8 years -- being health physicist

there -- came here as a radiation protection forman and,

S ultimately, the HP supervisor.

> 0 Prior to joining Connecticut Yankee, what was the

10 total period of time that you were involved in neelth

li physics?

12 A Prior to?

13 0 Yes, sir.

14 A Six years.

15 O So your combined years at New York Shipouilding in

16 the naval nuclear program was 6 years?

17 A Yes.

13 3 What did you do in the joo that you had in connection

11 with the NS3 Savannah?

2] A I was a member of the health physics department.

21 ae did survey work, air sampling, the wnole gamut.

22 2 And what did you ao in the joo that you had with

23 New York Snipbuilding? Were you actually doing the surveying

24 work and air sampling work, or were you supervising?

25 A No. I started off as a technician.

--



1007.01.8

rAR_gsh 1 0 Now when you were in the naval nuclear program --

2 A Let me correct that. I was not specifically, myself,

3 in the naval nuclear program. That is navy people. We had

4 a civilian program connected with ouilding of submarines.

5 0 Tell me what you did in the health physics department

6 .(}e re ?

I I was a health physics technician and we did air*
4

3 sampling, radiation work, survey work for contamination and

9 radiation areas.

13 e'l 3 collected samples, we did water analysis, and we ran

11 the training f or the people at New York Shipouilding.

12 We ran the monitoring program for personnel radiation

13 update.

14 0 prior to joining Connecticut Yankee, had you nad .

13 any supervisory role as opposed to working as technician or

13 as a monitor?

1/ A I lef t New York Shipbuilding as a lead technician,

13 whica we had a shift under me.

1) Q AnJ did you have a supervisory role in the civilian

23 cart of the naval nuclear program in which you engaged?

21 A As a lead technician, yes.

In other words, tne New York Shipouilding joo was22 s

23 then the naval nuclear --

24 A Yes.

25 0 - program?

:

|

|
.
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1187.01.9

!AR gsh i A Ye s .

2 0 Wnat yard was it that you were at at New York

3 Shipbuilding?

4 A Inst is the yard. It is called New York Shipouilding

5 It was in Camden, New Jersey.

6 2 Did you have any formal training at the college

4 level in health pnysics?

9 A Pie attended public school or public health schools

? in Rockville , Maryland.

10 0 This was in connection with which job?

11 A Radiation protection. That was in connection witn

12 the health physics field. At that tine, they were giving

13 the basic HP course. They were giving management of nuclear

14 accident courses and I took those courses.

15 0 Inat was when you were at New York Shipouilding?

16 A New York Shipbuilding, yes.

1, O Did you have a role as a lead technician or a-

13 supervisor at Connecticut Yankee?

19- A Yes.

23 3 / Inst position did you start with there?

21 A I started out as a technician. Tnen I took over

22 a position c alled the plant health physicist, which is the

23 same positian that I have here which equates to the radiation

24 protection s rpervisor joo here.

20 J In cennection with your job at Connecticut Yankee,

,

E .



1287.01.10

iAR gsh I did you have any classroom or formal HP training?

2 A No.

3 0 In connection with your job at Three Mile Island,

4 before you began working as a technician, did you have any

5 classroom or formal training?

6 A No.

7 0 Have you had any classroom or formal education in

3 connection with your job at TMI?

/ A Here at the island, no.

13 0 El s ewhere ?

II A Yes.

12 0 daere has that been?

13 A I took a couple of courses. One was in respiratory

14 protection down in Florida. That was last year.

15 Le t's see , where else ? I have oeen to seminars since

16 joining here , but that's aoout all.

Ia 2 Are the courses that you just described ones which

13 you took at your own initiative?

19 A I applied to go to them.

22 2 You applied to Met Ed?

21 A Yes.

22 -Q Wno gave the respiratory protection course in

23 Flori da ?

24 A Los Alamos Scientific Labs.
- 25 0 How long a course was it?



1387.01.11

iAR gsh i A Three days.

2 0 And when did you take it?

3 A It was in January of last year.

4 3 Can you approximate the number of seminars that

5 you have attended?

'6 A Probably about three.

/ 0 Have you attended any within the last two years

3 from the beginning of 19777

9 A Yes. There was one which was &~i HP seminar.

10 That's all.

11 0 Waere was that?

12 A It was in South Carolina.

13 0 Did you also apply to Met Ed to go there?

14 A Y3s.

15 0 How long did that course last?

16 A It was a three-day session.

17 O Ass it general health physics?

IS A Yes.

19 0 Mho sponsored that seminar?

23 A The HP Society, I believe i t was.

21 O Is that the full name of it. HP Society?

22 A Health Physics Society, yes, sir.

23 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

24 (Discussion off the recora.)

25

1
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14187.01.12

9AR gsh I BY MR. DIENELT

2 0 Are you a member of the Health Physics Society?

3 A I am not.

4 0 During the period beginning on March 28th, dio you

5 maintain a log or diary or any notes of your activities?

6 A Not formally, no.

, 3 Did you maintain some kind of informal records of

S what you did?

9 A Other than pieces of paper and general jotting down

10 of di fferent duties and so f orth, as meetings took place. But

11 as I say again, nothing formal and nothing that I Delieve tnat

12 I could retrieve in any formal manner.

13 0 In other words, you don't have those notes or you

14 Jon't know where they are?

13 A No, I really don't know.

13 3 Af ter March 28th, did you prepare any written
,

1/ documents summarizing the a:tivities which you had engaged

13 in?

11 A No, sir.

23 0 ilaen did you first become aware of the transient

21 that began on March 28?

22 A I was called at home on the morning of March 23,

23 approximstely 7:00 in the morning.

24 Q Excuse me. Go ahead.

25 A And I was esked to come in, that we had a prooiem

_ _ .
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15187.01.13

9AR gsh I here and could I please report to work.

2 0 dno called you?

3, A Mike Kuhn, who was a technician.

1 Q Do you want to spell Kuhn?

5 A K-u-h-n.

6 0 Did he tell you what the reason for his asking you

e to come in was?

3 A No, he didn't. He just said that he had been asl:ed

9 oy Dick Dubiel to give me a call and he was doing so.

10 0 Wnen did you arrive at TMI?

11 A Aoout 7:30.

12 0 Wnat did you do?

13 A dent directly to 2.he ECS because I was told by the

14 gate that we had a problem and they waived me through and

13 I went directly to -- well, I went direc tly to my office and

16 there was no one there, so I went back to the HP lao in

1/ Unit I and there, of course, is our ECS, and I reported there.

13 0 EOS stands f or --

19 A Emergency Control S tation.

2J J Mno was at ECS when you reported?

21 A A foreman -- there were many people there because

22 ths/ had already established that as part of an emergency

23 plan, and this is -- at that time I found out what was going

24 on.

23 2 Who was the person in charge of the ECS when you



16187.01.14

@AR gsh I a rriv ed ?

2 A I believe Joe DeMann, who was an HP foreman.
~

3 0 Did you them relieve him?

4 A Yes.

5 2 What were you informed was the situation when you

6 a rriv ed?

4 A Tne situation -- Unit 2 was having a problem. That

3 is aoout all I knew at that particular point, and that we were

9 to se t up our emergency control station, get the teams ready

10 and so fortn.

11 And I tried to call over to Unit 2 to find out from Dick'

12 Dubiel what was going on, but I couldn't call him right at

13 the moment. And then we got involved in ev: . *ation of EOS

14 because the radiation level increased.
15 0 Would it be fair to say that before you had to

15 eva:uate tha ECS, you really had not been aole to do anything?

14 A Totally evaluate it on wnat the situation was.

15 0 How soon af ter you arrived did you evaluate the

19 ECS?

22 A I don't really know. I can't tell you that. And I

21 hesitate to put a time value because everything ran together.'

22 2 Af ter you let the ECS, where did you go?

23 A de went to the Unit 2's control room, which was

24 our alternate ECS.

25 C Tne procedures that you have just describ2d are set

_



17187.01.15

(AR gsh I forth, are they in the emergency plan?

2 A Emergency plan, yes, sir.

3 O And you followed them according to the emergency

4 ' plan?

3 A Ye s , we di d.

6 0 I want to show you a chart. which appears in a

l lengthy document which I will not introduce into the recorr

9 The title of the document is d'NUREG-0600, An Investigation

9 Into the March 28, 1979 Three Mile Island Accident by the

10 Office of Inspection and Enf orcement of the U.S. Nuclear

la Regulatory Commission. "

12 And I want to ask you to look at Figure 2 -- that's

13 II-22, whicn appears on II-2-9.

14 Can you tell me what that chart represents?

15 A It looks very much like a flow chart for an

16 emergency plan.

le 2 Would it be fair to characterize that as an

13 emergency chart?

19 A Yas.

23 0 Is it accurate as a reflection of what the

21 emergency organization chart under the emergency plan is

22 supposeo to be?

23 A Yes. That is a fair assumption. This is our

24 emergency plan and how it actually flowed, yes.

23 0 Where on the organization chart do you fit?

|

i.

i

. _ . . .__



h87.01.16 18

@AR gsh i A Right in he re -- le t's see, here we are. Okay.

2 0 You're ' pointing to the oox, EOS director?

3 A Yes.

4 0 And am I correct that during an emergency, au;ording

5 to tne plan, you have a fairly large number of boxes unt.ir

6 you, including emergency repair teams ?

/ A Yes.

3 3 Emergency chemistry and a variety of monitoring

9 activities?

10 A Yes. And that is because all of this group forms

11 in what we term the ECS.

12 0 Pursuant to the prescrioed emergency organization,

13 am.I correct that you, as an ECS director, report directly

14 to the emergency director?

15 A That is correct.

15 3 Wno is the person who under the plan is supposed to

17 be the emergency director?

13 A Gary Miller, our station superintendent.

17 3 Or station manager?

23 A Station manager.

21 0 Now where on the chart is, if anywhere, is Mr.

22 Duoie l ?

23 A In the radiological assessment.

24 J Mnich is a box at -- if I'm correctly describing

25 it -- at the same level as you?
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DAR gsh i A Yes.

2 0 And under the emergency organization as prescribed

3 in the plan, Mr. Dubiel reports directly to Mr. Miller?

4 A That i s correct, ye s.

5 J Under normal times, you report to Mr. Dubiel?

6 A Yes.

s O But the emergency organization plan makes you and

8 Mr. Dubiel coth reporting to Mr. Miller?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Is that the way it worked?

11 A Well, to answer your question, no, it didn't.

12 0 Did it ever work that way during the emergency?

13 A No.

14 0 Now I want to direct your a ttention to another

15 chart which is Figure II-2-3 on page II-2-12.

16 Orf the record.

II (Discussion off the recoro.)

IS BY MR. DIENELT ,

19 3 Of the s ame publication, NURE3-603, will you look

23 at tnat chart and tell me what, in your view, it represents?
.

21 A Tnis looks -- well, this changes because it puts

22 the ECS director underneath and in the proper place under

23 the radiologic assessment individual, wno is Mr. Richara

24 Duole l .

25 0 Is this enart en accurate reflection, as you

.-
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?AR gsh I understand it, of the emergency organization which was in

2 e ff ect at some point in time during the incident which oa gan
,

3 on March 28th?

4 A I can only comment on my relationship with this

5 chart in that it properly shows how we reacted to the

6 s itua tion .

s O And who is "we"?

3 A Myself and Dick Dubiel in communication one with

9 the other.

10 0 Now at the top of the chart, there is an indication

11 of time , 0730 to 0903.

12 Is it your understanding that your part of this organization

13 is accurately reflected for that period of time, 7:30 in the

14 morning to 9:00? .

16 A As I understood it, yes.

16 2 Did this organization apply at any time af ter 9:00

le in tne morning, to your '<nowledge ?

IS A Tnat applied for the day. I was still in

19 conmunication with Dick Dubiel, so es, again, I relate that

23 my portion of this particular emergency organization as

21 shown did apply.

24 3 For a period af ter 9:00?
|

23 A Yes.

24 J Now and for the whole day of the 28th?

25 A Yas.
I

I
|

|
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*)AR gsh I Q Did it change on the 29th?

2 A I moved from the Unit 2 control room to the Unit 1

3 control room.

4 Q On the 29th?

5 A On the 29th.

6 0 Where on this chart are you?

o A Here.

3 0 You are pointing to a box that says, "EOS Direc tor"?

9 A Yes.

10 0 And where on the chart is Mr. Dubiel?

11 A Right aoove the box entitled -- right aoove the

12 cox entitled, "EOS Director," is the radiological ass essment.

13 Q During the period of time when this orgenization

14 was in effe t for you and Mr. Dubiel, am I correct that you

15 reported to Mr. Dubiel

15 A Y3s, sir.

le O Mr. Duciel, in turn, reported to Mr. Miller?

16 A Ye s , indeed, he did.

19 2 Did you report to anyone other than Mr. Duciel?

23 A No, sir.

21 0 Now you testified a moment ago that this chart*

22 reflecteo tne proper place of you?

23 A Yas.

24 0 Are you saying it reflected the proper place in

23 terms of the fact that you did report to Mr. Dubiel, or are

i

I

i

i

.
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iAR gsh I you saying that it ref erred to the proper place in the sense

2 that under the emergency plan, it was the correct thing f or

3 you taa be reporting to Mr. Dubiel?

4 A Under the emergency plan, as we had always practiced

6 it, that flow of information was from myself to Dick Dubiel.

5 0 Now what you are saying is that the emergency plan,

I as written, was not accurate as a reflection of the emergency

S plan the way that you and Mr. Dubiel contemplated it would

9 operate in f act?

10 A No, that isn't what I was s aying.

11 J I'm sorry, I misunderstood you. The emergency

12 plan had you reporting directly to Vr. Miller?

13 A I'm not so sure it did. This drawing shows it,

14 whien I'm not sure how we can relate to this here.
15 0 I want to show you a document which -- off the

15 record.

Ie (Jiscussion off the record. )

IS BY MR. DIENELT:

19 J I show you a document that we will later mark as

23 Exhioit 3035, which I understand come s from the emergency

21 plan?

22 A Yes.

2:3 2 Have you ser this document be f ore ?

24 A Yes.

2a J Do you agree that that is a chart reflecting tne
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4AR gsh I organization which is suppcsed to apply during an emergency?

2 A Yes, if this is the latest reg, that is the one

3 that we were to f ollow.

4 O And is -it your recollection and under the written

5' plan you were to report to Mr. Duciel?

6 A Yes.

1 0 Do you agree with me that this document shows you

8 reporting to the station superintenaent, Mr. Miller?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Neverthele ss, your understanding is, your

11 understanding of the emergency plan was that the proper chain

12 of command in the sense of the prescribed chain was that you

13 should report to Mr. Dubiel?

14 A Ye s.

15 0 .There was Mr. Jubiel at the time you went f rom the

16 emergency control station to the Unit 2 control room?

! II A Mr. Duciel was in the Unit 2 control room.
'

C, 13

19

23

21

24

23

24
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25
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AAR gsh 1 0 And did you remain in the Unit 2 control com f or

i

2 the curation of the 28th?
3 A The af ternoon of the 28th and again, I don't recall

4 .the exact time. I left Unit 2 control room and reported to

-

5 Unit I control room.

5 3 Why did you do that?

/ A At the request of Mr. Dubiel to do so.

S 2 dnat was to be your function in Unit I control room?

9 A To ce the HP monitoring person there at that

12 control room.

li 2 On the emergency organization chart that appears

12 at 51gure I I- 2- 37 It appears to me that your responsibilities

13 include monitoring supervision of emergency repair teans and

14 amergency chemistry?

15 A Yes.

lo J Is that correct?

Il A Inst's correct.

13 2 Did you in f act supervise emergency repair teams and

19 emergency chemistry et some point during the 28th?

22 A No. Emergency chemistry, no. Emergency repair

21 party, yes.

24 2 As I understood it, wno sup erviseo emergency

23 chemistry on the 28th?

24 A As I later found out, I did not know at the time

25 that it was Dick Duciel.

- -. .
. . - . ,
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bAR gsh I Q Did you understand on the 28th that your

2 responsioilities in an emergency included supervision of

3 emergency chemistry?

A Yes.

1 0 Did you make any e fforts to supervise emergency

6 chemistry during that day?

e A No. ,

S Q Way not?

9 A Because that had already oeen taken care of.

IJ J Sy whom?

11 A Richard Dubiel.

12 0 And when did you learn that?

13 A dnen I got to the control room.

14 0 S3 it was early in the morning, 9:00, 7:33, somewnere

15 in that range that you learned that Mr. Dubiel was taking

16 the emergency chemistry f un: tion?

Il A That he had already taken that function.

18 0 For what period of time on the 28th did you

19 supervise tne emergency repair party leader?

23 A .4aen we went to .the control room and, again, I

21 don't know the exact time, out that's where we got together

22 up there.

23 0 Wno was the emergency repair party leader ?

24 A I celieve it was Dan Shov11n. I think I heve

25 testified oefore. I'm not sure.
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i

(AR gsh 1 MR. DIENELT Off the record.

. Discussion off tne record. )(2

3 MR..DIENELT All right. Let's go back on the

4 record.

5 Bf MR. DIENELT:

$ 0 Prior to coming to the Unit 2 control room, do you

e know who, if anyone, had exercised any supervision over the

3 emergency r3 pair party leader on the -- or the teams?

/ A Ine plan states that the group does assemole at

10 the ECS, and I don't know whether Joe DeMann, who is the

11 foreman who takes over during my absence and will begin

12 setting up the area, whether he communicated with them or

13 not.

14 I don't know.

16 0 Is it your understanding that in your and !/.r.

la Dubie l's abs ence , the first foreman on the site assumes

1/ responbilities that either you or Ar. Dubiel has?

la A Tnat is correct.

19 Q Did you supervise emergency repair party teams

2] througnout the day on the 28th?

21 A Yes.

22 0 I direct your attention to Figure 11-2-4, whica

23 appears on page II-2-13, which purports to ce another

24 emergency organization chart, this time one which purports

25 to nave been in eff ec t f rom 9:03 in the morning to 11: 03.
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$AR gsh i As I read this chart, the emergency repair party leader

2 has been moved from under your supervision to under airect

3 supervision of the emergency director, Mr. Miller.

4 Do you recall that change having taken place sometiT.e on

5 the 28th?

6 A Not a formal change, no. And somebody saying,

now he reports to this individual, no. But in reality, this
e

3 individual, if it was Dan Shov11n, normally reports to that

9 man.

10 2 Normally, in the sense or reporting to Mr. Miller?

11 A On a daily casis.

12 0 In a non-emergency context?

13 A In a non-emergency context. And we found it

14 sometimes difficult, I'm sure, that an indiviaual who normally

15 reports to someoody of that magnitude to report to a lesser

15 individual under the circumstances is .dif ficult.

le 3o I imagine he gravitated toward that individual. -

13 J I want to try to clarify my cuestions so that we

19 are talking aoout the same thing.

23 Although these are organization charts, I am interestad in

21 the organization es it did work and not as it was prescrioed.

22 In other words, I'm not asking you if an organization

23 chart sucn as that depicted on Figure II- 2-4 was puolisned

24 sometime curing the emergency and handed out to people.

20 Is that what you have understoco to oe the case when I

|
,
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i

DAR gsh I have been asking you the questions?

2 A Tnat they have been published and handed out.

3 0 No w , how things actually worked.

4 A Yes, I understand you to be questioning on what.

a really took place.

6 2 Was it your impression that during the early phase

/ of the emergency, the emergency organization tended to follow

S the regular lines of authority or chain of command that
9 applied in ordinary operations, rather than the prescrioed

10 emergency organization from the plan that was to take

11 e ffect in an emergency?

12 A de began the plan as statec. In time, over the

13 day, the 28th, it gravitated toward, I think, a normal chain

14 of individuals that would communicate one with the other.
15 0 And when you say -- excuse me.

16 A I kept the same communication throughout the day

le from Unit I when I went over there to Unit 1. I kept the

15 same communication with Dick Dubiel and did the fun: tion of

1/ dispensing the teams f rom Unit 1, dispensing the teams.

23 And my only change in my duties was the place in whica I

21 performed those duties.

22 I still communicated with the of f-site teams. We still

23 placed the off-site teams in places where Dick Juoial wanted |

24 to see them.

23 And if I could anticipate his thoughts, I sent tnem there

i,
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9AR gsh I first.

2 And then I called them and said, this is what I'm going

3 to do. Do you concur?

4 We had a better communication, we found, from one control

5 room to the other than stancing in tne same control room

5 trying to find each other in that rather full room.
/ So it worked out better.

8 2 daen you ref erred in your last answer to " normal"

d in the context of the organization and reporting

12 responsibilities of individuals, am I correct that you meant

11 normal, non-emergency?

12 A Yes.

13 0 Cnains of the command?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Was it your impression, if you had one, during the

15 28th that the eme gency repair teams were reporting to

1/ someone otner than you?

IS A I don't recall that really ever pe ssing tnrougn

19 my mi nd, that that group was not mine any longer.

23 2 Do you recall issuing instructions to the emergency

21 repair part teams?

24 A .Vhen I was in Unit 2 control room, yes.

23 2 Af ter you lef t the Unit 2 control room?

24 A I did not issue any more instructions to that

25 group. Their leader stayed in the Unit 2 control room.

1
.

i
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4AR gsh I J And is it your understanding that their leader,

2 tnen, issued the instructions to them?

3 A ilhat do you mean by "their leader"?

4 0 You seid their leader stayed in --

6 A The leader of the repair party?

6 0 Yes, sir.

s A And yes, sir.

3 Q And do you know who, if anyone, issued instructions

9 to their leader af ter you lef t the Unit 2 control room?

10 A No.

Il 0 Had you issued any instructions to the emergency

12 repair party leader when you were in the Unit 2 control

13 room?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Is it a fair statement that the principal activity

13 in which you engageo during the 28tn was in connection with

1/ monitoring?

13 A Yes. |

19 J Is it also a f air statement tnat the principal

2J monitoring f or which you were responsible was of f-site?

21 A Yes.

The organization charts which we nave oesn discussing22 d

23 appear consistently to place you in charge of on-site

24 monitoring.

25 A from Unit 2 control room, when we were having

1
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9AR gsh ! proolems on-site increase in activity near the reactor

2 ouilding on the west side of the island, and so forth -- I

3 did direct their activities, yes.

4 So I directed both of them.

5 0 Wnen you lef t Unit 2 control room, did you continue

6 to direct any on-site monitoring?

i A Yes, I did.

8 0 Wa s there more off-site monitoring going on than

9 on-site monitoring?

10 A More movement of that group off-site, yes.

11 Q And that's the reason you spent more time on tne

12 o f f-s ite ?

13 A Ye s , ye s . The on-site team we held in certain

14 areas.

16 O During the day of the 28th, was the off-site

lo monitoring conducted by Met Ed employees only?

II A Yes.

IS 0 Did there come a time af ter the 28th when other

1/ organizations or individuals than Vet Ed became involved in -

20 o f f-site monitoring?

21 A Yes.

22 J Did you have responsibility for tne supervision

23 of those otner organizations?

24 A Not after aoout the first week.

23 J dho had that responsioility af ter the first week?
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AR gsh i A I can only assume that it became the responsioility

2 of the individuals located at the coservation center.
3 0 Wnen did you leave TMI, if you did, on the 2Sth?

4 A I did not leave until the next day.

5 O dhen on tne next day did you leave?

6 A I oelieve it was during tne morning of the next day

/ somewhere mi d-morning.

9 O During the 1cng stretch from 7:03 in the morning

9 on tne 28th to the time you lef t on the 29tn, and I may oe

10 repeating myself, out let me just make it clear, your

11 activity-was principally involved in off-site monitoring?

12 A fnat is correct.

13 0 Did you return to work on the 2,9th?

14 A I did, at 7: 03 in the evening.

15 0 How long did you remain that day?

16 A Until /8 03 the next morning.

Is 0 Wnat did you do in general terms during that s;an

18 of time?

19 A Again, assumed tha EC3 director of monitoring of

?? dir3c ting tne teams, the monitoring teams.

21 0 Did you work on the 30th?

22 A Yes.

23 2 dnat hours did you work?

24 A Tn e s ame . de went on 12 and 12.

23 0 You were the night shift?

|
._
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2R gsh' I A Yes.

2 0 7: 00 in the evening every evening to 78 03 in the

3 morning?

4 A Ihat is correct.

6 0 And you on the 30th, you continued to have

6 principal activity in the area of off-site monitoring?
/ A Tnat's correct.

3 0 You said you worked on 12 and 12. Who worked on the

9 other 12?

10 A Dick Duolel.

Il O At that point in time, was his principal activity

12 off-site monitoring?

13 A I oelieve it was. We shared that duty.

14 2 While you and Mr. Duciel were alternating thoss

15 12-hour shif ts, as you understand it, who was responsible

15 for on-site activity?

Is A Me did that also.

Id Q How long aid the 12 and 12 rotation last?

19 A Off the record, forever. No, it must have seem?d that

23 way. I think it was a week. Again, things ran together. I

21 think it was a week and then we began to come up with

22 somewhat of an organization where Dave Limroth came in.

23 da got some of the foreman introduced into some semolence

24 of order. de set up an HP control point at tne Unit 2 010

22 supervisor's office off of the control room in Unit 2. And

!

l
.
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AR gsh I we oegan our survey program and began to get things oack

2 together as far as an HP department.

3 I can't tell you when we actually left the emergency plan

4 and Degan HP activities.

6 Again, I really don't know.

6 0 Until that time, you and Mr. Dubiel alternated 12

/ and i2?

3 A Inat is correct.

9 0 And during that rotation, when you were on, did you

10 report directly to Mr. Miller?

11 A There was -- no, I dir; not report directly to Mr.

12 Mille r.

13 3 To whom did you report?

14 A Wall, I went to the Unit I control room. To till

15 you the truth, I guess I really didn't nave a formal

16 individual to report to. We were in communication witn

1/ Uni t 2 control room, but I don't know who was in control of

IS Unit 2's control room for that first week.
19 0 During the time that you were on duty during that

23 f irs t week, did you have occasion to meet to communicate with

21 a supervisor or a superior to ask a cuestion and get a

22 clarification, discuss a matter?
I

23 A Yes.

24 0 And under that circumstance, who did you call?

25 A Sid Porter, Porter & Gertz, consultants. They were

-. --. ,. -
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BAR gsh I there.

2 0 Wnat role was he playing?

3 A Dose assessment on off-site dose calculatio7s.

4 Q And he was working the same shif t you were?

5 A He was here quite of ten, ye s.

6 0 Does he appear as the person in any of the boxe s on

either of these organization charts?
i

3 A I don't celleve so, no.

9 0 Wny would you have -- why did you, or would you have

10 called Mr. ?orter?
.

11 A Inf ormation purpose s and of f-site, we were quite

12 con:erned with off-site doses and calculations and so f orth.

13 de were doing them in the contro! room and communicating with

14 an individual who I f elt didn't know what was going on in the

15 outside.

16 0 Did you not assume him to have any formal

1/ responsioilities?

13 A No, not at the plant, no.

19 Q If you had a problem or a qt.estion that you f elt

20 needed to De dealt with in the formal cnain of command --

21 A Excuse me?

22 Q dnat would your next step up have oeen?

23 A I oelieve at that time we were in communication witn

24 the observation center, who was rapidly setting up a chain.

25 Dave Limrotn was over there, a man oy the name of Grabber

-
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OAR gsh I f rom General Dynamics was there, who I understand at the time
s

2 was picking up the HP program.

3 In fact, he called me a couple of times and said, I want

4 to meet you. Come over and s ee us.

5 Well, that was quite congested over there. So after

6 spending 12 hours, I did finally go over to Mr. Gracer, and

he said, do you realize that I'm in charge of the HP program?4

8 And I said, no, I did not know that. Wno are you, first of

9 all?

13 And then I, af ter leaving him, wen t to see Dave Limroth and

11 ask what the story was. And he s aid , no, that was not

12 taking place.

13 0 Limroth saic no, Graber wasn't in charge?

14 A Tnat's right.

16 Q Wno did Limroth say was in charge? Limroth?

Io A Limroth. Again, he was our department bass.

Il Q Did there come a time when it was established that

IS Mr. Graber was in charge?

19 A No.

20 Q daat role did Mr. Graber play?

21 A They were an HP support group and which I aid not

22 undarstand a t the time, out I understand now, tnat they were

23 hirea through the GPU office, General Puolic Utilities

24 office for Met Ed, higher up management, that they were nere

23 as a support group to f ollow HP, nealth physics.

I
i
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BAR gsh i O Was it your understanding that Mr. Grabber played

2 a role similar to that which Mr. Porter played?

3 A No, I didn't relate him to Sid Porter.

4 ) How would you compare the two?

5 They were both outside people who came on the island. Is

6 that correct?

7 A I couldn't compare the two because I knew Sid

8 Porter. I did not know Graber. And I think it was rather

9 confusing and to have someone else come in and say he was

10 in charge and having not heard / thing f rom Met Ed, I said,

11 fine.

12 0 Did Mr. Gra boer tell , su how he got che

13 information that he was in charge?

14 A He showed me a formal plan that had been drawn up.

15 0 Did he tell you who drew the plan up?

16 A I think it was Mr. Lawyer. But I think at the ;i me

le that that was he.
-

la 0 e'iho is Mr. Lawyer?

19 A He is a vice president.

20 2 So it's your understanding -- he is vice president

21 of Met Ed?

22 A Yes.

23 0 And is he Mr. Limroth's ooss, or was he Mr. Limroth's

24 coss?

25 A I can't answer that. At the time he may have oeen.

i

|
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9AR gsh I O Is it your understanding that Mr. Graber had --

2 strike that.

3 Did Mr. Graber tell you that Mr. Lawyer had told him thet

4 he was in cnarge?

6 A Yes.

6 0 Did Mr. Graber tell you that his authority deriveo

I from any other individual?

3 A I don't recall.

9 y Apart from the meeting that you had with Mr. Graber,

10 in whicn he told you that he was in charge, did you have any

11 other cealings with him during the time when you were in

12 an emergency situation as opposed to resuming normal

13 operations?

14 A Ye s, we did communicate ca.g and forth a few times.

15 I never aid understand his function and it did not become

lo paramount. He did not take over the group and we went back

1s to our same group oefore.

15 He did not enter. He aid not come over to the islana to

19 control room. He was confined to the observation center.

23 fnerefore, we did not interf ace and Dave Limroth did Degin

21 to emerge out of this area and he was not happy with the

22 Graber situation.

23 And because I dia talk to him aoout it and he said, if tnere

24 is a change, let me know. I don't really care, but he wanted

25 to Know who we were working for. And he came on quite strong

i

i
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BAR gsh I then and appeared to write night orders f or us, and so forth.

2 And seemed to take over the situation.

3 0 This was during the time that you were in the

4 emergency?

5 A Tnis was during the first couple of weeks, yes.

6 0 So would it be f air to say that during that period

you understood that the person to wnom you should report to4

d who was immediately above you in the current organization was

9 Mr. Limroth?

10 A Ye s .

Il 3 And not Mr. Dubiel?

12 A Tnat's correct.

13 0 Did Mr. Graber or his group provide any useful

14 service, in your view?

15 A Ye s . There were individuals from his group such

13 as -- well, I don't know if I mentioned names or not, whether

il that is of any importance, out there were engineers from

13 Electric Boat / General Dynamics that did come and they became

I/ our ALARA men.

23 3 Can you tell us wnat ALARA stands for?

21 A ALARA is a concept which is As Low As Reasonaoly

22 Achievaole. And it relates to personnel exposure.

23 3 Were they stationed at various places in the piant?

24 A Iney were stationea with us at our control plant,

25 whicn we had set up in Unit 2.

a
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9AR gsh I Q And these individuals assisted you in determining

2 matters of exposure?

3 A We gave them a specific joo which was to look at

4 all of our radiation work permits as they came through and

5 to do the /.LARA function, to determine whether that job was

6 going to be done and what exposure was going to be received.

e 0 If you can, tell me when during tne incident the

8 people from Mr. Graber's group began to perform this fun: tion.

9 A To my recollection, probaoly a week af ter the

IJ accident.

11 0 prior to the time that tney began to perform tnat

12 function, were you following the prescribed procedures for

13 issuance of radiation work permits?

14 A Ye s . ,

16 0 As you understand it, was there a period of time

16 af ter the incident oegan when radiation work permit

1/ requirements were dispensed with?

13 A During the accident, yes. During the first tnree

19 aays of the accident, we dia not have an order set up in

20 order to follow our normal chain of dispensing RWP.

21 O Were work permits used at all during those first

22 three days?

23 A The first day, no. The second day, I woula say

24 no. The third day I believe we began to come back to some

26 semolance of order when we estaolisned our control point.
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NAR gsh I Q Am I correct that during the first two days there

2 were tasks that were performed that normally would have

3 required raciation work permits? .

4 A Yes.

5 MR. DIENELTs off the record.

6 (Discussion off the record.)

Bf MR. DIENELT,

3 0 Why, as you understand it, were the R/IP requirements

9 not followed during the first two days?

10 A Things were done at a rate which we could not

li f ollow normal procedures and do those type of things -- in

12 order to have a RWP, needs a survey prior to it and that's

13 what these men were doing.

14 Q Do you know whether there were provisions in the

la emergency plan for emergency RWPs?

1o A No.

Ie 0 Were there any procedures in any plan or any

18 document that you were aware of that made provision for

19 emergency RWPs?

23 A Not emergency Radiation Work Permits, no.

21 0 So there was no shortcut me thoc available to

22 fulfill the requirements for obtaining en RWP and having

23 some procedure with respect to RWPs?

24 A No. To my knowleage, no. We have under our normal

25 procedures a radiation work permit. If an individual is going

i

|

:

I
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9AR ' gsh I into an area to. determine the informa tion required on the

2 radiation work permit, the individual may go in that area

3 without a radiation work permit.

4 However, he must make out one when he returns with that

5 information.

6 In an emergency, it is my feeling that because of an

I emergency, time would not permit this to be done.

8 0 You testified earlier that during the time that you

9 and Mr. Dubiel were rotating 12-hour shif ts, you had the

13 responsioility for on-site, as well as off-site monitoring?

11 A Yes.

12 O Did you also have responsibility f or in-plant

13 monitoring and in-plant activities?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Wnat was the role which Mr. Porter played in the

16 resaonse to the incident?

le A Of f-site dose assessment.

13 0 Was he useful?

19 A Yes.

23 0 Were there other consultant's or outside organizations

21 apart f rom General Dynamics and Porter & Gertz who

22 assisted in the response from the health physics raciation

23 point of view?

24 A As far as supplies, instrumentation, and so forth,

2a there was a group -- and I can't tell you wno it was -- there
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BAR gsh I was a group set up at the ooservation center who I founa

2 ver/ helpful inasmuch as if we needed supplies, equipment,

3 and s o f orth, there was a group that responded to those

4 requests.

5 Graber was part of that particular group.

5 I do recall communicating with him on a few Instances

I when we were asking for instrumentation and I found that

3 group to be very helpful.

9 So I'm saying that an off-site group that responds to your

10 needs as f ar as your supplies is a definite necessity.

Il

12

Il

d 14 -

I
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kapDAR I Q Is it fair to say that there were not on site at

. 2 the oeginning of the incident enough people, and there was

3 not enough equipment properly to respond to the incident?

4 A People to run the HP department, we found it to be

5 shallow. de felt that there were enough individuals to

6 operate in an emergency situation as we had it planned,

/ utilizing the auxiliary operators as Health Physics

3 p er so nnel . Ins trumen tation, no. As f ar as portaole

9 instruments go, as f ar as we found this out later on --

10 however, the portable instruments, the beta /gaania

11 i ns tr umen ts, we had just come out of Unit 1 outage , a

12 refueling outage where we had utilized an awful lot of

13 instrumentation.

14 .Ve had ta ken some of Unit 2's new instruments and used

15 those in Unit 1 to complete our refueling outage, anc we dia

15 not, at that particular point, due to the outage, have

il enough portable instrumentation f or our on-site teams.

13 lie had already set aside kits, of which there were only

I) f our, set asise kits for off-site monitoring teams.

23 J Is it your view that if the outage had not just

21 tak'n place, you would nave had enough personnel and enough

22 equipment to respond adequately to the emergency without

23 calling in outside consultants?

24 A- To initially take care of the emergency, yes.

2a ) Would it have been necessary in that circumstance

.-
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kapDAR I to call in outside consultants at all?
2 A Not f or the first emergency, no, not f or the first

3 day.

4 0 Wnat aDout subsequent to that?

5 A Ye s .

6 0 #ny would that have been necessary?

4 A I think the outside help was necessary.

5 0 For vhat purpose?

9 A Of f-site dose asse ssing. For taking a look out of

13 the madhouse that was going on inside the pl ant, to take a

11 look. We were totally inadequate in our TLD program. We

12 just couldn't handle it, or the repeatea readings that were

13 needed to de termine personnel exposure. We needed that

14 help.

15 As far as actually doing survey work and so fortn, I

l$ think we could have handled that. In recovery, no, we

il needed that help.

IS O de have ref erred to a Mr. Porter, a Syd Porter and

Id Porter & Gertz. Is Mr. Porter the Syd Porter of Porter &

23 3e r t: ?

21 A H3 is that, yes.

22 'd 3 . DI E.iELT: Can we take a nhort break?

23 (decess.)

24 MR. DIENELT: Back on the record.

25

;

j
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kepDAR I BY MR. DIENELT

2 0 Let me just try to clarify a couple of things.

3 Mr. 'Au11eavy. ,

During the time that you and Mr. Dubiel were alternating4

3 12-hour shifts, at I correct that you were in charge during
,

6 your shif t of off-site monitoring?

/ A Inst's correct.
.

3 0 On-site monitoring?
i

? A Correct.

10 0 On-site personnel and vehicle monitoring?

11 A Yes.

12 0 On-site decontamination ac tivi ties ?

I 13 A Yes.
I

14 0 In-plant Health Physics?

15 A Yes.

15 0 Including TLD matters?

I4 A Yes.

13 0 Is there a day or an event which, in your mind,

19 marts the time when your activities changed f rom response to

20 an emergency to recovery?
,

,

21 A There was no definite time. In fact, we askea

22 man / times, Which phase are we in? We never knew, other

23 than Day 1, that this is an accident situation and we are in

24 our emergency plan.

23 2 dho is "we" in this context?

,

- - - - - - r - , , - ,- -cr <- , e-- +we e,,- ,~----v>o- ~ ,
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kopDAR I A Our Met Ed individuals.

2 0 You and who else?

3 A de as Met Ed personnel. We as a station, a

4 plant.

6 0 And whom did you ask?

6 A Oh, not anyone particularly. It was just a topic

e of conversation. Where do we stand? Are we still

3 emergency? Are we in a recovery plan? What is our mode?

/ We never -- we, as an HP department at that time, never

10 really founa that there was a transition and a definite,

11 say, from emergency situation to a recovery situation.

12 There was never any definite transition one to the other.

13 de just kind of flowed.

14 0 Is there one person, or is there a group of

15 persons, who, as you understand it, had the reponsibility

15 f or declaring the emergency to be over and the recovery to

ll' oe in operation?

13 A That should have oeen our Emergency Director.

19 2 Tnat would have ben Mr. Miller?

23 A Yes.

2i 0 And you are not aware of any such decision or

22 a nnounc ement that he made?

23 A No. No.

24 0 Can you approximate a time,'or focus on an event

23 when you felt that, as a practical matter, your activities
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kapDAR I wers now in a recovery-oriented mode , rather -than oriented

2 toward responding to an accident or an emergency?

3 A My attitude was changed by an event, maybe in the

4 second week, when we had NRO men in the plant. And I was

5 told that if we did not pull our act together as an HP

6 department that the NRC would take over the Health Physics

I aspects.

S The -- it was at that particular point that I said, No

9 way is anybady taking over our particular activities. And I

13 told the techs that it's time we did our own HP functions

11 and that is when we began to get back to some semblance of

12 order.

13 0 Wno said that the NRC would take over the HP

14 program, if you didn't get your act together?

15 A I can't tell you exactly wno said that -- wait, it

16 was a f eeling conveyed to me , if we don't, I have heard that

11 the NRC is going to take us over. It was one of my

19 technicians that came up to me and mentionea this first, and
r

then it was a f eeling that all of a sudden developea. And I11

23 can't tell f ou where that f eeling came from.

21 An NRC man did not tell me that, but it was felt cy thosa

22 who were working with us in the HP department at the time,

23 that, Hey, i f we don't -- I heard that they're going to take

24 us over. And it was at that particular point -- myself, I

25 didn't discuss this with anyone else -- it was mysalf that

|

|
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kapDAR I said. All right, it's time to come back and do the things

2 the way we are supposed to do them. |

3 0 Did you discuss it with Mr. Dubiel?

4 A I did not?

5 0 Mr. Limroth?

6 A I did not.

/ Q Wno was the technician or foreman who told you

3 that he understood that NRC was going to take the Health

Physics program over if you didn't ge t your act together?9

13 A I think it was Pete Bolitz, but I can't be sure.

'I a dere those the words that were used by the person

12 who told you?

13 A Yes.

14 2 "I f we don' t get out act together"?

16 A Yes.

16 J Wnat other things, if any, in the conversation

1e that you just descrioed, contributed to the impression that

13 you had that NRC might take over the Health Physics program?

1/ A Inst was the only one.

23 J dnat did "getting your acc together" entail?

21 A Detailed survey work, documenta tion. Up until

22 that particular point, we were not me ticulous in our

23 accumentation. Me were jumping here and there to dif ferent

24. duties as they were listed to us by the Operations

2a Department. Air survey work, documentation of air survey

-

J
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kepDAR~ l work. Attention to some samples -- all of this.

2 We had been sort of looking to others for our direction

3 and i t was through that particular statement that I felt

4 that we, as HP personnel, should begin to follow our own

6 program and not wait for direction f rom others.

6 Q This was as best you recall, approximately two

wee'<s after the incident?,

5 A About a week and a half to two wee ks.

9 0 Am I correct that it is your view that during this

10 week and a half or two weeks, you essentially agreed with

11 the view that the Health Physics program did not have its

12 act together?

13 A No, I didn't agree that we did not have our act

14 toge t her. We were f unctioning as an HP department, wringing
_

15 RW?s and -- out we had an awf ul lot of direction from

la everywhere. Syd ?orter was asking f or samples to retain

1/ this, we should oe doing this, we ce tter start doing this,

is watening the off-site calculations, watching air sempling

19 progr ams. We were, in the meantime, getting a lot of

20 diffe rent equipment in. There were an awf ul lot of people

21 direc ting our particular activities. There were people from

22 the observation center, there were our vice presidents.

23 There was tne NRC -- all giving ideas on things that should,

24 they felt, De done. Confusing, at cest, to the

i25 t echn icians .
|
1

|
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kap 0AR 1 fney weren't sure whether they snould be working this

2 senecule, what schedule should they be working, and so

3 forth. There were a lot of things hanging at loose ends.

4 fou would come into work and you wouldn't have a chance to

5 have a turnover. There were too many things , people asking

6 you to do so many diff erent things that it was time that we,

I ourselves, cegan to run Our own program.

3, And I'm not saying we weren't running the program

9 beforehand. Yes, we were, but we were not directing it

10 ourselves. .ie were getting direction from some diff ernet

li places. That was confusing -- on who was doing what. .is

12 were being airected f rom a control room, from the

13 observation center, f rom a place called Trailer City, that

14 had just developed overnight.

15 We had gone from our 533 people that we were responsicle

16 f or, ~to 7033 people. All of a sudaen, we were responsiole

ie for, ano answering to. And it was time that we developed

13 our own little organization again and came oack together.

19 That is what I mean about ge tting our act together.

23 3 And af ter this conversation with the other

21 employee, did you get your act together?

22 A Yes, sir.
,

23 0 And what did you do?

24 A We began to formally document this. We

2; communicated with our own operations department, and on my

!
|

i
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kapDAR I particular shift, I believe Jim Floyd was in charge of this
2 particular group. de met together. We discussed what was

3 going to happen on our particular shif t. And we began to

4 communicate, one with the other, to find out exactly what

5 the plant's needs were and how we were going to respond to

6 the plant's needs.

/ ne did not take direction from anyone else, other than to

3 come througn the control room and through the man who was in

9 charge of our particular shift. We met. We began to meet at

IJ the oeginning and at the mid points and at the end of each

11 shif t to find out what each was doing and some semblance of

12 order came from that.

13 0 During this time, you and Mr. Dubiel were still

14 alternating at 12-hour shifts?

15 A Yes, sir.

16 0 Did you discuss the efforts to get your act

le together with Mr. Duciel?

13 A Yes.

19 0 Did you discuss them with Mr. Limroth?

23 A No.

21 0 Did you and Mr. Dubiel agree on an approach?

22 A Yas, sir.

23 3 So as you understand it, ne did essentially tne

24 same kind of things that you did in getting the act

22 together?
;

1

- . _ _ _
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kapDAR I A Yes. Develop the HP department back to its normal

2 station.

3 0 dhen someone called you or approached you af ter

4 this watershed and asked for something or directed you to ao

5 something, am I correct that you told that person tnrougn

6 the control room?

, A Yes.

3 J Did that kind of thing actually happen?

9 A Yes, it did. We oegan to have plans drawn up and

10 we aid function that way, and we began to have jobs

li discussed before we just responded to them, on why they were

12 necessary and why they were needed, and why the exposure was

13 necessary.

14 0 On the 28th, there had been an organization

15 pursuant to which you reported to Mr. Duciel.

16 A Are you speaking of an emergency organization or a

il normal situation?

IS 0 An emergency situation.

11 A An organizational chart for emergency situation,

20 that is correct.

21 0 Now, the impression I got from the testimony you

22 just gave is that some time af ter that a situation developea

23 in whien you really had no one to report to, and you had a

24 large numoer of people who, in some sense or another, were

25 giving you directions, some instructions or requests; is

i

<
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kapDAR I that a fair statement?
,

2 A I think you are grouping too much tocether there.

3 The first three days when I began to report to the Unit.2

4 control room, we were still following what I would term the

5 emergency plan. And from there we took the direction of the

6 Emergency Director. When we began our Health Physics

I department again, as a cepartment working from the Unit 2

8 control room -- and Dick Duoiel and I shared that
d reponsibility on a 12-hour shift.

10 Mhen the direction was assumed througn Dave Limroth --

11 and this is when I nad the conflict with Gracer and Limrotn
12 and so fortn, at that particular point, airection was rather

13 hazy on who, actually, was supplying the direction.

14 de had a lot of directors at that point.

15 0 And that situation prevailed until the time you

16 got the impression that NRC might take over?

II A Yes.
.

13 0 Do you have a view as to why or how that situation

19 cetween the end of the thira day and the time when you

20 deciced to take some positive steps developed?

21 A Pihy that developed, or from that point?

22 J Right.

23 A From the third da/ on?

24 0 Correct.

23 A Co . fusion in direction was the main point. Our

.
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kepDAR 1 struc ture as written down was not a valid structure any

2 longer. We, I assume d, were in the recovery phase and there

3 is not a delineation of responsibility in the recovery

4 phase. .Ne merely, in all of our particular drills, had

5 terminated the emergency portion of the drill, but never got

6 into a discussion on what recovery was made or what woulo be

/ done in a recovery phase, or what structure would be

3 ceveloped during that.

9 In an emergency plan you take care of the emergency and

10 -say, dell, then that's over, now we oo into the recovery

li phase. But we had never dealt with that before so therefore

12 direction was rather spotty.

13 0 During the period oetween the third day and the

14 time -- a week and a half or two weeks into the accident --
15 how many times did you talk to Mr. Limroth?

16 A Tnat's a rather difficult question to answer, how

14 many times.

le Q May be --

19 A His office or his -- well, office, I gue ss, was

23 set up at the observation center. de did communicate and

21 talt via a telephone. He then began to come to the control

22 room as we opened up access to the control room.

23 3ometimes during the shift he was rather difficult to get

24 a hold of. I'm not exactly sure what his full

2a re sponsioiltiy was other than at some point in time we did

- . _ _ _ ,,
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kap 3AR I oegin to see him. He dic write some communications, as f ar

2 as what he termed a night order book, which is the first

3 time I had ever seen that.

4 I assume that is an offshoot of a Navy situation and ne

5 did give some direction that way, on what he felt snoulc be

6 being done.

/ 0 r6uld you say that you spoke to him on a daily

S casis ?

9 A No, not at the beginning. I would say --

10 0 At the ceginning, being at the ena of the third

11 aay?

12 A At the end of the third day. I would say there

13 migat have oeen a day or two that wer.t by without direct

14 communication with him. Tnere.may have been a written

16 communication in what we term the night cook, in passing on

15 f rom Dick to myself, of things that Limroth may have desirec

1/ to oe done.

15 0 Did you discuss with him the apparent lack of one

lv person in a supervisory position over you, auring tnis

23 period?

21 A No.

22 d Jid you discuss that situation with anyone?

23 A No, never occurred to me to discuss that. The'

24 lack of organization, of course, is always a topic and we

25 face that today.

i

|
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kapDAR I (Discussion off the record.)

2 BY MR. DIENELTs

3 0 During the 28th, did you have any role in

4 directing or discussing any sampling or surveys of radiation

's levels inside the plant?

6 A Direction was given to the individual at the HP

control point, or our EC3, when we saw our nand and f oote

3 monitor and our -- monitoring go off, and into an alarm

/ situation.

13 Again, I directea that we take air samples at our ECS anc

11 take radiation surveys, and that was prior to our

12 evacuation of the RCS. That particular point is the only

13 survey I hac directed, myself, to ce done right then and

14 there.

15 0 Had you any role in connection with surveys that

15 were taken, or samples that were ootained in the auxiliary

1/ ouilding during tne 28th?

13 A In the Unit I auxiliary ouilding, or Unit 2

19 auxiliary ouiloing?

2] (discussion off the recora.)
.1R. DIENELTs Back on the record.'2l

22 Bf MR. DIENELT

23 J Eitner one.

24 'A Either one? All rignt. No, not airectly did I

25 give- the on-site tean, whicn is inside the plant, direction

|

|
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kap 0AR 1 to go inside the auxiliary ouilding, nor did I ask them to
|
'

2 take any samples of the coolant system or anything of that

3 nature.

4 I dic direct, later on, f rom Unit 2 control room,

6 individuals to go outsiae on the west side of the plant and

6 what we term on-site monitoring team ought to go around the

plant site getting of f-site dose site calculations ande

8 o ff-site -- meaning off-site survey team, outside the

9 ouilding -- to go do survey work.
'

10 0 You were not involved in a sampling or survey of

11 the auxiliary building which Mr. Janouski took; is tha:

12 correct?

13 A That's correct.

14 (Discussion off the record.)

15 BY MR. DIENELT:

16 0 Ware you involved in the decision to take any

17 samples of the primary coolant on the 28th7

IS A No, sir.

19 0 Wa re you involved in any sampling of the primary

23 coolant on the 29th?

21 A No, sir.

22 3 Are you f amiliar with any instances of

23 contamination of persons who dia any monitoring or sampling

24 on the 28th c- 29th?

25 A I am now. I was not at the time.
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kapDAh 1 3 Wnen did you become aware of these instances?

2 A Again, I can't give you an exact da te. But there

was one night when I encountered Mr. |||||||f and he was3

4 con;erneo aoout contamination that he haJ; received and he

6 apparently had not anyone to turn to. He had told his

6 situation to en HP foreman, and he hadn't received any word

on exactly what he should be doing, or what his situationi

d was.

/ And I told him that I had not heard about it, nor did I

10 know of his situation. So we sat down and we talked for a

il short while. This was in tne Unit 1 turbine hall, and I

12 felt badly tnat I did not know about it.

13 And that is when I went to Syd ?orter, af ter having

14 tal.<e d to him and I asked to have Dr. Linneman come and

la talk to of which then Syd did respond and

la Dr. Linneman did come within the next few days, I believe.

1/ J Do you know how many days a f ter he had be:ome

13 contaminatec, Mr. came to you and discussed his

19 con;e rns with you?

2] A I dont' know. I don't know tne date.

21 0 Ano is Dr. Linneman ?

24 A Radir. tion Management Corporation doctor wnom we

23 cid go tnrougn. We had a commitment by R adi ation '5anagement
!

24 Corporation out of Philadelphia, to provide us with the

26 expertise in dose assessment with internal contamination,
l
1

1
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kapDAR I and in the event that we do have a problem, they should be

2 notified to take care of that particular situation. |

3 We do have the capability of going to the University of

4 Pennsylvania, through them, for any studies that should be

a done.

6 0 Wnen you say " internal contamination," what do you

/ mean?

3 A Internal intake.

9 0 Not contamination on the skin?

IJ A Tn at also.

11 3 Did you understand that Mr. had bam

14 internally contaminated?

13 A No.

14 0 Externally, in this case?

15 A Externally, yes.

la J In accordance witn either the organization chai t

1/ dhich was in effect or the organization whicn, as a

la practical matter, operated, who, as you understand it, was

19 the person responsiole for making decisions whether or not

23 to take a particular sample or engage in a particular

21 monitoring activity in the plant curing the first three

22 days?

23 A Jic k Duoiel was tne one I woula look to for that.

24 0 So that as you understand it, it would ce

23 Mr. Juoiel who would have been the person to make tne

t
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kapDAR I decision to take a sample of the primary coolant?

2 A Ye s.

3 0 Would it also have been Mr. Duoiel who would have

4 oeen the person responsible, ultimately, for dealing with

3 instances of contamination which came about as a result of a

6 sampling activity?

I A No.

3 0 dno would that have been?

d A It would not have Deen, ultimately, his

lJ responsioility, no. That snould have been shared througn

11 our particuler department, the foreman and myself.

12 0 Do you know which, if any, foreman was aware at

13 the time that Mr. had been contaminated?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Wnich foremen was that?

10 A It must have Deen Peter Velez, because Peter Velez

ll was witn him at tne time, I understand.

13 3 Were you surprised that you had not been informed

1/ about the contamination prior to tne time that Mr

2J approacned you?

21 A Yes, I was upset oy that fact, that no one hao

22 discu ssed that with me, because here was a man who was

23 conce rned, and evidently had been concerned since the

24 inciaent. Ano no one, really, was doing anything for him.

20 J Did you ask Mr. Velez -- strike that.

1
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kapDAR I Did you discuss your concern with Mr. Velez?

2 A No, we did not interf ace oecause Pete Velez and I

3 were at opposite ends of the spectrum. We did not

4 co mmu ni cat e.

6 0 Did you discuss your concern with any person other

6 than Mr. Velez and Mr.

4 A I did not dis:uss it with Mr. Velez.
6 ) I'm sorry. You're correct. Did you discuss your

9 concern with anyone?

10 A Port er-Gertz , or Syd Porter , excuse me , and in my

11 plea to get Dr. Linneman here with him, I then told Dick

<-, 12 Dubiel what I had done, and he concurred that Linneman was

[ 13 the one to come in and speak to him a bout the situation.

14 I wanted nis f ears alleviated.

16 3 "His" oeing Mr.

Io A And that upset me, that we had not

il dons anything prior to this point.

18 d Why did you discuss your concern with Mr. Porter?

19 A I needed Dr. Lint ? man's help. SyJ Porter, who was

23 a member of RMC at one particular point, knew Dr. Linneman

21 personally. And I knew that's how I could get him.

21

23

24

20

1
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'AR gsh i O dere you -- did you cecome aware of any evidences
'.

2 of contamination during the response to the accident?

3 A Ye s .

4 C How many others?

3 A I then oecame aware of Mr. and

a wno was a chemist from Met Ed.

; , J Mere those three instances of contamination all

s a ss3c iated lith the same event?

/ A I celieve they were.

Is ) Jid you cecome aware of any other instance of

11 contamination?

12 A Not at that particular point. We did have otners,

13 of course, during tne course of tne incicent, or the

14 accident, an d w e , indeec, took care of those as they occurred.
,

lo Su t this particular one was due to, I believe, taking of

15 the reactor coolant sample and, yes, I became exsre later

li on of the ma gnitude of thac particular incident and f o!!owea

13 it since then.

Jid you cecome aware of conta'instion of a men1/ s

23 namea

21 A Yes.

Had you any rule in the decision to engage in the22 s

23 activ ity whi cn led to '4r. contemination?

24 A I don't recall the joo in which he went on to

25 perform thac particular duty.

l
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JAR gsh i That is vague in my mino. I do rec all the contamination

e of tnat particular individual. I t may be I recall it oecause

3 it was related to me. But I don't recall it as being a
1

4 paramount point at the time.

5 2 Do you recall discu ssing a valve change for the
;

6 reactor coolant evaporator tank?

A I hesitate to say yes or no because the incident
,

5 is in my mind. But my part in that, again, I don't recall.

/ ] Do you recall having someone appeal to you witn

10 respect to tne ref usal cy Mr. DeMann and Mr. Dnnnacnie to

11 issue a radiation work permit for tne velve change to tne

12 reactor coolant evaporator tank?

13 A No.

I 3 And you don't recall when you learned of 'ir.

la contamination?

15 A Jo, I don't.

1/ O Do you recall whetner you learned acout it witnin

13 a matter of nours of the time it occurred or withir e matter

lv of aays of the time it occurred?

23 A I do recall the report tnat had oeen

21 contaminatea. I don't right now snow tne magnituae of that.

22 I don't reca ll the magnituoe of it, out I do recs 11 coing

23 tolo of the incident.

24 u Do you recall who tola you?

20 A No.

:
,

-
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)AR gsh 1 2 Were you involved in making or supervising any

2 arrangements for decontamination of individuals during the

3 response to the accident?

4 A I'm not sure what your question means. das I

responsiole f or organizing a group to decontaminate?a

a ] Yes, sir.

/ A de had over in Unit 1 f acility for decontamination

3 Decause we could not get into Unit 2.

> So, theref ore, all decontamination was done through NSS

10 over nuclear support service as a group that we haa hire

11 for Unit I responsioilities.

12 It was aone over there as far as organizing the group to

13 do thisi not formal organization r,f a group to perform

14 cecontamination personnel, no.

15 2 But you made some arrangements or were aware of

lo the arrangements that were made?

Ie A Yes.

15 0 Did there came a time, to your knowledge, whe n i t

19 was not possicle to do decontamination in the Unit i

2] facility, either?

21 A Inere were a couple of occasions where Unit i

2d could not ce used due to contamination level in that

23 facility. sut tnat was orief. We never closed that facility

24 for any length of time that we coula not use it, after

23 cleaning uo and going oack into tne unit.

-

|

.- - - . - . - _- -. .-
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$AR_gsh i 0 dere you aware at the time when Unit I facility

2 was not available that it was not availaole?
3 A Ye s.

4 2 And did 'fou have any role in making interim

3 arrangements f or decontamination f acilities?

6 A No.

7 2 Do you know who did that?

3 A No, I don't.

9 MR. DIENELT Off the record.

10 (discussion off tne recora. )

11 B( MR. DIENELT:

12 2 dere there any other instances of contamination

13 during the first several days of tne incident of which you

14 cecame aware?.

15 A No. There was one other incident of a possible

16 radiation exposure which we later proved not to De true, out

1/ notning tnet I recall as oeing of grave concern.

15 0 Wnat was the potentiel overexposure?

| IV A There was an off-scale aosimeter, and we leter

| 2] naa the TLD developed and it showed thet tne exposure was

2i not valid. The of f-scale cosimeter was not valid.

2d Th e TLD took tne precedence in i;s evaluation of the

23 situation.

24 a .iere you involved in supervising the methods oy

25 whien personnel exposure control was maintained?

|
<

- - - , - . , - . ,= .
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)AR gsh- 1 A l'm taking that ouestion to mean I was instrumental

2 in se tting up a TLD program.

3 0 dere you?

4 A Instrumental in implementing that program, out not

5 se tting it up.

5 J Iino set it up?

e A A Mr. Mike Buring was instrumental in developing

3 the TLD program or the personnel monitoring program for the

/ plant.
,

13 J Inis is curing the emergency?

! 11 A do, no, no, no. Tnis was the oeginning of the

12 TLD orogram.

13 J Tell me how that program workea.

14 A Individuals are issued a TLD wnen they come on the

la plant site, and if they are in a controlled area, we require4

16 that the indivicuals wore tnem.

il . urtner development of that particular program, as f ar as

-13 monitoring ano how we used it during the acciaent, was -- well,

1/ let me go cack ano describe what we actually had to do xitn

2J that particular program.

21 The TLD were originally, under normal conditions, reso

24 here at the site oy our radiation protection technicians.

23 during the accioent, we cegan to do some' reading on-site,

24 .found that our background readings were too hign, and it was
.

23 moveo from tne plant site. It was taken to the coservation
4

,- - - , - - - - ,- - - , , - ~ -
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9AR gsh I centar and moved to the mezzanine floor of the observation

2 center, I celieve on day one, the 28th cecausts when I went

3 over that evening to the observation center w Lth Mr. Duciel,

4 or I did ses it at the observation center on the mezzanine

5 floor, it was ultimately moved f rom there to a trailer anc

6 taken over oy many cifferent people.

Our use of the program then was to utilize these TLDs as,

3 issusd oy tne observation center. We were instructed oy the

v coservation center to return our TLDs to that particular

13 crop point. We used the situation, or we used the monitoring

li program f rom the cose rvation center.

12 Tney would issue readings from there, as spotty as they

13 were, and taat's nod we utilized our particula,r program es

14 far as monitoring personnel.

15 Ae used their documentation from the ooservation center

la which was transported each snif t anc we were given -- I have

1, f orgotten tne terminology -- we wara given a point cy

13 supervision and I celieve this came from observation center.

19 -rom whom, I can't tell you.

2J de were given a point at which each individual Zet Ed

21 person coul: not exceed that limit for the day. Ana we

22 undarstood tnat it was a computation made on what the

23 individual nad received for the quarter, so that if he
1

24 received this on a day, he would not exceed his querterly

2a limic.
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3AR gsn i inat was sent to us from the oeservation center on a

2 daily _ basis and we utilized that as our control mecnanis:.

3 for personnel exposure.

4 Q In normal times, how frecuently were TLDs read?

5 A Once a month.

$ 0 During the emergency, how many -- how frequently

/ were they read?

8 A On a daily, to begin with.

9 Q Did that change?

13 A Yes, it did.

11 J Wnat did it change to?

12 A It changed to a week. Ana we are now back to a

13 monta.

14 Q Aporoximately when, if you can recall, when did it

15 chance to a week?

16 A I'm sorry, I can't tell you, no.

1, O During normal times, each TLD is read each month?

IS A Co rr e ct . Correct.

19 0 During the emergency, was each TLJ ready each oay?

23 A Yes. And oy each TLD, I'm taking you to me an e ach

21 person's TL3.

12 3 Yes.

23 A Yas.

24 0 During normal times, what Kinds of recoros are

25 maintained of the TLD readings?

|
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3AR gsh ! A Tne TLD readings are imprintea on what we call

2 ai em 5 which comes out every montn. And we at the control
,

3 point maintained a weekly self-reader dulcimeter print-out

4 sheet which had on the weekly exposure, the monthly exposure

and the quarterly exposure for each individual who used theo

o self-reading dulcimeter.

/ Q During the emergency, what records were kept?

S A Tne Form 5s were sent to the Hp control point and

Form 5 gives the individual's lifetime exposure and the9

IJ quarterly exposure.

la Nith eacn input of the T'.D. it was printed out. They were

12 sent to the control point, which was the Unit 2 control room,

13 and we utilized that.

14 Inen we, and I can only say they as the group runnin; the

15 TLDs over at the observation center, were sending us on 5

15 shift oasis, handwritten form on exposure for each indivijucl.

II And that was kept up, I believe, for ab3ut 3 month. And tnen

13 tnat kina of cisappeared and went oy the wayside ana we

lv relie d on tne Form 5 print-out.

23 J Was there a period of time during the incioent when

21 the TLD rescer was not availaole?

24 A Juring its transport from the islanc to the

23 oosarvation center and its ultimate set-up again, I woula s_/

24 it was not availaole. -

25 3 How long a period did tnet take?
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3AR gsh i A Tnree hours, perhaps four.

4 ] And youf understanding is that on;e it arrivea at

3 tne observation center, it was put immediately into use?

4 A It was put up on the mezzanine floor and when I

6 went out there later that night, it was in operation up on

6 the mezzanine floor of the ooservation center.

e 2 As you cest recollect, was it late at night on the

3 28tn?

9 A Yes.

lJ J Yesterday, Mr. Velez, I celieve, testified that

11 he tnought that there was a period of as much as two or three

le days in which the TLD was not availaole, either because it

13 was -- strite that.

14 de testified, as I recall, that there were several days

lo that he lapsed before the TLD reader was brought to the

la ocservation center and that once it was orought to tne

1/ ooservation center, it took as much as 48 hours to ge t

13 wor <ing.

1/ A No. When that day -- and the individual was Ec

2J Eginreider, who is one of ur Met Ea techs, wno reports to

21 me that the oackground was too hign to oe TLD read at our

22 normal f acility, which is locatec on the northeast side of

23 the islana oy the Unit l's cooling towers.

24 It was taen decided to do it of f-site at the coservation

2a center.

i

I
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BAR gsh 1 Now tne actual time that it lef t, I can't tell you, out I

2 know when I arrived at the ooservation center, I was surprised

3 to see it on the mezzanine level, which is the overlook onto

4 the i sland.

6 And Ed was there opening TLDs - we call it " shucking"

6 TLDs -- like crazy and reading them at a particular point.

So I know at tnat point it was operational.4

6 ? rom then on, there was a point wnen -- I don't know, out

/ it moved from there to this trailer that was brought in and

10 we had individuals from Harshaw come in witn another reader

il and the whole operation was there in this trailer.

12 And Mike Suring came back, who was the man wno originally

13 set i t up. Frea Huse, who was one of my foremen who was

14 ins tr ument al in running the TLD program under normal ti:nes,

is was there .

lo iney orougnt in a whole ounch of personnel, secretaries,

Is Key punch operators, et cetera, to funcation out of this

13 trailer. And the wnole area was set up there.

1/ Later on, there was anotner movement and again, I can't

2J tell you exactly what time cecause tnat was taken over f or

21 us ano we were glad to nave that seing taken care of.

24 It was orought back to the south end of the island enc

23 set up there and then ultimstely wntre it is now at the

24 south gate on the island, which is an ares that we call tha

2a crass gate, whicn is on the island, right over there.
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9ARogsh I O Was there any time during the sequence of events

2 you just described during which the TLD reader was not

'3 available for as much as an eight-hour period?

4 A I can't answer that.

3 0 Is it.your understanding that the TLD data which
were recorded from the reader were available within a dayo

7 of cne time that the TLDs were submitted?

3 A Tne data from reading a T'_] was made availaole

v within a day's time, say as March 29th.

10 3 Yes.

11 A Tnat aata, I celieve, was not available and tne

12 reason that I say that is tnat the of fice in which it was

13 put out, which was in tne tinit I service building, I don't

14 celleve was aole to be occuoied at tnat particular point.

15 inus, quickly they orougnt in keyouncn operators and

16 a fa:ility to do that-off-site.

le dow tnere is an individual who I,do Know aid come in sn:

15 .f unction f rom that o f fice, out I oelieve that was a little

19 later on.

22 So the first day or so tnat date may not have oeen

2i availaole.

2 3 Is it your oest understanding that it was not?

23 A It is my oe st understandin? it was not availaole.

24 3 And it's also your best understanding that within

2a several days tne aata were availaole?
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NAR gsh. I A Yes.

2 O Within a day of the time that the TLDs were read?

3~ A Yes.

4 0 Was the second TLD reader which was brougnt in oy

6 Harshaw, to your knowleoge, cost-calibrated with tne otner

6 reacer?

i A I can't answer that with any accuracy because I

3 had nothing to do with the TLD f acili ty at that time.

v 3 'Yno would know?

IJ A M e Buring.

11 9 Were the TLD data, as you understand it, complete?

12 A Tne results we were getting were very spotty. In?

13 individuals whom we were taking care of, we were kind of

14 maintaining our own recoros at the H? control point and not

15 relying on tnat TLD data that came tnrough.

16 It was spotty. We were unsure o' its accuracy aqJ di; no:

1/ completely rely on it.

13 0 You made records of your own?

l/ A Ya s, we did.

23 3 For what people of category?

21 A 3perators who were going in and out of the area at

2 tna; particular point. .ie ned only emergency entries in:o

23 the area. 7ie were very selective on inoividuals we xoula

24 allow to go in and we didn't have tnat many to take c are of.

25 O Ware tne exposure of tnese individuals casea on
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I

LOf gsh i TLD readings?

e A Tney were on dulcimeter readings, self-reading

3 dulc i me te rs.

4 0 Did you regard them as complete and accurate?

5 A It is an instrument that you may use as a gu13eline

o for exposure. Tney are inherently and do innerently reed

higher than a TLO.a

S 50 there is some feeling of conservatism on them and,

9 yes, we regarded that as a means of controlling exposure.

IJ J dnat was the form of records which you mainted on

11 those individuals?

12 A Handwritten. Nothing that we published and nothing

13 that I believe we retained oecause ultimately, the TLD does

14 supercede that information.

dnen you got TLD information, aid you find any15 u

10 significant discrepencies?

17 A Yis.

19 3 dould you tell me about taat?

19 A Well, not discrepancies in wh.et we had recorded ano

2] what the TLJs said. There wa s -- or the paperwork said --

21 out individuals would come ceck and say, hey, I %now that

2 we and more tnan this ana we woul; neve to call over en,

23 nave tnem caecked out, or I would stop over in the mornino

24 and say,. hey, I have this proolem with this guy. Oneck on

25 nis particul ar record. The,y were confusing.

:

.- . .._ . --
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3AR gsh I' O Were there instances in which the record that you

2 prepared showed a lower exposure than what you learned f rom

3 checking the TLD data at the observation center over where

4 the reader was?

5 A I don't recall that we had any great discrepancies

6 in -- onc e we got the TLD report, we would discount what we

s hao. Ne were keeoing it during our particular shif t to see

9 if tnis guy had stayed within his limits and we were

9 maint aining it celow what I oelieve we were told was_the end

13 point for the indiviaual per day.

11 If we were allowed to get 20 per day, we saic, all right,

12' you nave five here and ten nere and you only have five more

13 for the day.

14 This is what we were limiting, the daily limit tnat _ was
.

Io imposed on us at the time.

la O A.n I correct that the manner in which you resoivad

le the discrepancy was to accept the T_ ) data es presented to

IS you?

ly A (?s.

20 44. DI E.4 ELT : Off the recora.

21 (Jiscussion off tne record. )
!

2e Si MR. DIENELT

23 2 In terms of the recoro that you maintainaa, did you

24- nave, f or ex ample, a sheet on each individual tnat m che nave
~

23 saia "Janous.<i" at tne top?
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PAR gsh' I A No, that was -- oh, gosh, there was a form that

2 came out giving us a handwritten figure on what an individual

3 aid .have anc what his limit was and we utilized those. They

4 came to the control room. As I said cefore, they came to tn?

control.roo.n over a shift basis. We adaed or subtracted fromo

6 those ano utilized that.

/ .v e did not save them. There may oe some somewhere in an

3 arenive, but I cid not save them on a weekly casis, and so

V on.

12 rney were changed by the TLD people avery cay ana these

11 wera S-1/2 cy 11 little paciets witn all the people on our

12 shift on tnem.

13 2 So you got something every day f rom tne TLD peop13?

14 A Yas.

16 2 And you useo that on this to --

16 A To record their readings f or the day on our snif t.

1, 2 And then at the end of that day, wnat cia you ao

13 with the piace of paper?

19 A Left it on the desk for tne next snif t to t ake a

23 100.: at ana then ultimately another one came in the next day.

2 0 50 you tossed out the ones from tne prior say?

22 A Yes, oecaus3 we ware reading on a daily casis at

23 tna; point.

24 0 Wno imposed the daily quota to which you testifie;7'

25 A Again, that group f rom Trailer City. I can't 'iv3

,

I

L:
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BAR gsh I you a name.

2 O Do you know what the basis for the imposition of

3 the quota wa s?

4 A .Mo t to exceed a limit for the quarter.

o 2 Acart from the TLDs and the self-reading dulcimeter,

6 tid you use any other equipment or instrum nts for measuring

/ exposure during the incident?

3 A For measuring personnel exoosure.

9 0 Yes.

13 A do, sir. TLDs ano calcimeters were the method.

11 2 During normal times, is decontamination part of your

12 direc tion or ultimate responsibilities?

13 A It falls under my control, yes.

14 J In normal times, can you aescribe f or me now

15 cecontamination works, wnat the procedures are for it?
,

16 A is have a procecure for control of contaminateo

li inoividuals or cecontamination of indiviauals. There is e

15 form which we make out that documents the incident.

19 dPP -- tn a t is, Health Pnysics ?rocedure -- 1612 nas a form

23 whien ceals with the contamination of an ir: ~i"sai ano nov

21 tne individual was deconnec with an ir.1estigation of tne

22 teen wno coas tne deconning end a follow-up cy either myself

23 or d? foremen.

24 Dur methods of decontamination can vary and the ultinet?

25 coal is to remove tnat contaminatinn without sorading or
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9ARigsh :1 - ore 341ng tn3isKin.

2 2- Are you personally f amiliar with wnat the cifferent

3 methods are?

t A dith the . methods that are used at the plant site,

o yes.

6 ) Can you tell me-briefly-wnat they are?

e A- ? lashing with normal soap and water. If it's tne

3 nair, we do shampoo the hair of an indiviaual in a shower,

-> cautioning the individual to keep his mouth closea so that

flJ no internal contamination does occur.-

-.1 1 It taen cecomes our responsioility until the inciviouc1's

12 decontaminatea. In the event that we cannot decontaminate-

13 the individual and it is documentea that tnere'is in that
14- particular procedure a response to contamination aoove tne

la neck, nasal swabs are taken.

13 fnere is a response oy tne tech who does that, a response

il that he must follow in tne event that he has certain-levels
.13 of contamination.
.

1/ inat's waat we found.

20- 1 einat procedure is there if, or what technicus is

21 there if a person is unsuccessful in-removin the conteminstion

2e cy use of ~ normal soso anc water?

21 A Inere are various and sunury otner items that fou

24 can use , too. Waterless hand cleaners. There is anotner

23 metnod of usino catneal. Inere is another methoo of tryin7 to

- -. - - - - , - - - ,, .
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9AR'gsh I sluf f off the outer layer of skin. If that f ails and .we're

-2 going to risk the possioility of aorading the skin or making

3 the contamination go internal, then we can cover that ana

try and let perspiration ta<e this out of tne skin.4

5 de have come that in man / instance s and i t works.

6 J Mnat materials, apart from normal soap and wat3r,

sucn as special soaps or other liquid material or granuler.

d material are normally availuole at tne plant for purposes
y of secontamination?

|

13 A ?le have RADI AC wash.
1
!

li J , inst's that?

12 A That has an agent that -- and I pronounce the wnole

it nas an EJTH in it. It is a very good13 name --

14 cecontaminating agent a n d -- o h , it's runniig tnrough my mind

la and I can't tnink of the one otner agent that we do use f or

la ceconning of equipment. Anc we have useo it for

I, decontamina: ion of indiviousls,

li It is a chemical with a citric acid oath af terwards.

19 Potassium --

Potassium permanganate?2) a

l!1 A Inank you.

22 ; Jo you use any nyarocaroon solvents ?

23 .\ da.
~ 24 3 In normal circumstances, is a doctor or some meaical

2a cersonnel on hand f or decontaminetton?

I
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SAR.gsh l A Under normal circumstances?

.2- 0 Y2s.

3 A He re at the plant site, no.. We do nave two.

4 doctors on retainer.whom we can confer with.

5 'J . Anst is the' standard that you' f ollow for aeciding

6. Whetner you should confer with one of tnose doctors?

7 A- Tnere is no set standard.

9

9

13
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kepDAR 1 0 It is an aa hoc basis of case by case?

2 A Tha t's correc t.

3 0 How readily available are the doctors?

4 A I am told -- and I have never availed myself of

5 their services -- that a phone call will get one of the two

6 of thet here.

7 0 4 ave you had occas30n in normal times to refer
s

8 someone to a doctor in cot: ec tion wi th decon?

9 A To doctors on retainer here?

10 0 Yes.

11 A No.

12 0 Who are the doctors?

13 A Dr. Neumann and the one in Middletown, Barnowski.

14 0 Wnat standard would you emply for deciding whether

15 a person should be ref erred to a physician or some medical

16 personnel?
,

17 A If there was going to be -- and I use the word

16 "suostantial" exposure to that particular individual, then I

19 woula employ the services of one of these particular

20 phy si c i an s.

21 W here I was going to allow an individual to have en

22 extreme exposure above the quarterly limit, that is when 1

23 would get them involved.

-24 O For decontamina tion?

25 A Yes.

- - - - - -
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kepDAR I O From the degree or level or amount of

2 contamination, can you calculate the amount of exposure?

3 A Yes, there are varied ways of doing it, and tha t

4 is where our man Syd Porter comes in, and we have utilized

5 his services on all the contamination levels that we
6 received since the accident.

7 0 What about prior to the accident?

6 A Prior to the accident, we have an engineer that

9 had done that for us, in the past, and he is assigned to Met

10 Ed as an engineer in the Health Physics department,

11 utilizing wnole body counts and that method of determining

12 the total exposure to the individual.

13 Since then, the indivicuals that were exposed,

14 contamination and radiation-wise, due to the taking of the

15 reactor coolant sample -- you ask me f or a method anc there

lo are two. The NRC came up with diff erent numbers than

17 Porter-Gertz cid, and there is a little controversy right

16 now. So the methods -- yes, there are me thods of

19 de termining that.
'

20 0 Do you know the background of the two doctors you

21 have on retainer in radiation contamination?

22 A Yes.

23 0 What is it?

24 A None.

25 0 Knat's the basis on which they were retainedt do
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2 A I do believe originally that they were retained as

3 medical advisors only, and not experts on decontamination

4 and dose a sse ssment.

5 Dr. Neumann has expressed a desire to be sent and to

6 learn more. In f act, now he is becoming interested and we

7 did, just last week, have him here. He is becoming

8 interestec in our emergency situations such as the emergency

V cabinet we have set aside by Radiation Management

10 Cor pora tion as a hospital f acility here to be set up on the

11 plant site. And he is becoming very, very interested in

12 t ha t . Anc he has also requested that he be sent to school

13 f or methods of decontamination.

14 So whether that is in the works or not, I can't answer.

15 But I know his desire is there and it will be taken care of
lo s oon .

17 O Does his retainer and the retainer of the other

IS physician incluae responsibility f or general medical ma tters

19 as well as f or radiation ma tters?

20 A Yes, they were originally on retainer as an

21 individual who could be called here to the plant site in the

22 event we couldn't move an individual aue to a medical
i

23 si tua tion. ;

1

24 Jr. Neumann does get involved in our annual medical

25 emergency that we involve our plant staff, HP anc

- __ _
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2 doe s our contamination medical portion.

3 0 As you understand it, are both these doctors

4 general practitioners?

5 A Yes.

6 0 You mentioned Hershey Medical Center. What role,

7 prior to the accident -- if any -- did that have in

6 connection with medical response to problems of radiation

9 contamination?

10 A They are the f acility that we will go to in the

11 event that we have a medical and a contamination problem of

12 an individual . Contamina tion, as f ar as a contaminated

13 individual who needs medical attention. We go directly

14 there.
~

15 We have in our medical emergency plan, their plan,

lo implemented along with ours, so that we take care of first

17 aid here. The ambulance crew gets involved. The ambulance

16 crew then takes this individual to Hershey Medical, no other

IV place.

20 0 And then one of the two doctors on retainer is the

21 physician in charge at Hershey?

22 A No.

23 0 There is another doctor or another nurse?

24 A There is a Ken Miller there who is radiologist,

25 who handles that particular situation and then those nurses

!
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2 emergency room, are then trained to handle that individual.

3 0 During the response to this incident, you made

4 arrangements f or Dr. Linneman to come to see Mr. is

5 that correct?

o A Tha t's correc t.

7 0 Why did you go to Dr. Linneman rather than to

6 Hershey Aiedical Center or to one of the doctors on re tainer?

9 A Dr. Linneman is an expert in the field. I don't

10 consider the otners to be.

11 0 As you understand it, were all of the materials

12 which are normally available for decontamination available

13 during the emergency?

14 A Yes.

15 0 The RADI AC wash was available?

16 A Ye s , si r.

17 0 Do you know whether those materials were, in fact,

le used by any person who was contaminated?

IV A No, si r .

20 0 Do you know whether records with respect to t he

21 contamination and decontamina tion were prepared'during the

22 emergency?

23 A I do not know. I have not seen them, if they do

24 exist.

25 0 'Who would be the person or persons who would, in
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2 information?

3 A There is no one that is ultimately responsible for

4 that. There are copies sent. It is my responsibility to

5 review them. At that point in the game, they may not have

o b.een made up. I t may have been one of the records that was

7 not.

8 0 You don't recall reviewing them?

9 A I don't recall reviewing them, no. Had I, I would

10 have found out about Mr.

11 0 I asked you a moment ago if the material such as

12 R ADI AC wash were available and you indicateo that they

13 were. Let me see if I can clarif y that or make the question

14 a lit tle more precise.

15 Jo you know whether there was a time when materials such

lo as RADIAC wash, although available, were in a contaminated

17 area whicn was inacce ssible to people who needed to be

le decontaminated?

19 A The re may have been , during the times the Unit i

20 HP control point was inaccessible due to contamination

21 levels. Ana that would have been when we evacuated the

22 area, and bef ore we ultimately went back in to tn? Unit 1 HP

23 control po in t . Uni t 2's HP control point was ina cce ssible.

24 C Am I correct tha t the re por ts wi th respect to

25 contamination of an individual are supposed to be initiated
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2 A They are initiated by the Health Physics

3 department. The individual who was contaminated must report

4 to the HP department. That form is then started at the HP

5 control poi n t.

6 0 Is there a -- strike tha t.

7 Does the person who is contaminated report to a foreman,

o a technician, to you?

9 A The person who is contaminated reports to a

10 technician at tne HP control point. If it is the backshif t,

11 again, he re ports to tha t area. There are technicians and

12 that -- we oo make a senior technician that.

13 0 And a technician or a senior tech would supervise
.

14 the decontamination effort?

15 A Yes.

Io 0 Wha t -- strike that.

17 Who originates the report, or is responsible for

16 preparing the report if the person who is contaminated is a

19 Health Physics person?

20 A The Health Physic s tech himself.

21 0 He is not required to go to another Health Physics

22 tech?

23 A No, obviously that is hi s job.

24 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

25 (Discu ssion of f the record.)
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2 BY MR. DIENELT:

3 0 Have you seen any reports of contamination or

4 decontamination during the period beginning on March 28 and

5 ending on April 15th?

6 A No.

7 0 Am I correct that those reports would come to you,

8 normally?

v A Yes.

10 0 Do you know wnether there are any reports?

11 A I do not.

12 O For contamina tion during that period?

13 A No.

14 0 When Mr. came to you to discuss his

15 contamination --

||||| didn't come to me to discuss that.16 A No, Mr.

I me t Mr.]||||| |in my coming f rom Unit 2 through Unit l's17

18 turbine hall, which was our mode of travel. And I s a w' him

19 there.

20 0 When you di scussed it with him, had he already

21 been decontaminated?

22 A He still at that time, I believe, had a spot in

23 his hair, I think .

24 0 Did you discu ss wi th him -- ,

1

25 A And his thumb.
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2 decontaminate?

3 A No. We did not discuss the method by which he was

4 decontaminated. We discussed the incident whereby he got

5 contaminated, the -- his talking to a foreman, saying, I

6 told So-and-So about it.

7 And then I got upset with him, inasmuch as he didn't come

6 to me sooner and tell me about it. And that's when he said,

Y I told -- I can't remember who he said at that poin t -- and

10 that's when I told him what I was going to do.

11 0 Are you aware of the presence of any potassium

12 iodide or iodate at the TMI site beginning on March 28th?

13 A March 28th? No, we didn't have it then. It was

14 brought in from Electric Boat, I believe, to the pl an t si te ,

15 and it a ppeared a t the Uni t 2 HP control point, which we had

16 esti lished of f the con trol room in Unit 2.

17 0 Do you know when it was brought in?

16 A I can't give you a date, no.

IV O Okay, do you know what f orm it took?

20 A I don't understand.

21 Q Was it in the f orm of pills, liquid?

22 A It was in pill form.

23 0 What were the plans, if any, with respect to

24 distribution and use of the potassium iodate?

25 A There were no plans discu ssed with me or my crew.
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2 wa tch i t, tha t nobody got to it, keep it sealed up. And

3 that was that.

4 0 Who would have given the order or the instruction

5 to make use of the potassium iodide?

o A To my knowledge, there is no one in the plant

7 organization that is specified to give that particular type

8 of an order. I would a ssume that it would come through

9 Administration Management Corporation, who are our

10 consultants in that aspect.

11 0 Were you aware of any potassium iodide or iodate

12 in liquid form?

13 A No.
.

14 0 At any time during the response to the emergency?

15 A No.

Io o Now, you said it was in the HP control room?

17 A The HP control point off of the Unit 2 control

16 room.

19 0 Do you know what the cose of the pills was?

20 A No.

21 0 Do you know approximately how many pills there

22 were?

23 A I was told at the time that there was enough for

24 thousands of personnel, but I can't give you a number.

25 0 Did you ever see the pills themselves?

i

. - . , , - - , . .
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2 pills.

3 0 They were in individual packets?

4 A Yes.
'.

5 0 Did the packe ts indicate who the manuf acturer was?

6 A I can't recall.

7 0 Do you recall anything about what was said on the

8 packets?

9 A .No.

10 0 Do you know how old the pills were?

11 A How old?

12 0 Yes.

13 A The pills were? No.

14 0 Who told you about the pills?

15 A I believe i t was Dave Limro th,

lo O Do you know how he learned about them?

17 A No.

Do you know who, if anyone, requested that the16 0 -

19 pills be obtained?

20 A No.

21 O Am I correct that the use of the pills is as a

22 thyroid blocking agent?

23 A That is correct.

.24 0 Do you know wnether any of them were, in fact,

25 used?
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2 Q- Do you know where they are now?

3 A Yes.

4 0 Where?

5 A Uni t 2 control room.

6 0 Is it your understanding that they are there now,

7 permanently there for potential use in an emergency?

6 A We do not have a procedure and for their use --

9 we don't have an individual who would administer their

10 use. We , and I -- well, rather not " w e , '' I have spoken to

!! our Saf ety Director, who in turn has spoken to Dick Dubiel

12 and in fact, that happened ye sterday, on a procedure f or

13 their use and under whose direction they would be used.

14 Right at the moment we do not have that direction for

15 their use.

16 0 Who is the Safety Director?

17 A Earl Gee is our Saf ety Director at the plant,

16 along with a Jim Whalen and a Peggy Werney. Fred Grice is a

19 GPd systems director of saf ety and he is now here on the

20 plant site. It is Fred Grice with whom I talked yesterday.

21 O In what manner, if any, are the pills secured?

22 A To my knowledge, they are not locked up. They are

23 in the shift supervisor's office. Unit 2 control room. In

24 our discussion yesterday, we discussed locking of these
1
'

25 pills.

-
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2 lock them up?

3 A No.

4 0 Is the office in which the pills are located

5 ordinarily open or locked?

6 A It's ordinarily open.

7 0 Is it f air to say that anyone with acce ss to the

6 control room could walk in and take some of those pills?

Y A Correct.

10 0 During the days of March 28 and March 29, did you

11 have any role in controlling acce ss to the auxiliary

12 building of either Unit I or Unit 2?

13 A When I lef t the control point Unit 1 on the 28th,

14 I was the last one to leave that particular area, and lef t a

15 Robert McCann , who was an HP f oreman at that par ticul ar

10 point, in charge of tha t particular access point. Unit 2,

17 when we arrived over there on the 28th, access was limited

18 by direction to either go or no go through to Unit'2 control

lY room and the ECS Director, myself and also Dick Dubiel, in

20 looking for survey work and so forth on on-site and off-site
1

21 teams. From there , after, I left the control room of Unit 2

22 and returned to unit l's control room. My ability to

23 directly control access in and out of those areas was

24 diminished. Not phy si cally , I could not prevent that f rom

25 happening.

i
|
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2 control after you had gone back to the Unit I control room

3 over acce ss to the auxiliary building?

4 A No, no, I don't know that.

5 0 Who would know?

o A I can't answer that. I don't know. Dick and I

7 did not discuss that, although we did direct individuals in

6 and out of Unit I from Unit l's control room and the
9 operators were the only ones that were functioning in and

10 out.

11 We did make one entry to Unit l's secondary side, through

12 the turbine hall, and when we had high activity there -- it

13 was by our direction to go in an out through that area,

14 through Unit 1. I can only surmise that we were controlling

15 t hat area , but I wa s no t physically able to control that

16 a cc e,ss .

17 0 Do you know how many entries were made into the

18 auxiliary building during the time prior to the time that

19 you moved back to the Unit I control room?

20 A No.

21 0 Do you know whether there were any records kept of

22 those entries ?

23 A Any wri tten records? I can only surmise, the only

24 way to control that would be through the issuance of an RWP

25 and I do not believe we had them issued at that point.
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2 O As you understand the emergency plan, was it your

3 responsibility as ECS director to establish access control

4 over the auxiliary buildings?

5 A No, not sta ted as such, to control that access. We

6 controlled Unit i only because Unit I was established as the

7 emergency control station and all individuals who were

8 supposed to report there reported. The accountability

9 a spec t of the emergency plan required that all non-e ssential

10 individual s report to a certain spot. If those individuals

11 were not accounted for, then we had to go get them or
.

12 a ccount f or those individuals.

13 Our control of the a cc e ss to Unit I would be only through

14 accountability. We were never directed, nor was it in the

15 plan, tha t that was one of our responsibilities, to control

16 access to that arua. It would normally be a f unction that

17 we would follow because we are there.

16 0 W ho , if anyone, had the reponsibility to, under

19 the emergency plan, to control acce ss to Unit 2 auxiliary

20 building?

21 A I don't believe that exists.

22 O Did anyone have the reponsibility under the plan

23 to control access to the_ Unit I auxiliary building?

24 A No.

25 O Do you know who an individual who wanted to gain
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2 A Again, acce ss to the Unit 2 building -- auxiliary

3 building, if it were me I would go to the Unit 2 control
4 room.

5 0 And who would you ask?

6 A At that particular point it would have been the

7 Emergency Director, Gary Miller. Had I been an outside

8 individual who wanted to go to that control point, had I

Y been an operator and said I wanted to go in, because those

10 operators of the aff ec ted unit who were on duty at that time

11 and not part of our emergency control station, report to

12 Unit 2 control room.

13 0 Do you believe that there should have been or in

14 the future instances that there should be one person who has

15 the reponsibility for controlling access to the two

16 auxiliary buildings, in an emergency situation?

17 A You could never rely on the po ssibili ty that one

16 person would be available all the time. Perhaps a

19 responsibility of a job title.

20 0 Is it your view that that responsibility shoulo be

21 lodged with one job title?

22 A Yes, then you would be assured that it would be

23 done.

24 0 When you were supervising access to the Unit i

25 auxiliary building, did you i ssue any instructions with

;
_
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2 A A ccordir. to the manual, entries are done with an

3 HP escort, and the only group that does go in is the

4 emergency repair party or the group that may go in through

5 the emergency repair party -- to go in and retreive an

o individual should he so happen to be incapable of coming out

7 himself , and tha t is done through the muster and through the

8 list of individuals and the accountability.

9 All other individuals are to report to their stations as

10 definec by the plan.

.11 O Are you saying that when an individual needs to or

12 wants to have acce ss to the auxiliary building which you are

13 supervising, that individual.would have an HP escort?
.

14 A Yes.

IS 0 And tha t individual would come to you --

16 A Well, you're speaking of an individual such as a,

17 se para te enti ty. The plan does not call for an individual

18 to do t ha t type of things. All individuals had a place in

19 which to report and account f or themselves. If you were

20 non-e ssential, such as, should some thing ha ppen right now at

21 the moment, this grou p -- all due respects -- is not

22 e ssen tial . This group would then report to a specific point

23 and account f or themselves. I would report to tne Unit i

24 emergency control sta tion. All operators who were on duty

25 have their reporting points. There would be no reason f or
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kep0AR I someone to say, I want to go into the auxiliary building.

2 He doesn't do tha t. He is then directed by the Emergency

3 Director to f unction af ter that accountability.

4 You have the emergency repair party, who goes in and

5 shuts valves or does whatever has to be done. If an

6 operations group is f ormed, they come through Emergency

7 Di re c tor s, through the emergency control station and

8 f unction in that manner. There isn't supposed to be anyone

Y wandering around,

10 0 Were you aware of anybody entering the auxiliary

11 building without following the sequence which you just

12 described?
.

13 A I'm not aware of it, but I'm also not saying it

14 could not have happened,.if it did.

15 0 You are not aware of any entries, s pe cif ica lly

16 made by Mr. Janouski?

17 A No.

lo O Are you aware of entries into the auxiliary

IV builcing for unit 1 on March 28th?

20 A I am now aware of i t. I wa s not at the time.

21 0 So that you were not part of the sequence --

22 A No, I cid not airect a special survey to be done

23 of any auxiliary building. When I arrived, we had already

24 gone over what I actually did when I came in, as far as

25 directing a team to go into an area. My main reponsibility
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2 individual -- and to go inside the building to do surveys in

3 cubicles or in the Unit 2 auxiliary building. No, I did not

4 direct any of those activities.
,

5 0 You subsequently became aware of them?

6 A Yes, I now know tha t.

7 0 When did you become aware of it?

6 A Well, af ter the accident. After these inquiries

v began.

10 0 During the first three days of the incident, were

11 you consulted with respect to any plan operational ma tters?

12 A No.

13 0 Were you aware of the venting of the makeup tank

14 in Unit 27

15 A Into the Unit 2 auxiliary building?

16 0 Yes.

17 A Only af ter it na ppened.

16 0 You were not consulted.

19 A No.

20 0 Do you know wnether Mr. Dubiel or anyone else in

21 the HP area was consulted?

22 A No, I oon't. I don't know whether Dick was

23 consulted or not. Again, we were in separate parts of the

24 plan t .

25 0 Do you know whe ther the emergency plan makes
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2 staff in the plan, in the radiation protection team or

3 staff, with respect to any matters?

4 A In a recovery mode, no.

5 0 In an emergency?

6 A We never went that f ar into the details of what

7 would be discussed and wha t didn't. I could only assume,

o having Dick in the control room, that he was consul ted, only

9 because he was there.

10 But there was never any formal discussion on, this is
! 11 Wha t we are going to do, what does everyone think. I s this

4
12 the best way?.

f

W
13 No, there was no time for that.

14

15

to

17

16

IV

20

21
,

22

23 -

24

25

. . .- - - . -.
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2 to be consulted with respect to operational decisions in an
.

3 emergency or recovery mode?

4 A Absolutely.

5 0 Why?

o A Because in knowing what we do now, it seems to be

7 a health physics nightmare, this. type of an accident. And I

6 do not f eel that we were fully aware of the total situation,

9 nor were we taken into any confidences. And I'm talking

10 f rom my level down. I could only, through the grapevine and

11 through rumors, relate to the technicians who worked f or us,

12 what was going on.

13 Our bigges t problem was communication and finding out

14 w ha t actually was happening. I had f ound out more later on,

15 obviously, than we knew at the point. And the heal th

16 physics department was always considered a necessary evil in

17 plan t operation, and we're here only because I think it is a

le requirement and some thing to be tolerated.

19 That sounds like kind of a " poor me" situation here, but

20 i t really i sn't. I think, af ter having gone through the

21' a cciden t , the health physics department could have played a

22 much bigger role if allowed to do so.

23 We certainly have the capability, but weren't allowed to

24 exercise that capabili ty. However or whomever's f ault t ha t

25 was, I can't say. I think it was the situation's f ault

:

I

r

I
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2 0 What you are saying is that from your level down

3 you not only were .ot consulted but you were not advised?
e A Tha t is true. Nor informed.

.

5 0 Did you make efforts to find out what was going

6 on?

7 A From the day-to-day situation, we did try. As I

6 said bef ore, once we ''got the act toge ther" again, we did

9 begin to communicate with the operations personnell

10 inf ormation was flowing a li ttle be tter. Charts began to

11 appear on the wall where information was recorded, so we

12 could go look and see what was happening. This was later
.

13 on.

14 Semblance of order was returning, but in the first f ew
.

15 days, no, it was just total chaos with many, many directors

16 and a lot of experts here, including the NRC, who all had

17 their own idea on what to do.

18 0 Bu', you did not, on the 28th, 29th, or the 30th,

19 call up Mr. Dubiel and say, " Dick, I don't know what's going

20 on, my guys don't know what's going on. Tell me what's

21 happ en i ng'' ?

22 A No, no, there wasn't time.

23 0 And you didn't call anybooy else to ask that

24 information? ;

25 A On the 28th, when we were together in the control |

1

__
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pv DAR 1 room, that was a little be tter. We couldn't get phone calls

2 to communicate on a " hey, what's going on" basis.

3 When I first arrived, it took me about 20 minutes to find

4 out what the problem was because they nearly did not know at

5 the E CS.

6 I did fins 11y get a hold of Dick Dubiel af ter that

7 particular period of time but all of a sudden our activity

6 began to go up, so I did not try at that particular point
Y other than, " Dick, what are we doing here? What's going on?

10 What's the problem?"

11 At that particular point in the game, I'm not sure tha t

12 the control room f ully understood what the problem was.

13 Activities and so forth, they could tell me what was
,

14 happening in the auxiliary building, what some of the

15 levels were. A lot of moni toring was of f scale -- couldn't

16 give me those.

17 So theref ore, the total picture couldn't be given in a

matter of a f ew ' inutes over the phone in that situation.18 m

19 We were never taken aside later on into a grand and glorious

20 meeting on "this is what ha ppened and this is where we f eel

21 we are."

22 Rumors are mostly the way that we learned things and

23 f rom, as I said, f rom 533 people to 7000, or arouno that

24 area, when you grew like that and people just came in in

25 droves, it is very hard to fino out what is going on.
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2 Mr. Dubiel or someone else, made an effort to communicate

3 with you and the people whom you were supervising to advise

4 you or inform you of what they knew about the plant status

5 so that you would have as much information as you could?

6 A I do recall one instance when Dick and I did leave

7 at 11 :00 o' clock a t night, and this is where we think we are

8 and we did have that moment alone from the gate of Unit I

Y when we drove over to the observation center because we had

10 had nothing to eat since early morning, 7:00 o' clock or

11 before that.

12 And this was 11:00 o' clock at night when we finally said,

13 " Hey, let's get together, go over to the observation center,

14 and see wha t's happening," because things had begun to quiet

15 down a li ttle bit. And so we did, and that's the only time

16 that I f ound out what our possibilities were, what was going

17 on, and where we stood.

16 0 And your view is that it would have been helpf ul

IV to you in the performance of your duties if you had been

20 given or had been able to obtain more information and more

21 current information aoout plan t s ta tu s?

22 A I think so. As to what our plans were, what we

23 wanted to do, and where we wanted to head. We all kaew from

24 drills what our responsibilities were, and we responded like

25 rote: this is what I do first. Which is not bad, because

!
l
1

i

I

l
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pv DAR I tha t takes care of the first f ew hours, because you

2 automatically know what you have to do, and it happens.

3 Fortunately, and during one of our drills, we simulated

4 t ha t the Unit i HP control plan was inaccessible, and we did

5 that in a drill, and I thought at the time, "Why are we

o doing this," and we went to the Unit 2 control room. As it

7 ha ppens , tha t's the best thing that happened to us, because

6 we knew what to do.

9 So t ha t function did happen, and it was automatic. All

10 the men who were there took the directions that I gave them

11 and they reported immediately to the Unit 2 control room.

12 But we had done it through a drill once and so it did work.

13 0 You testified earlier that, if I recall correctly,

14 you were not allowed to exercise the kind of authority in

15 the health physic s ma tter that you f elt was nece ssary? Do

lo you recall that?

-17 A Something similar to that, yes.

le Q That's a ccurate?

19 A I think it was in relationship to making some

20 decisions on plant operations as f ar as relating to the

21 health physics aspect.

22 0 Was it a person or persons, or was it, in your

23 view, events that did not allow you to have that role?

24 A O h, I'm sure it was events. It had nothing to do

25 wi th personnel. It was the monstrous thing that we were

|

|

| |
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pv DAR I into that grew without the ability to consult individually.

2 It was just the whole thing.

3 I'm sure that if we sat down today and said, " Gee, we

4 should have talked at this particular point," now very

5 calmly now, but you couldn't do it then. There was too much

6 going on.

7 0 Do you re ca ll w ha t shif t or what hours you worked

8 on the 29th?

9 A I believe on the 29th that I lef t in the morning

10 and I returned again at 7:00 o' clock that evening.

Il 0 And you worked the seven-to-seven shif t?

12 A Seven-to-seven, yes.

13 0 Do you know who was working the operations side at

14 t ha t poin t?

15 A No, I can't remember.

16 0 You don't know whether it was Mr. Roth or

17 Mr. Floyd or someone else?

16 A I have no idea, no. No, because I was in Unit i

19 control room, and Jim feelinger and I went to the control

20 room toge ther, Unit 1. So, I think he was on, and he was

21 one inoividual whom we did talk together.

22 0 And from 7:00 a.m., or thereabouts, on Friday, the

23 30th, until 7 : 00 p.m. at night, you were away from the

24 plant?

25 A Yes.

1
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pv DAR I O Did anyone f rom NRC work with you in connection

2 with the activities in which you engaged on the first three

3 days of the incident?

4 A No.

5 0 Was anyone from the NRC observing your activities

6 during tha t time?

7 A They may have been, but I don't recall having any

6 interf ace at that particular time with or being aware of the

9 presence of an NRC inspector.

10 0 Did you have any dealing with NRC inspectors or

11 other NRC personnel within the first two weeks af ter the

12 incident?

13 A Sure. Oh, yes.

14 0 What was that?

15 A Inasmuch as they were allowed -- and everytime

lo some incicent happened,.they appeared, strongly, saying,

: 17 "What's going on? What are you doing about this?"

lo 0 Would you charac terize their role as a role of

19 observers?

20 A No.

21 O How would you c harac terize them?

22 A Ac tors -- strike that. Taking an active role in

23 heal th physics. They were all over. They really were. And

24 some were tough to deal withs others were helpful.

25 You asked about information and so forth before. We all
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pv DAR 1 carried little pieces of paper in our pocket, in our back

2 pockets and all, jotting down inf ormation as we went along.

3 And I do recall one inspector who was doing the very same

4 thing, and I happened to comment to him, "Ah hah, your

5 method of recordkeeping is just like mine." And we both

6 said, "Yes, that is about all we have at the moment."

7 And then we began to carry little books around, but it

8 was f unny because everyone carried li ttle books and it was

Y like wildfires when a piece of information as a result came

10 back and you wrote something down, then someone was looking

11 over your shoulder and saying, "Oh, let me conv that." And

12 tha t is how inf ormation got around, and NRC and ourselves

13 shared information in that respect.

14 0 Did anyone from NRC give you advice or suggestions

15 with respect to your activities?

16 A Yes.

17 0 Did you solicit the advice, or was it volunteered?

16 A In many cases, it was volunteered. In fact, I

19 think in all cases it was volunteered.

20 0 Did you on some occasions f ollow the advice?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 0 Did you f ollow the advice on all occasions?

23 A No.

24 0 Did you find the advice generally usef ul?

25 A If it was a new and a f re sh idea, yes. If an

_
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pv DAR 1 individual came up and said, " Hey, I just saw a situation.

2 . What are you going to do about it?" And I would tell him,

3 "We are going to do this," and he would say, "I wouldn't

4 handle it that way," and I said, "Well, this is the way I am

5 going to handle it according to my procedures and the way I

6 see it."

7 There were times when we wouldn't see eye to eye on

8 something like that. There were some individuals who were

9 very forceful in saying, "You can't do it tha t way," but we

10 did it anyway.

11 There were just so many There were many helpf ul

12 individuals, some that I really appreciated some of their

13 re s ponse s. There were others that came in like gang-busters

14 whom I did not appreciate.

15 0 Did you f ollow the advice that NRC inspectors or

16 other NRC people gave you more of ten than not?

17 A I would say "Ye s," because that's only -- I did

16 respect some individuals. I appreciated their position, and

19 I felt that they were, in many cases, experts in the field,

20 and I appreciate that.

21 0 Were there any particular matters you recall on

22 which you found the advice they gave especially usef ul?

23 A There was one which I mentioned bef ore which was ,

1

24 not stated by an individual. That was the one thing where, |

25 "Get your act togetner," whoever said that to begin with or
|

1

. . . , .-.
i
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pv DAR I whoever indicated that there would be a takeover by the NRC,

2 was the one thing that I do appreciate, though I hated it at

3 the time. But I appreciated it because it did perhaps put a

4 little f ear in me by saying, " Wait a minute, now, somebody

5 is saying they're going to take" -- self-preservation --

6 "take my job away." That spiked me into action, which

7 before I was taking a rather passive, " Hey, somebody else is

8 doing thist fine, let them go aheaa."

9 That was a blessing in disguise, and I think whoever did

10 t ha t , because it did put me back into action, and saying,

il " Hey, we have a job to do; le t's go ahead and do it," and we

12 did.

13 0 Was there any advice that stands out in your mind

14 as particularly unsound?
~

15 A No, not really. There were a lot of criticisms

lo and so forth, tha t indiviauals were saying they wouldn't

17 handle it that way. A lot of confusing things. Because

16 many of them were things we couldn't do. It was a situation

19 tha t didn't allow us to do that. You'll have to -- an

20 inspector had always been oomebody to deal with and take

21 care of while he was here, and all of a sudden we had them

22 all over the place. That in itself was a little

23 disconcerting to myself who, in the past, had always been

24 rather standof fish or f earf ul of an inspector.

25 I had one tell me once as we were going out the door, I

|
1
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pv DAR I said, "You go ahead, my f riend," and he said, " Wait a

2 minu te. Let me correct you. NRC inspectors are never your

3 friends."

4 Well, with tha t in mind, I find it very difficult to take

5 direction f rom someone who is supposedly auditing my

6 actions. So -- and I had another one, during the accident.

7 when it was an interview, at the end of the interview -- it

6 was supposed to have been a half hour and I think it lasted

Y t hree hours. And so, after the tape was off and we were

10 finished, I said, '' G e e , I t hought this was only going to be

11 a half hour," and I was told that t ha t's the price we pay

12 f or whatever -- and I didn't "whatever* up.

13 But I didn't appreciate that, and so there had been some

14 adverse ef f ec t.

15 0 Well, this last incident occurred prior to the TMI

16 incident?

17 A It had occurred af terwards.

18 0 Afterwards?

19 A Yes. That was during one of the interviews.

20 MR. DIENELT Off the record.

21 (Discu ssion of f the record. )

22 BY MR. DIENELT:

23 0 Did you regard the NRC's ef f orts during the

24 response to the incident as being more helpful than it was

25 harmful?

<
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pv DAR I A If the individuals were allowed to have stayed

2 here longer than they did, we had -- I think the average was

3 two weeks, and we had them f rom regions all over. There

4 are different ideas in different regions. We -- I , ra t he r

5 -- grew to know some of them, and all of a sudden when we

o finally got a means of communicating with those individuals

7 -- anc I'm saying tha t some of the individuals did help.

6 Some were not of any helps they were more of a hindrance

9 than a help -- excuse me -- some individuals did help me

10 very much in the perf ormance of my HP duties, but then those

11 indiviauals would leave, and you would get a f resh new crew

12 who came in all excited and were getting ready to change the

13 world.

14 Again, it is very diff cult to cope with a new crew every

15 two weeks to f unction that way, specifically when we had

16 been here day af ter day af ter day, f unctioning. And it was

17 beginning to get very tiresome, and these new f resh people

16 came in bouncing all over the place, who had new idea s, ''Why

19 aren't you doing this, why aren't you doing that type of

20 thing," and so f or th, rather than understanding what we were

21 doing. And that was dif ficul t.

22 So, I would -- I would a ppreciate if we -- heaven f orbid

23 if we ever have to go through all this again -- individuals

24 be sent as a team to help us along the way, rather than --

25 we f elt we were just educating the world and they were all
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pv DAR I getting a chance to build up their resumes by being here.

2 And that we share that opinion with many other individuals

3 because we were ge tting so many diff erent people here, and

4 it is difficult.

5 Once you establish a group, I think that group should be

6 allowed to handle it until we say that group is no longer

7 necessary.

8 I don't know the reasoning behind sending so many

9 diff erent people to take over a situation that existed all

10 the time.

11 0 Apart f rom the suggestion you just made, are there

12 any other suggestions that you have for improvement in the

13 NRC's response if , heaven forbid, we ever have to f ace an

14 incident such as this again, here or at another plant?

15 A I f o und , as I said, t ha t there was some help. I

16 think tha t we should have .instrumenta tion, guidelines; we

17 should nave air-sampling guidelines. We should have some

18 experts in dose assessment, rather than relying on a

19 consultant to be doing that for us.

20 A team set up of NRC men, as they are going to be

21 directing us to do this, such as a team to come in and help

22 with specific directions on areas in which to hel p, so we

23 know how to relate to the se individuals. We -- well, I'm

|

| 24 just reiterating what I said before. I didn't know how to
!

25 relate to the se individuals. Were they inspecting us? Were

.
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pv DAR I they here to say we're not doing what we are supposed to be
.

2 doing, "What was your f unction?''

3 Why so many? I would like to be able to relate to a

4 group and say they're here to help and then get down to the

5 business of working. It took us too long to decide who was

6 doing what. Perhaps these individuals from outside could

7 see this, and they come in and provide this. This is the

8 direction in which you go. I really am not sure whether the

9 NRC knew which direction to go because they didn't know how

10 to relate to the company.

11 My outside contractor people didn't know what their --

12 what the extent or to what extent they could function in the

13 HP field. I had two diff erent groups here. We had nuclear

14 support services, we had rad services, two different

15 contract HP groups here whenever they met each other. That

to was another thing we had to f ace. We got rid of one of

17 them.

18 0 Which one?

19 A Rad services lef t a month af ter the incident.

20 Nuclear support services came over and took over Unit 2's HP

21 control poin t. Metropolitan Edison technicians gravitated

22 back to Unit 1, and that is when I began my relationship

23 w th the nuclear support services and still have that now.

24 But a definite reason f or having NRC people here, whether

25 it be for inf orma tion purposes or for a. purpose to aid us in

|

l

!
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pv DAR 1 the perf ormance of our job, that was never specified. We

2 just knew that we had literally hundreds of individuals

3 reporting on and off every two weeks. And they went every

4 which way, and we had some come back and say, "Why aren't

5 you doing this or that? How come?"

6 This was all different individuals stating this, that I

7 found to be rather confusing. Did I relate directly to

8 these individuals and perform what they were asking, or did

9 I use my own management to give me that direction, in a

10 hurry, which added to the conf usion.

11 0 As you perceived it, did the NRC role change

12 during the course of the response to the accident from an

13 observer role to an ac tive role?

14 A I don't recall the observer role.
15 - 0 Okay.

16 A I only recall the active role, which, until about

17 a month ago, did that active role become more of an

18 inspector's role, to sit back and see how we are doing and

19 to comment on our activities rather than actively asking

20 what are we going to do about this and how are you going to

21 a ccomplish that.

22 0 Do you draw a distinction between observer role

23 and an inspector's role?

24 A Yes.

25 0 Did the NRC role change during the course of the
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pv DAR I response to the incident f rom an inspector role to an active

2 role?

3 A The inspector role was not observed by myself,

4 either. It was always an active role.

5 MR. DIENELT Off the record.

6 Back on the rec-rd for a second.

7 We would like to request copies of contamination exposure

8 reports and radiation over-exposure re ports for persons who

9 exceeded their quarterly limit for the period between March

10 28, 1979, and June 30, 1979, and any other documents in

il existence which deal with the contamination exposure reports

12 and the radiation over-exposure reports which were prepared

13 or which were supposed to have been prepared during that
.

14 period.

15 Off the record.

16 (Discussion off the record. )

17 MR. DIENELT: Back on the record.

18 By the request f or documents rela' ting to contamination

19 exposure reports or radiation over-exposure reports, what I

20 am looking f or is any le tter or memorandum or report which

21 was prepared dealing with the reasons why those reports were

22 or were not prepared in the manner in which they were or

23 were not pre pared, and specifically any final report

24 relating to the question of the exposure, contamination

25 exposure and the radiation over-exposure.
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pv DAR I off the record.
.

2 (Discussion off the record. )

3 (Whereupon, at 12 840 p.m. , the taking of the

4 deposition was rece ssed, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., this

;
~

5 same day.)
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10-1 2 MR. DIENELT: Back on the record.

3 BY MR. DIENELT:

4 O During the lunch break I understand that Mr.

5 Mulleavy was kind enough to call Mr. Velez and ask Mr. Velez

6 about the comment which Mr. Mulleavy thought Mr. Velez had

related to him from an NRC employee regarding what would happen '
7

8 if the health-physics program didn't get its act together,

9 and I believe that Mr. Mulleavy is now in a position to .

I
'

10 elaborate his conversation with Mr. Velez, and I would like to

11 ask him to do so.

12 THE WITNESS: All right. In my conversation this ;

i

13 noon time with Mr. Velez, he did recall mentioning that incident:
1

14 to me, but he did not recall whether it was made specifically |

15 by an NRC inspector or it was a feeling that he developed in the
i

16 plant. He does not know that. And in any event, his response j

17 was similar to mine that we did begin to get our tct together

18 and began to go back to our HP control point and function as a

19 group. ! ,

I l
'

i

20 BY MR. DIENELT: i

21 Q As you understand it, the phrase "get our act f
i
'

22 together," then came from Mr. Velez rather than from someone

23 else and through Mr. Velez to you? ,

i

!24 A That's correct.
;pm FMun Coonus, ln

' 25 Q I have marked as Exhibit 3037 an eight-page excerpt
!

|

, .

..
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J1c-2 1
from an interview by the I&E branch of NRC with John P. Donnachie

!

2 which took place on May 17th, 1979.

3 (NRC Exhibit No. 3037 identified.) |

I believe that the excerpt represents a discussion4

5 in an interview of an instance of contamination of a
|

6 Mr. h |
t

,

7 Mr. Mulleavy, this morning I asked you about your knowledge
'
i

8 of contamination of Mr. nd you told me that you did

9 not recall any such instance, and I gave you, during the
!

10 lunch break, a full copy of the interview with Mr. Donnachie,

11 the excerpt from which has now been marked as an exhibit.

12 Does reading the exhibit or reading whatever portions of
.

I

13 the full interview that you did read, refresh your recollectioni
|

14 with respect to the incident?

15 A First of all, to add one thing before I do answer, !
i

16 I do recall and believe that I said I did know of the incident |
i

17 that where Mr. was contaminated, but that was after

18 the fact, and I had heard of it. The incident which I do not

l9 recall is how it happened, and what job constituted the (

|20 contamination of Mr. ;

'

21 After having read this testimony by Mr. Donnachie, I still I

22 do not recall the incident, and it could seem -- and I thought j
t

23 rather hard in trying to recall, if I was that instrumental in f
i

*

24 allowing that particular job to happen, I should remember
AceJederd Reporters, Inc.

25 something about the incident other than being told at some
'

1

!

t

'
_
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010-3 1 later date that Mr had been contaminated. I really

feel that should this have happened as stated, I really should2

3 have a better recollection of that incident. However, I do not.,

!

4 0 When you learned of the incident after it had

5 occurred, were you told when it occurred?

I may have been told when it occurred, I cannot
6 A

7 recall at the moment when the incident took place, other than

8 the outcome of it.
You don't recall whether it was your shift or |9 Q

10 Mr. Dubiel's shift on which the incident occurred?
I

i

11 A No, sir.

Am I correct that radiation work permits are act .y;I2 O

signed by the pe'rson approving them with a signature or with13

!

14 initials? |
t

IIt depends on which approval you.are speaking of.15 A

16 0 Now, there is a discussion in this excerpt of a
|

17 radiation work permit and of who, if'anyone, was going to sign i

!

'

;
18 it. I

l9 What I am trying to find out is whether if we had a copy
'

of the RWP we would be able to find out from examining it who20

21 had signed off.

22 A That is correct, yes.

23 Q Let's go off the record. |
\ I

24 ? (Discussion off the record.)
Ace-Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. DIENELT: Back on the record. !

f
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I'd like to ask for a copy of the radiation work permit i

010-4 ;

relating to this incident. I am informed that the incident
2

occurred on or about April 2, but I did not know and I cannot
3

|represent exactly what the date was.
|4

As the excerpt from the Donnachie interview indicates, the |
5 1

i

subject matter of the work permit would be changing of a
}6

reactor collant evaporator tank valve.
7

BY MR. DIENELT:
8

O Just one more question on Whenyoulearned|
9

of his contamination, did you learn about the manner in which
!30
.

11 any contamination efforts were carried out?

As to the manner in which it was carried out, no, ,

12 A 1

the details were not discussed.13 |
'

would it be fair to say that you learned he had
14 0 i

been decontaminated or you learned what had happened? ,

15 1

Yes, the outcome was that he had been decontaminated!
16 A

17 O But you didn't learn what the details were? i

18 A No. ,

19 0 Would you have expected an incident such as
i

described in Exhibit 3037 to have been reported to you?20
,

21 A Yes. ,

|
iIs it fair to say you have nct seen any written

22 O i

!

23 reports regarding the answer? ;

24 A That's correct.
E).Feder-J P.eporters, Inc.

Prior to March 28th, were any outside consultants25 O

;

I
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employed in connection with health-physics matters?010-5 i

2 A Prior to March 28th, we had quite a number of r

3
outside consultants being radiation management, Porter /Gertz

4 consultants, on occasion, yes.

5 Q Had you used NSS or Rad Services prior?

6 A Not as consultants, no, but as a health-physics ,

7 support group.

8 0 What had been the role of RMC prior to the accident?
I

9 A Radiation Management Corporation has set up our i

!

10 medical emergency plan, the medical emergency cabinet located |
1

11 in Units 1 HP Control Point and ultimately helped run the

12 medical emergency drill for the plant. They had provided a :

!

13 sample counting for us in the past and the medical expertise !

14 for contaminated individuals.

15 Q What role had Porter /Gertz played? ,

!

16 A Porter /Gertz Consulting Firm has played a role with !

i

17 us in writing the emergency plan or portions thereof,
:

18 providing off-site dose calculation classes for the performance,
i

19 of that particular duty.
i

20 Syd Porter himself is on a retainer to Met Ed, an annual ,
;

retainer for his services and has been asked at different times!21
|

22 during my career here to come and provide health-physics

23 functions for whatever we need him to do.

24 Q Do you regard him as more expert in health-physics |
Ace Feder;l Reporters, Inc.

'

25 in matters than either you or Mr. Dubiel?
:

. |

|
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I can only speak for myself and I do believe, yes,'010-6 i A

he is much more expert in many aspects to myself. ,

!2

But you don't have an opinion whether he's more expert
3 0 I

.

than Mr. Dubiel?4

Mr. Dubiel in management of the Department, his
5 A

scientific knowledge and so forth is far beyond anybody's here
6

7 at the plant site. In relationship to Syd Porter, I can only

equate their health-physics expertise and not their managerial
8

I can only assumequalifications in health-physics matters.9

10 they equal.

11 O What kind of health-physics support function did

12 NSS play prior to the accident?

NSS had been here for the refueling of ^.5e 'Jnit 1 ,

13 A i

14 which had taken place prior to the accident. Wehaddischargedf

the body of that group, retaining for decontamination purposes15 ,

iand so forth, I believe, a staff of less than ten technicians16

17 and they were slated to leave us, I believe, at the sui of the
.

18 month. And so therefore, we had a very small group of NSS

19 people here during the accident time.

Would it be fair to say that you had needed NSS f,20 0
i

during the outage in order to ensure that there were sufficient:21

number of health-physics personnel to deal with the particular22

problems of the outage and to continue to perform other health-23
|

24 physics functions in the plant?
Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.

That was the rain purpose for hiring
25 A That's correct.

i:
s

I
i
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010-7 the individuals -- was to support the outage.
;

Q What functions prior to the incident had Rad Services,
2 !

*

3 performed?

A Rad Services was not here. We had a few years ago |
4

had Rad Services as our support group. The HP support group
5

during an outage, but we had a two-year contract with NSS and6

they were awarded the bid for that contract.7

8 0 You indicated in your testimony this morning that
!

there was some conflict between NSS and Rad Services after the i

9 !

'

)
10 accident. Can you elaborate on that?

i

11 A We had one group taking care of Unit 1, and another

12 group taking care of Unit 2. A conflict arose only because

i

there are two different vendors supplying the same support. i
13

14 Q And what was the nature of the conflict?

15 A A jealourt, one with the other.

16 0 Which one was Unit I?

17 A NSS.
I
I

18 0 Had you used General Dynamics or Electric Boat
!

19 to your knowledge as a consultant prior to the incident? j

i

20 A To my knowledge, no. j

!

21 Q Had consultants or other companies performed audits

22 of the health-physics program prior to the incident? ,

23 A Yes.
!.

24 0 I show you a document that has been marked 3018
Ace-Feded Reporters, Inc.

25 entitled General Review of the health-physics program at Three
h

I
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010-8 Mile Island Nuclear Station dated March 20, 1979.j

(NRC Exhibit 3018 identified.)2

Had you seen that report prior to March 28th?
3

I lA Yes, I had.4

5 Q When had you seen it?

6 A Shortly after it was presented to the company, which

I believe was near March 20th, the date that it was published. {7

8 They were sent down, I did not get a personal copy, but there
i

9 were copies given to Dick Dubiel and I know Dave Limroth had a

10 copy. .

'
.,

11 Q Do you know if anyone higher up than Messrs. Dubiel

12 and Limroth had received a copy of the report prior to March

!

13 28th? !

14 A I can only assume that Mr. Herbeing had received a

15 copy h9cause he was the one who wanted the service.
t

16 O Had you been interviewed by anyone from NUS in j
!

17 connection with the preparation of the report?

|
18 A Yes. -

i

19 Q How long did you spend with them? ,

:

20 A Approximately four hours.

21 Q Was your meeting attended by anyone other than you
|

22 and people from NUS? |
;

23 A No. !

24 O Are you aware of other audits conducted prior to
Am.FWr3 Roorters,1K

25 the one which became the subjec: of Exhibit 3018?
'

i
'

.

| I

|
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Other audits that became a portion of this Exhibit010-9 ) A

2 3018?

3 Q No, sir, other audits that resulted in other reports?

4 A Findings?

5 0 Yes.

6 A Similar to this type of report?

7 0 Yes.

8 A Yes, a Don Reppert through GPU has done an audit on

These
9 the department, through a group that he was secretary for. i

10 audit findings were presented through that particular group.

11 That's one that I can recall.

12 O Can you recall any others?

13 A Not that retulted in an audit finding program to look'

14 for ways of helping the capartment, no. ,

!

I
15 We have our own internal audits and we have had our OC

!

16 department from the NRC audit and so on. That type of

17 compliance audit, but never one that I recall that was designed .

18 to upgrade the department as a whole. |

i

19 Q Approximately when was the report with which

Mr. Reppert was associated, published or made available to20

21 you?

22 A I hesitate to give a date, but I would say it was
!

23 probably six months prior to that. |
i

24 Q Do you know why Mr. Herbein asked NUS to do an ;
,

A= Femi nsomes. w.
25 audit and prepare a report? ,

,

I l

|
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A I believe I know what prompted it, it was theJ10-10 ;

oyster Creek citations that they had received.
2

3 0 What were those?

A Their health-physics department had received quite a
4

number of citations for their performance and before a similar
5

thing happened here, he wanted to be sure that this particular6

department was functioning as it should.
7

8 O Do you know what prompted the Reppert audit and

9 report? ,

10 A No, I don't.

11 O When you refer to the Oyster Creek matter, were you

12 referring to citations that had been made by the NRC?
|

13 A That's correct, yes. They were fined, I believe. i

14 0 And you had an opportunity to review Exhibit 30187
,

15 A Yes, I had.

16 0 When was the first tune that you reviewed that j

\
17 document?

Dave Limroth showed me his copy and I perused through
18 A

19 it. That was shortly after it came out. This is the date, f
i

20 March 20th, and it was shortly thereaf ter.

21 Q Between that time and today, have you reviewed the
1
!

22 report?

23 A I have scanned it during our lunch break today.

24 Q From your review of the report, are there any i

Ace Federd Reporters. Inc. '

25 statements or conclusions in it with which you disagree?
!

I
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010-11 A I don't recall any particular statement that I
;

highly disagree with. I am in favor of the report. It's not a
2

surprise, it's something that I could have written myself.
3

i

But in general, the report does state what problems do exist
4

in the Department.
5

Q Do you recall the conclusions and recommendations, if'
6

there were any, which were made by the Reppert report?
7

A I can't, no, that was too long ago.
8

.Q Do you have any recollection whether the Reppert
9

report made the same kind of criticisms, if I may call them
10

11
that, of the health-physics program, which were made by the

12 NUS report?

A There were similarities in and I can recall one13

f,incident because Don Reppert did talk to me about the audit,
14 1

1

and we did relate back and forth our feelings toward it, and :
15 I

16
that was with the PLD program. i

!

|

17 Q That was a specific criticism? i

18 A That was a specific criticism. And in an area we

19 both agreed upon should be one cf the starting points to begin
:

20 a correction of. |
|

AftertheReppertreporthadbeenmadeknowntoyou,f21 Q
:

22 did you discast ies suggestions such as the suggestion made'

23 with rrJurj r. TLD's, with any superior of yours?
i

24 A Yes. |

Ace Feders Reporters, Inc.
'

25 Q With whom did you discuss it?

,

t
_ _ _ .
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1010-12 A Dick Dubiel.; ,

Q Did you discuss it with anyone else?
2

A No.
3

0 Was anyone else present when you discussed it with
4

Mr. Dubiel?5

A No.6 |

0 What in substance did you tell Mr. Dubiel?
7

A We agreed with the report and the area, the one I
8

i

can recall, is the PLD section. We were both in agreement at
9

'

10
the time, and in agreement now that we did need a special area

11 set up for TLD's. We both knew it. We had both tried to get
-

this area set up because it is a concern and was of concern to f'12
f 5

I
both of us at the time.13

To get a TLD set up, which was a meaningful set-up that14
!

could be deployed away from the general duties of a supervisor,!
15 l

:
. :

16 we both recognized its'need and it was brought out by the

l
17 report.

.

18 A person -- someone to take over, that one I can |
.

'

19 specifically recall discussing because it was paramount at the'

i
i
-

20 time. |

21 Q From the time you and Mr. Dubiel agreed on the need
,

for a dosimetry person to the date of the incident beginning
| 22
i

'

23 on Murch 28th, was a dosimetry person hired or selected?

24 A No.
Am Feder'J Reporters, Inc.

23 Q Do you know whether any efforts were made to create |
l i

,

t
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cla-13 i or fill such a position?

.2 A Other than talked about, no, no effort was made-

3 to fill that position because the position did not exist in
.

|
4 our structure. i

I
5 Q And I take it that no effort was made to change the !

6 structure to create a position so that it could be filled?

7 A That's correct.
,

8 Q Do you know if Mr. Dubiel took your mutual concern

9 regarding the TLD matter higher up the chain of command? i
!

I

10 A I do not know. I can only surmise that it fell on j
,

i
11 deaf ears if he did, because nothing was done about it. :

i

12 Q Were there other matters than the TLD matter? !
:

'

13 A Yes.

14 0- Which you discussed with Mr. Dubiel?

15 A Training, department training, which all of us in

16 the department recognized a need for, a commitment that we were
!

17 not meeting. We were meeting a commitment to the NRC that we !

I

18 would provide the 40-hours per year. We were meeting that on '

19 paper, whether it was meaningful or not, could be questioned. !

20 Although we were meeting a training commitment of a certain
i

21 amount of time.

22 Q What is your view -- was it your view that it was !
!

23 meaningful?
!

24 A No.
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.i

What else in addition to training that you can recall!25 Q

i
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now?010-14 1

2 A A lot of technicians. We knew that came holiday

'

3 time, came Christmas time, vacations and so forth, we were
I

getting to a point in the game,where after so many years ofa

which our technicians were getting and growing to that point I5

where we would have to begin to fulfill three weeks of vacation
6

time rather than the two, we were having difficulty meeting
7

,

two weeks of vacation time, we knew this was going to be a
B

i
Iproblem because Christmastime, everybody wants to be on i9

10 vacation. We needed a new -- that we needed more technicians. |
I

We were working two units, we were using the same work force11

12 as we were using for one unit.
i

i
'We then had two separate laboratories to take care of.
|13

14 Physically they're totally opposite each other. The units |
I

designed here are not for one staff to take care of, although |15
|

16 we were confined to one staff to take care of the two units. ,

'
;

I
17 Our lack of personnel was recognized by everyone in the

and this is another area in which we had discussed18 department,
!

19 and not only because of this report, but had discussed this !

imes, our capabilities of getting more individuals were20 manyi

1

21 extremely limited. ;

22 O Why was that?

23 A Monies was one problem. We were financing ---we were
|
'

|
24 a department. We were doing what we had to do to the very

I
| Am Feders' Reporters. Inc.

surface of collection of our radiation surveys, our contamination25
I

i

|
t
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surveys,clo-15 .;

We were skimmingWe were not able to dig into situations.
p

the surface as far as health-physics and keeping people out of
3

We were continually able to do this type of thing andtrouble.4 ,

I believe, thattherefore staying out of trouble and therefore,
5

the Department was not considered to be not functioning
6

However, we did not have the depth we needed to train.f
7 properly.

We didn't have the time to really take to delvean individual.8

into situations, we kind of knew were foundering.
9

Are you familiar with any requirements established
10 0

by NRC for the number of health-physics personnel necessary on11

12 particular shifts?

13 A A commitment that the NRC --

14 Q A requirement.

15 A Requirement?
i

16 Q Yes, sir. I

i
'

To my knowledge we told the NRC what we
17 A No, no.

l

18 had on each shift. ,

!

You don't know whether that was set forth in the |
19 0

|form of specifications or anything like that?20
t

I don't believe there is a specification. ;

21 A No, i
1

In addition to the TLD's, as I hear you identify,
22 Q

essentially two other areas, training and stopping?23
,

24 A Yes. ;
,

,

= Ace Feders! Reporters, Inc. dThose were concerns that you and Mr. Dubiel discusse,25 Q
|

i

_.
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310-16 1
.in light of the Reppert report?

I

'

2 A Yes. ;

!

3 0 What, if anything, was done subsequent to the Reppert

4 report and prior to March 28th, regarding either of those !

5 matters?

6 A Well, I believe because of that -- we're authorized

-- and I'm not sure whether it was four new technicians, and we !
7 l

were in pursuit of those technicians. There may have been an
8

9
outcome of that, although we did have an increase in staff of

i

10 technicians. |

11 O Was an increase of force sufficient, in your view, to
I l

12 solve the problem?
'

13 A No, but it certainly was'better than none.
I

14 Q How many in your view was necessary?
;

15 A It was my goal to double the staff. ,

I

16 Q Which meant, what?
i

17 A Which meant an extra 24 technicians. |

18 0 Had you increased the size by four before March 28th,

19 to your knowledge?
i

20 A We had two of the four, we had two. |

'

21 0 Were there any changes made with respect to training?
I
i

22 A No.

InthistimeintervalbetweentheReppertreportand|23 Q
,

24 March 28th? :

Ace F oerei neooners, inc.

25 A We had taken one foreman and made him responsible for

i

l
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cle-17 the training that was important, the documentation and the
1

setting up of the training. His goal was to be sure we ret
2

the commitment of the 40 hours per week for each technician.
3

He then -- and that was Pete Velez -- he then made booklets
4

for each individual for each technician that we had on the

staff, and I believe that was as far as we.went.

Q Do you know whether -- strike that.
7

Did you take your concerns with respect to training or
8 i

staffing higher than Mr. Dubiel? |

9 |

|A No.
10 :

Q Do you know whether he took your mutual concerns with
jj

regards.to those matters prior?
12

'

A I do not know that, no. ,

13

Q Were there any concerns cther than those relating ,

ja

to the TLD training and staffing which you and Mr. Dubiel j

15

discussed at approximately the time the Reppert report was !
g

;issued?
17 I

A I think we talked about communication in the
18 ;

department which again was of mutual concern, who related to
'

39

whom, just where we were going, what were our goals, this type
20

of thing.
21

Q Were there any specific recommendations that you ,

22 |

had with respect to communication?
23

24 A No, I don't recall any if there were. ,

i

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q Did you discuss that matter higher than Mr. Dubie3?
i

,
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:cis-18 i A I did not.

2 Q Were there any other matters that you and he

3 discussed in light of the Reppert report?

4 A. I don't believe so, no.

5 Q Was Mr. Limroth Mr. Dubiel's boss prior to the

6 Reppert report?

7 A No, I don't believe he had joined the company yet.

8 Q Do you know whether the Reppert report had anything
:

9 to do with brining Mr. Limroth on? |
|
!

10 A No, I don't. ;

11 Q Do you know what approximately he did?

12 A I was afraid you'd ask me that.

13 Q Take charge?

14 A No.
:

15 Q Did you discuss the concerns that you had discussed |
|

16 with Mr. Dubiel at any time with Mr. Limroth? ,

|

17 A Yes. i
i

18 0 When was that?
i

19 A It was after he had joined us and we got to know him
,

;

20 and we brought our problems to him. He was aware of those

21 particular problems. I thought at the time, hey, good, we had
I

22 somebody else who maybe would have some horsepower to go ahead

23 and take our concerns to management and yes, we did discuss all

24 of those aspects. i
.
'

Aa Fww.i nwomrs ine.

25 Q When Mr. Limroth did come aboard, did you receive an

|
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explanation from anyone as to why he had been brought in?clo-19 j

A No.2

3 0 Do you have an opinion as to why he was brought in?

A It was my understand that he was brought in as an
4

administrator, and under his control he had the administrative
5

department, which included Carol Nixdorf and all of that6

clerical staff. And we did not know why HP and the Chemistry
7

Section fell under his domain since, at the time, it was felt
8

!that he did not know the HP or the Chemistry Departments. l9
!

I understood it to be a commitment made to the NRC that this10

11 type of an administrator would be hired. |
|

End t-7 12 !

|-

13 i

!
I

14 |
|

!

15

16 |
l

17
i
i

18
'

!

19
,

20

21
|
!

22 '

|
23 i

!

24 1
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'r. 7187 1 Q Did you express your concern about Mr. Limroth's
-8
le-1 2 apparent lack of background in the HP area to anyone?

3 A Yes.

4 Q To whom?

A Dick Dubiel.
.

6 Q To anyone higher?

7 A No.'

|

8 Q Did Mr. Dubiel agree with you?

9 A I believe he did, yes.
I

10 Q Did he, to your knowledge, express your mutual f
i

11 concern to anyone higher than --

12 A I don't believe he did, no.
i

13 0 -- Dubiel?

14 With respect to tha Reppert report, do you recall preparing
|

15 or receiving any memoranda or other documents? |
i

16 A I am not sure what you are asking me. !
I

'

17 Q Well, did you for example write a commentary or '

18 critique of the Reppert report?
1

19 A No.

20 Q Did you ever see one? !

!

21 A I did not see the final report.

22 O Did you ever see any comments that anybody had

23 written on it?
.

I

24 A No, I don't believe I did, because Don Reppert and ,

AeFWJW Rumten, ine. |

25 myself grew up together in the industry. He and I communicated j

|
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)0-2 very much during that particular audit. And I think that's
1

2 where I learned of it. He was in communication with the GORB

at that particular time and I felt that at that time that we3

1again could make a plea tc this group and that's where we were4

5 going to make some corrections. That didn't happen.

6 Q Tell me what the GORB is?

7 A It is, as I understand it, is a group that discusses

8 plant situation, plant problems and acts on them. It's a

9 high group of managers.

10 Q What does G-O-R-B stand for?
f

11 Off the record. |
|

12 (Discussion off the record.) i
,

i

13 BY MR. DIENELT:

14 O Tell us for the record.

15 A General Office Review Board.

16 O It is a GPU organization? ,

f
'

17 A It is a GPU functioning organization.
|

18 Q Did you submit anything in writing to G-O-R-B

19 with respect to the recoid before you?
:

20 A I did not.

'

21 Q Do you know whether anybody other than Reppert

22 did?

23 A The GORB did call individuals and review I,

\

24 individuals, I believe, as a function and part of his report ! |
I

A wFWpW Reorwrs, W. i

25 or the report was an offshoot of the projection. .

! !

.
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910-3 Q Were you not one of the individuals?;

A I was not.
2

3 Q Was Mr. Dubiel?
,

4 A Yes, he was.

5 0 Was Mr. Limroth?

6 A I can't answer that, I don't know.

7 Q Did you feel that you had direct access to Mr

Miller if you wanted to go to him to express concerns?
I8
|

A Yes. ;
9

10 Q You chose to express your concerns through
;

11 Mr. Dubiel?

12 A Yes.

13 Q As you understood it, did MR. Dubiel have free

14 access to Mr. Miller?

15 A Oh, yes, Mr. Miller has extended that opportunity to
!
'

16 anyone to go to his office and discuss at will.

17 Q What, as you understood it, was Mr. Limroth's
|'

18 background? :

!

19 A Mr. Limroth, I understood to be out of the Navy. He

20 did have naval nuclear background as a captain in the Navy.

21 His knowledge of health-physics was questionable. I had no
!
i

22 idea where his knowledge lay ,

!

I

23 Q Did you ever discust .27 health-physics matters with
i
i

24 him?
OceJeder9 Reporters, Inc.

25 A The only time that I came into contact with

I
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Mr. Limroth's knowledge in health-physics was a course that heclo-4 ;

was going to be given through NUS. And that particular course
2

did not take place, and Mr. Limroth came to me for a quick
3

little HP course to get him up to speed to what we were
a

5 doing.

After you reviewed the NUS report which is Exhibit
6 Q

3018, did you have a discussion with Mr. Dubiel similar to the
7

discussion you had with him regarding the Reppert report?
a

Yes, we both discussed that particular one, again,
9 A

with Dave Limroth involved in this particular one at this time.
10

We all agreed that it was a rather painful thing to see in11

and
12 print, although in general, things that we knew about,

that perhaps through this outfit we might have some help in
13

correcting some of the situations we knew existed.14
I

15 Q Did you take that -- strike that.

Did you prepare anything in writing in connection with the ;

i16

f
17 NUS report?

18 A No. !

19 O Do you know whether Mr. Dubiel and Mr. Limroth ,

!

20 prepared anything in writing? ,

21 A No, I don't.

22 Q Do you know whether either of them took the concerns

.that the three of you had higher up the chain of command?23

Mr. Limroth may, but I don't know that to be a fact.24 A
Am Few;i Reimners, gne, ^

25 Q And you did not? .

!
l
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010-5 A I did not.
1

Q Were there any concerns, in addition to those
2

regarding TLD's, training, staffing and communication, which
3 |

you and Mr. Dubiel had discussed in light of the Reppert report i
4 |

that you, Mr. Dubiel and Mr. Limroth discussed in light of the '

5

NUS report? ;

i
6 i

!
A Instrumentation, I believe, was another area in

7

which we tried to get some function because at that particular
i

time we were toying with the idea of sending instruments off for:
9 i.

calibration as opposed to doing them on site, because cf the i

staff that we had and because the staff that the NRC sti(f had.

I think that is probably the only difference that we had

|in the other.
13 ,

O It is fair to say that the four of you after the I
14 ;

NUS report, shared concerns regarding TLD's, training, staffingf
g

i'
and communications?

i

A Yes.
u.

O Between March 20th and March 28th, were you aware !
)

18

of any decisions that were made to attempt to improve the
39

!problems which had been identified by the NUS report?g

A No.

!

Q You are not aware of any?
g

A I don't think the NUS report had been out that long
23

f r any rerponse really or action to be taken, but I am not aware
24

: Ace-Fewel Rewners, inc. ,

of anything that was done to it. :
25

i
i

|
.
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,

cle-6 j Q Do you have an opinion as to why in the period from j

1

time from the Reppert report, no changes other than perhaps an
2

authorization of form or technicians were made to improve the
3

4 health-physics program?

I believe I stated before we were functioning as a
.5 A

there was|Therefore,department and staying out of the trouble. ,

6 I

no grand and glorious reason to change other than our feeling
7

a
that yes, we have got to do that, but our organizaticn does not ,

9 make changes that easily. ,

|
10 Q Did you have the impression that there was one or ,

I

more individuals in the organization who were holding things up11

or was it simply a matter of priorities and bureaucracy?12
I

13 A I believe the priorities and bureaucracy, I don't j
:

I

think there is one individual who said no, you can't do it. I

14

!

15 It is exceedingly difficult to get new people and it + pe s

4

16 a lot of preparation and justification. :

!

17 O Were you optimistic after the March 20th report thatj
i

improvements would be made in a fairly prompt manner? I
18

19 A What, that improvements would be made in a prompt
!

20 manner?

21 O Yes. !

l

22 A No , I was hopeful that maybe this documentation :

!

through an outfit that was hired to make that evaluation would {23
i

We had all intentions of using this as part of24 hold some power.
Ace Feders Reporters, Inc.

25 a document to get something done.
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Q Who is we in that context?Clc-7 ;

A Dick Dubiel, myself ...d Dave Limroth. This was
;

2

another tool.3

Q How were you going to tse the tool?
4

A It's always nice to have another outfit concur with
5

some of the ideas you've come up with. We were hoping that
6

that would add a little power to it.
7

Q Would it be fair to say that what you intended to do
8

was to continue to lobby management?
9

10 A Absolutely, and we were going to use that.
I
'

11 Q Now, you testified that -- strike that.

I believe you indicated earlier in your testimony
12

that if you had had the task of writing a report or a summary of13

14 problems with the health-physics program, you would have

15 included many, if not all, of,the points that were made in the
!
.

16 NUS report. Is that a fair statement?
!

!
17 A That is correct, that is correct.

!

18 Q Are there any criticisms of the health-physics .f

program or recommendations with respect to improving the19

20 health-physics program which you would have made in addition !
l

21 to those that appeared in the NUS report?

22 A Yes, there may have been. There was one problem thai

23 I see, and I am not sure that that is in that particular
:

andthatisthephysicallocationoftheDepartmentandf24 report,
,2*Fwee anen.n. ine.

25 how it functions in relationship to the rest of the plant. ,

i
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01c-8 I did mention before that physically, to run two health-j

physics departments with a group of 22 technicians at opposite
2

ends of an island is very difficult, specifically when there |3
l
'

are four men on a ship, one man in each department per unit.
4

If the one man needs help, it takes 15, 20 minutes to get from
5

one lab to another. That is extremely difficult. So, the
6

physical layout of the plant should be changed as far as7

8 functioning in our department.

We have already submitted and had submitted before the
9 ,

10 accident, a new HP area in which to function from.

11 Q Has that been implemented?

12 A That has not been implemented.

'

13 Q Do you know of any current plans to implement it?

14 A Yes.

15 Q What are they?

'

16 A In Unit 2 Becktell is doing quite a study on new
.

I

17 laboratories, new functioning areas and so forth. This is as j
;

18 a result of the accident and in the recovery reorganization. >

i
i

19 So, we will get that, I hope.

20 Q You are anticipating that the physical locations

!

21 will be consolidated?

22 A Yes.

23 O And do you know where that is going to be? ,

:

24 'A There is going to be a new building, I can't tell you
Am FWwei Rmorters, lM.

'

25 where.
.I

!

l
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Are there any other changes which have been plannedcla-9 Q
)

r which have been implemented since March 20th report in the
2

health-physics program?
3

A Since that particular report, and since the
4

accident, we now have a TLD person, a dosimetry person who was
5

hired through GPU who helped the TLD program. The TLD program
6

right now has a offshoot of it called dosimetry, with a
7

f reman sharing duties with his Unit 2 and TLD with the 22
8

technicians sharing their duties between two units and running
9

a TLD section.y i

!

We now have a whole separate department, and that department
11

I know of five clerks -- and many other people assigned to that.l
12 .

discipline, with quite a few people oper'ating. That is one
13

aspect of what we used to take care of before the accident.la
,

So, this individual has been hired. We did ask for a long |
15

!

He has itime ago -- indicated that we needed this individual. i16
i

!been hired, and he is now functioning as the coordinator for
!17

all of the radiation exposures, whole body calculations, the
18

dose assessing to scan the whole body, extremities and so on. ,

119
1

He is coordinating that with his rather large staff. The
20

i

21 whole body counts. We had four units at the one point here, we
i
-

22 had two of them left. We had none before.

We had always advocated that we wanted one here for our |
23

|It was thought at one point perhaps we could share one24 use.
AwFWeret Roorurs, W.

'

25 with another outfit, but we wanted at one point, TLD -- whole |

i

I
.
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310-10 body count and urine bioassay program plus a respiratory
)

protection program, all within the confines of this dosimetry
2

3 person.

That has now happened with the exception of the respiratory
4

5 protection. That has been given to another supervisor, so he

has that off-shoot of wnich we used to take care of in our6

|
7 own department.

|

Granted, our areas have grown as far as population, but our'
8

department has also grown. I have right now 113 NSS people
9

!

assigned to Unit 2, whereas before on technicians, I shared 2210

11 technicians for the two units.

12 0 Any other changes that have been made since the
.

13 March 20th report?

14 A Yes, instrumentation. We have another whole outfit
!.

15 here doing instrumentation for us. Rad Services is doing it |
|
:We have seven individuals in that group who are16 now. I

17 implementing all the calibration and repair of just the Hp

18 sections' instruments.

19 Now, granted we went from -- I would say maybe 60, 65 |

I
20 instruments, data / gamma neutron, alpha, survey instruments to

over 500 survey instruments including air sampling devices and21

22 so forth of which they are maintaining for us.

23 But that's a whole new calibration area with new

24 instruments and so forth. Now, that's being handled by a
i

AmFMetal Reconers. Inc.

separate group where before our department used to calibrate our25
i

.
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instruments. Again, with the 22 technicians.010-11 j
t

'

2 Q Any other changes? |

3 A The whole reporting chain has changed.

4 0 Would you tell me a little bit about that?

5 A There is a waste management group of which we have --

6 I am in that. I am one of two Metropolitan Edison people for

i

7 the HP department located in Unit 2. We have just hired a new

man, a Paul Ruhter, who is a certified HP health-physicist, who:8

9 has just arrived a few days ago, and be is going to be taking
,

10 Limroth's place. I believe. Dave Limroth is going back to Unit 1.
I
i

11 Therefore, we will only have one Met Ed individual here besides j
t

12 myself, functioning as HP supervisor, and that is another change
!

13 that is taking place. ;

;

14 This whole vast chain that we have grown into on the Unit 2

15 side and Unit 1 is slowly being pulled away, so we are coming
i

16 apart as a department. Myself with the rest of the HP
!

17 Department in Unit 2, yet we still have station functions to ;

|
18 perform, station HP procedures of which I must confer with

<

19 Unit 1 to make sure that what we are doing in Unit 2 is going
i

20 to be able to be handled in Unit 1. !

!

21 I can take air samples every four hours. I have the staff |
!

> t22 to do it. Unit 1 does not.

23 O Any other changes? I

:
i

i24 A No.
AceJeder~) Reporters, Inc.

25 1 Q Now, you referred a moment ago to a certified HP |
,

f
.

,
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How does one obtain certification?|10-12 1 person.

2 A Through the American Board of Health-Physics. It's

3 quite a lengthy exam.

4 Q Are you a certified health-physicist? ,

5 A No.

6 Q Prior to March 28th, was there anyone in the health-

7 physics department who was certified?

8 A No.

9 Q Do you know if Mr. Porter is certified?

10 A Mr. Porter is certified, yes. |
:
i

11 Q But Mr. Dubiel is not?
I

12 A He is not.

13 0 Is it expected that the large complement or the |
;

larger complement of people from outside the company such as14

15 NSS and Rad Services about whom you have just testified, will I

{
16 remain on the premises?

|

,

17 A They will remain on the premises, yes.
I

18 Q That is a permanent arrangement as far as you know?
;

19 A As far as I know, that's as permanent as we can tell
|
I

20 them right at the moment, yes.

21 Q There are no plans to replace these people with !
!

I

22 Met Ed employees, for example? 4

23 A Not at the moment.
;

24 Q Now, during the -- strike that.
2*Fw.r i n.imn.n ine. ,

25 Prior to the accident, when you had employed personnel from;
,
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NSS and Rad Services or other companies for HP support, how01c-13 j

had they been integrated into or blended into the activities of
2

the HP program?
3

A We require that all the individuals submit a
4

resume to us and when we ask for NSS support or any-other group
5

that bids on the contract, when they did receive the contract
6

lwe then specified the amount of men that we need, or women, or
7

techs''we need; We need some supervisors, some foremen,
8

some technicians, senior and junior, all of those individuals
9

whom they do supply, we ask for resumes for those individuals.10

11 We scan the individuals and we interview the individuals.<

i

12 Now, that was prior to the accident.

IWhen the accident happened and we needed the NSS people ;13

14 here, we again looked through the resumes, but only for the

senior techs who were going to make decisions and ANSI !
15

I
i

!
16 qualified.

'
!-

17 Q A-N-S-I? j

18 A Those individuals I have all the resumes for, and as.
!

19 we bring them in, I have a card system now that we put them in |

'

20 and out of the plant and I do interview those individuals as i

,

!

21 they come in and out. |
!

22 Q When the support health-physics personnel came on

23 prior to the accident, who supervised them? j

:
,

24 A The NSS people during the -- ;'

I

! Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q No, prior to the accident period,
t

|

|

1
,
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010-14 A When they came in to do a refueling outage and so
;

forth?. 2

3 0 Yes.

A They were supervised by our department. And our
4

foreman working under our procedures were sent to their company,
5

all their employees are reviewed by them prior to coming here.
6

We made up a booklet putting our prediscussions and so forth
7

in this booklet, each one of their men got one of these so they
8

were somewhat skilled in our system. They then attended our
9

WP class and so on and our way of doing things, and they
10

11 functioned under our direction.

12 O Who supervised the health-physics support personnel

from NSS and Rad Services, who are now part of the organization
13

|
14 A I do. .

I

15 0 Was it the intention during the response to the j

!
16 accident that outside personnel who were brought in to be i

l
I

17 consultants would be supervised by Met Ed HP personnel'
|

.

:
18 A Brought in to be consultants?

19 0 Brought in to work, excuse me, on health-physics '

h
.

20 matters.

21 A Yes. I believe it was their intention because
|

22 when they arrived in Unit 2, and when Rad Services left, they
'

23 arrived in Unit 2 and there was a pull-back to Unit 1 of all j
t

24 Met Ed people. There was a short interim period of time when |
'

Lace Fewst Ageners, inc.

25 we did not have a Met Ed sv'arvisor, and HP -- and we directed it
,

I

|
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cic-15 i from Unit 1. Thus I came from Unit 2 and am now exclusively

2 now Unit 2.

3 0 In your view, were the outside people who were brought
!

in for health-physics support during the accident in fact4

5 supervised by you or some other HP personnel?

6 A Yes, yes.

7 Q Are the outside people who come in for health-physics

8 support during an outage were in other circumstances sometimes

9 known as rent-a-techs? ;

I

10 A Yes. |

11 Q There is a section in the NSS Report at Page 2-7

12 relating to the rent-a-techs. It's at the bottom of the page

13 and I would like you to look at that portion.

14 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

15 (Discussion off the record.)
|
;

16 BY MR. DIENELT: ,

17 Q Before the break I asked you to review a passage
i

18 relating to rent-a-techs from Exhibit 3018. Have you done so? |

19 A I have, yes. |

20 Q Do you understand that passage to refer to the use

21 of rent-a-techs during the Unit 1 outage which you have talked

22 about earlier in your testimony?
i

23 A Yes. j
,

24 Q One statement which is made in this passage is that
Cce Federa Reporters, Inc.

25 a result of the use of the rent-a-techs is that the on-the-job |
i

!
'

|
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health-physics coverage, which is required for the experienced
"

'clo-16 .j

workers and is normally performed by rent-a-techs, is grossly
2

|
,

inaccurate.3

Do you agree with that statement?4

5 A No.

6 0 Do you agree that it was inadequate?

7 A If I may give the history of this.

8 Q All right, fine.

9 A And I will tell you why I discounted this portion.

10 We are dealing with a union group in the Metropolitan Edison

11 system. The outside rent-a-techs are nonunion individuals.

I will admit that in performance or in the gathering up of the12
.

13 data for this particular report, not only did they talk to

14 managerial people, they also talked to who are the union |

15 pe rsonnel . !

16 The union, when we first hired rent-a-techs, was grossly [
i

17 opposed. Derogatory remarks were made towards the group that !
!

I
18 came in. It was rather difficult. That group that came in, ;

1

'19 I sat with and told them that this may happen. We needed the |

20 individuals. The union was told we needed the individuals, but

21 the individuals were not accepted very well by the union .

I
'

22 personnel until they proved themselves to be adequate HP

23 people, ,

i

24 There were those who will never accept an outside group '

Ace-Federe! Reporters, Inc.

25 working under a union contract house. Therefore, some of the
i

!
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individuals will never accept them as being equal in status nor31c-17 i

knowledgeable in the field of rent-a-tech or health-physics2

rather, because then that is encouraging the usage of nonunion .

3 I

4 personnel in a union shop.

The first time that we utilized these individuals, the
5

individuals completely took over the outage from the Unit 1 |6
i

7 standpoint. The Met Ed personnel were put into Unit 2 as a

time for learning Unit 2 systems because Unit 2 was not in8

9 operation. They were to spend that particular time following

10 systems, learning Unit 2. That was two years ago.

Last year, because of the opposition that we received from our11

12 own Met Ed union personnel in the department and union Met Ed |
!

13 or union officials, we only hired a very few to supplement our ,

14 particular department and used our own Met Ed people as
I

15 part of the group or as the group who run the outage. Thus, |
!
'

16 you see from 25 the year before to 5 I believe, that we had
i

17 hired and we hired a few more than that, and still the feeling
i

18 was an antirent-a-tech feeling. Although we did work together,'

19 but we had to watch it constantly, and continually, and thus ;

20 some of the statements in this particular report don't necessaril3

21 reflect a true performance of these, rent-a-techs, but reflect ,

i
'

22 the way that they were accepted by the rest of the union

23 personnel.
:

24 Not all union personnel felt that way, some felt they did :

A&FWeel Reporwrs, lm.

25 a much better job than our own people. Some felt that our own
!

'

f
y
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01c-18 .) people should be given top preference, such as utilization of

2 the auxiliary operator force who were HP qualified. That didn't

3 always take place, because they had other duties to perform in

4 the operations department and through their management, we could

S not get a commitment of individuals over a week's period of

6 time or_a month when we needed that commitment of personnel.

7 So, therefore, we went to the rent-a-techs and they were

8 not universally accepted here at the plant, although their

9 performance by our standards was good.

10 0 Are you saying that the rent-a-techs were hampered

11 in their performance by the attitude of union people?

12 A They were hampered, not in their performance, but their
i

13 performance, I feel, was verv good as far as HP. They were

14 hampered in their performance of their duties and relationship |
,

15 to the Met Ed union because they would not accept theirs. We !
I
i

16 had a couple of times when an NSS man would perform a survey on ;

17 an employee of another department who was union, so I don't |

18 believe that survey, I want one of our own people to do that. |
|

19 That posed a problem until we sat with the union again and

20 said, this is what we have, and this is our qualifications, and

21 you must accept because we need this additional help.

22 So, there was this conflict. Thus, that statement in that i
!

!

23 report which is not totally true.i

! i

24htd t-8
_

| Ace Federet Reporters, Inc.
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1 0 Who are the inexperienced workers as you understand

2 it that is referred to in this passage?

3 A Inexperienced workers would be those individuals

4 who were here, such as outside contractors, Catalytic, Crouse,

S C-r-o-u-s-e, who are hired during an outage to perform main-

6 tenance work.

7 O And is it true that -- that the on-the-job health

8 physics training or coverage which is required for those

9 inexperienced workers is normally performed by rent-a-techs?

10 A State your question again?

11 O Is it true that the health physics training that

12 these temporary or inexperienced workers receive so that they

13 can work during an outage is normally provided by rent-a-techs?

14 A No, they're training is not provided by the

15 rent-a-techs. It was provided by Met Ed personnel such as

16 myself or Pete Velez. One of the foremen would, when these

17 individuals came in, take them to the classroom and give them

18 their RWP training.

l9 Now, since the accident we do have outside individuals

20 doing that teaching for us, such as individuale from NUS whom

21 we have hired to perform the training because we don't have

22 the time.

23 g So you're saying the statement t'iat the on-the-job

24 physics coverage --
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A That statement -- before you continue on with your
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1 question -- and you asked me not to do that -- but your ques-

2 tion means or that statement means that when you as an outside

3 contractor put yourself into -- you have never been here

4 before. I goithrough a one-day training session, which is

5 generally an eight-hour course, and then report the next day

6 to go to work.

7 You are going into a radiation work permit area to perform

8 your duties. You have never been in a particular area or

9 inside the reactor building or whatever your job is going to

10 take you. I would assign an HP man tc escort you to your

11 job site. And he then performs the health physics, radiation

12 monitoring, the contamination survey, and makes sure you are

13 functioning within the realm of our procedures.

14 g And that is what is meant by on-the-job health

*

15 physics coverage?

16 A That's correct.

17 O And that is what is done normally in an outage by

18 rent-a-techs?

19 A That's correct.

20 0 And it was done in the recent Unit 1 outage by

21 rent-a-techs?

22 A Yes, and our own Metropolitan Edison technicians.

23 0 And your testimony is that the friction between union

24 Met Ed employees and non-union rent-a-techs is the reason
Aco Federot Reporters, Inc.

25 why NUS drew the conclusion that the on-the-job health

t
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1 physics coverage was grossly inadequate?

2 A That's correct.
'

3 G For whatever the reason, do you agree that the

4 coverage was grossly inadequate?

5 A I do not agree that the coverage was inadequate. I

6 strongly insist that it was more than adequate.

7 G Did the people from NUS discuss this particular

8 point with you?

9 A Not in that context, no, no.

10 G Do you know what the basis on which they drew the

11 conclusion that it -- that the health physics coverage was

12 grossly inadequate was?

13 A I can only surmise that that is, as I told you, how

14 they drew their conclusion from that data.

15 G Because there was friction between the --

16 A Friction between individuals, yes.
,

17 G I have asked you about that specific passage relating

18 to the health physics coverage.

19 'A Yes, sir.

20 G And you told me you disagreed with it. And earlier,

21 I asked you in general terms if there were things about the

22 NUS report, which is Exhibit 3018, with which you disagree,

23 and you indicated that there was nrthing with which you

24 strongly disagreed, I believe. Is that c lair statement?
AesJederal Reporters, Inc.

25 A That's fair, yes.
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1 O Is there anything else in the report that you can

2 recall now with which you disagree to the same extent that |

3 you disagree with the passage that you and I have just been

4 discussing?

5 A Not that I can recall. As I said, I only scanned

6 it during our break.

7 g During the break when you read the passage relating

8 to the alleged gross inadequacy of the health physics coverage

9 that you and I have just been discussing, did it occur to you

10 when you looked at it that you disagreed with it?

11 A I don't recall reading that particular section. I

12 looked at a few of the highlights in the back and did not

13 reread entirely the whole document.

14 MS. RIDGEWAY: Off the record.

15 (Discussion off the record.)

16 MR. DIENELT: Back on the record.

17 BY MR. DIENELT:

18 g I want to ask you about some specific statements in

19 t'he NUS report and whether you agree'or disagree with them.

20 The first one is on page 2-1: "The present organization at

21 Three Mile Island precludes the adequate performance of some

22 critical health physics functions. The basic problem appears

23 to be that the health physics organization has not been

24 properly upgraded to meet current demands."
Am Fewei nworws. :=. |

25 The question with respect-to that one, as it will be with '

|
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I respect to others, is whether you agree with that?

2 A I do agree with that, yes.

3 G The second matter, also on that page, states that:
1

4 " Health physics and chemistry functions are combined under |
I.

5 one department at the top, split apart at the supervisors /

6 foremen level, then recombined at the technician level. This

7 organizational structure is generally ineffective and has
l8 resulted in serious problems at the technician * -"el. "
!

!9 Agree?
|

|10 A Agree.

II on page 2-3 at the top -- to paraphrase the statementO

12 that you have in front of you and can read, the point, as I j

|
13 understand it, is that Mr. Dubiel's time and attention are |

|

spread much too thin. Agree? !Id

15 A Yes, I do agree.
!

0 Also on that page, at the bottom statement: iI0
!

417 " Essentially, all tool, equipment, and respirator decon-

18 tamination at TMI is physically performed by the health

I9 physics / chemistry technicians. This is the major cause of ,

20 the inadequate technician staffing."
,

2I Agree? ,

.

22 A Yes.

23 O Also on page 2-4:

24
| "A crew of personnel, such as utility workers, should be

Ace 4ederal Reporters, Inc -

25 permanently assigned to health physics for the specific
.
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1 purpose of tool, equipment and respirator decontamination.

2 Health physics technicians should be responsible to survey

3 the decontamination items and to authorize their release to

4 clean areas."

5 Do you agree with that?

6 A I do agree.

7 0 Is that one of the changes that has been implemented?

8 A We in Unit 1, no. In Unit 2, we have, through our

9 rad waste management group, we have an electrocon unit, we have

10 a degreaser unit, that's being handled by a separate group out

11 of the HP department. Unit 1 is going to be handling the

12 decontamination of portable instruments at their request,

13 before they go back to rad services for collaboration. Unit 1

14 hasn't been changed that much, but the Unit 2 influence on ,

15 Unit 1 has been taken away.

16 0 On page 2-5, the statement:

17 " Technicians are presently doing a great deal of work which
'

18 should be done by clerks."

19 A Yes.

20 0 Clerical work which is being performed by the

21 technicians leaves much to be desired?

22 A Yes.

23 0 Page 2-8:

24 "TMI auxiliary operators are supposed to be trained to act !

. Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.
I

25 as health physics technicians as they may be needed. In ;

I
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1 reality, the Aos are neither trained or qualified health

2 physics technicians."

3 A That is not totally correct.

4 O Is it substantially correct?

5 A In some cases, yes.

6 G In most cases?

7 A In rast cases, no.

8 G Are they trained?

9 A They are trained.

10 G In what manner?

II A They have a course which they go through, which is

I2 called the advanced health technicians course. At the end of

13 that particular course, they know the specific duties on a --

Id that a technician should function on a routine basis, such

15 as contamination surveys, air surveys, beta / gamma surveys.
!

I16 And of those three things, we would expect them to be able to

17 handle an HP situation.

18 G So you regard their training as adequate?
i

I9 A Yes, to function as a basic health physics person.

20 G You do not believe that for the most part, during

21 outages or emergencies, they have been given jobs that are

22 beyond their training or qualifications?
:

23 A No.

0 What kind of examination does an AO take at the end24

A= Fwc:s newsm. ine. ,
I

25 of the course that you have just described?
| <

,.
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1 A Course content exam.

2 g How long does it last?

3 A I have seen it last about two hours, depending again

4 on the individual taking the exam.

5 Q Is it written?

6 A It is written.
i

7 MR. DIENELT: Off the record. I

8 (Discussion off the record.)

9 BY MR. DIENELT:

10 0 Are the auxiliary operators given any practical

11 factors examination?

12 A Practical factors examination? I don't know what
.

13 you mean by " practical factors."

14 0 Mr. Lynch will tell you.

15 MR. LYNCH: Practical factors would be an examination

16 by demonstration.

17 THE WITNESS: Yes, all right. Yes, indeed. I ,

I

i

18 thought you meant something like rules of thumb or something. +

l
,

'
19 Yes, they do_in the performance of their duties -- I have --

70 when I taught, of course, I gave them a session in which they

21 had to go out and demonstrate their ability to take samples,

22 to do survey work.

23 It was part of the course and I had an individual exam

24 where they orally told me about all the instruments, how they i
I

Am Few3 Roorwrs, lm. I

25 function, what they were used for, and it was part of their i
,

I
t

i
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1 final exam. Then they had a written portion.

I
2 BY MR. DIENELT:

3 G Did the regular health physics staff have that kind
i

4 of examination, too?

5 A No.

6 @ Is there any reason why not?

7 A I can't think of any reason why they shouldn't have

8 it nor why they should have.it.

9 0 When auxiliary operators were used -- strike that.

10 Were auxiliary operators used as health physics technicians

11 during the most recent outage?

12 A Not as a functioning health physics technician, no.

13 They were used in a job category that was held by a Met Ed

Id HP person, but they were doing ROWP work at the entrance to

15 the reactor building and at the entrance to the HP control

16 point.

17 G When they performed that function, did they report

18 to HP personnel?

19 A Yes.

20 g Did they at any time have any operational responsi-

21 bility?

22 A Yes, they did.

23 O Did they report to operational personnel with respect

24 to those responsibilities?
:Am-Femj Roomn, W.
I

.

25 A In a few instances they tried. I discouraged that !
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because I wanted them exclusively for health physics and could
1

2 not perform the dual purpose..

3 O Do you agree that the placing of an auxiliary
.

4 operator in a situation where he has dual responsibilities

5 for reporting is not workable?

6 A It is not workable.

7 G On page 3-1 of the NUS report, it refers to a loss j

of credibility of the health physics program.
8

9 Do you agree that there has been a loss o f credibility? ,

:

10 A I do not believe here that there is a loss of |

11 credibility between our technicians or regarding our technicians,

12 no, I don't believe so.

13 O Do you believe that the health physics program here

14 has a high degree of credibility?

A Relating to some other programs that I have seen , i15 i

16 yes.
i
1

17 0 In other vords, in comparison to the way health

18 physics is treated at other plants, it is treated better here?-
i

19 A I believe so.

20 0 Is it still -- strike that.

21 Is it nevertheless treated poorly here? i
i
!

22 A Yes. i

l

23 0 Under 3.1 on that page -- and let me read you a

! 24 statement and ask you if you agree or disagree:
!

Am-Fees mammn. ine.
'

25 The inadequacies of the training of the health'"
,

!
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1 physics / chemistry technicians are readily apparent. Although

2 the technicians perform most of the tests directly, their

3 actions are by rote. When confronted by only slightly off-

4 normal situations, they often lack sufficient understanding

5 of their job to confidently take the appropriate action. The

6 technicians also appear to have insufficient knowledge of the

7 plant systems, including the radiological considerations that
!

8 would apply if the system were open.
i

9 A That is correct. |
i

10 g Also on that page, the statement:

i11 "Understaffing has precluded any technician training for
!

12 at least the last year and a half."
,

13 A That is correct. |
t
i

14 0 The report says "at least in the last year and a
'

.

I
15 half." How long would you say the understaffing has precluded

I

16 any such training?

'

17 A Five years that I have been here. .

I
18 | 0 In other words, the entire five years you have been ;

19 here?
! !

'
20 A Yes.

21 O On page 3-2: i

!
22 "The overriding of decisions made by health physics personnel:

23 has become a routine occurrence at TMI."

24 A A degree of overriding has taken place. Again, we

|A=4mmincomriix.
'

25 are not the money-makers, and there have been times when
,

!
1

1

i
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I decisions made by the HP department have been overridden in

2 lieu of the moneymakers.

3 0 When a decision has been overridden, do you have a
,

4 route of appeal? i
i

5 A Yes.

6 O To whom?

7 A To Gary Miller. ,

8 0 Have you ever exercised that appeal?

9 A We have mentioned it in a certain degree that we

10 have been overridden on our decisions, and usually it's too
,

I
8

11 late.
|

12 0 Have there been instances, then, which you have
,

13 appealed or Mr. Dubiel has appealed to Mr. Miller and t

!
!

Mr. Miller has reversed the overriding of a health physics14 *

|
15 decision?

16 A There have been times when we have had something

'

17 come out of that to our favor from a situation that was over-

18 ridden, but the situation wasn't reversed because of that. ,

19 But in the future, it will be done this way, should it occur
i

20 again. ;

i

21 O Would it be possible to carry an appeal to ;

22 ter. Miller in time to prevent the operations overriding of a

23 health physics decision from having its effect?

24 A I don't believe so, because usually it will happen
An Fe .i n.mn n ine. ,

25 in a confrontation of maybe health physics saying: Operations,;

!

!
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1 I don't think you ought to do that, and the shift supervisor

2 saying: It will be done. 4t is done and then'we appeal.

3 0 In other words, your appeal is one of seeking

4 Mr. Miller to take some steps to ensure that the specific

5 issue, if it arises again, does not result in operations

6 overriding a health physics decision?

'
7 A Yes, right.

8 G Do you believe that there ought to be a means by

9 which health physics could go to someone in higher authority

10 to attempt to prevent an operations decision from overriding

11 a health physics determination?

12 A Not particularly a person, but a review chain or a !

;

13 mechanism whereby health physics is included in decisionmaking .

14 on specific jobs that are going to be done; a relationship in

IS which operations must go to and health physics is included, so ;

:

16 tnat operational decisions include the health physics depart- |:

J

17 ' ment.
.

18 0 Has this suggestion been made to you by Mr. Miller - i

!

I mean, made by you, by you to Mr. Miller? Has this recom- |I9

| 20 mendation been .made by you to Mr.11 iller?
:

21 A Yes.

22 O Has the recommendation been made by you to

23 Mr. Dubiel?

24 A Yes.
Am.Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 O To Mr. Limroth?
:

|
i

| '
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1 i Yes.

2 G' To others?

3 A Yes.

4 G Who else?

5 A Our whole department. We are all in agreement that

6 this should be done. However, it has not come about yet.

7 O Why not?

8 A As stated earlier in the testimony, the health

physics department does not command nor have that voice in9

10 decisionmaking.

11 G Do any of the radiation protection personnel have
*

12 stop-work authority? .

I
iThey all have that authority and they have all been13 A !
i
I

14 told they have that authority.

15 G To your knowledge, has it ever been exercised'
l
i

16 A It has been. |

17 G Frequently?
!

18 A No.

I
19 G Infrequently?

|
I20 A Infrequently.

21 G Very infrequently?

22 A Very infrequently.

23 O Rarely?

24 A. No, not rarely.
Ace.Federet Reporters, Inc.

When that authority has been exercised, has it been25 G ,

!
I
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1 overridden by operations?

2 A Yes.

3 0 Frequently?
I

4 A Yes.

5 0 Are you aware of any instance in which stop-work

6 authority has been used when it was not overridden by opera-

7 tions?

8 A Yes.

9 4 Can you give me an example? ,

i

10 A In the permanent form of jobs through Catalytic or

11 maintenance personnel. Those individuals generally do pay

12 attention.

13 g Are you aware of any instance in which stop-work |

|
14 authority has been used by the health physics personnel with i

!
|
' |

15 respect to a test that is being performed by Met Ed operations ;<

i

16 personnel which has not been overruled?

17 A Which has not been overruled?

18 0 Yes, sir.
i

!
19 A No. ,

!
'

20 g Let's go on to page 3. 3.

21 " Technician decisions are overridden by their own foremen

22 and supervisors."

23 A Yes.

24 Q Is that an accurate statement?
AwFederJJ Reporters, Inc.

25 A That is true, that is true.
i,

.

.
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I
Q. "And the underlying reason for overriding the decisions

2 of the technicians and/or foremen is that they may be unquali-

3 fled from lack of training to make the proper decisions."

4
A. No, that I don't agree with. There are times when

5 a decision is made, well, you just can't do that, and the

individual may say why, and you say, because I said you can't6

7 do that. And we could get the argument back. We would have

8 two groups coming in and you have an argument on your hands.

9 Sometimes there is a valid reason and we would let it
10 stand. In many cases, the reason canno' be substantiated, so

.

11 you have to take both views into consideration. One group |
!

12 wants to get the job done and we have to discuss it and so on.
I

'

13 So there are times -- and I would say probably many times --

I#
|thatthedecisionsofthetechwouldbeoverriddendueto j

! -

15 the circumstances of the job, once they are understood.'

3

16 There have been times when you go down to the laboratory

II and the tech says: I don't have time for you; we can't do your

I8 job today, flat. We do have a lack of dedication on many

19 occasions to perform the job. I have instructed techs that i
'

!

20 7 m going to get coffee, I can't do your job now. So some i

l
i

21 of those aspects do influence the change in the decision that

22
t was made.

23 They are not, as I said, in many cases valid decisions to

- '!24 do the priority jobs that have to be done. Therefore, the
fAce Federet Reporters, Inc.
P

25 foreman, in exercising his duty, does override that tech.

,
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1 And I'm not saying it's done all the time.

2 g On occasions, is the overruling of a decision by a

3 technician based on the knowledge of the foreman or supervisor

4 or the belief on their part that operations are going to go

5 ahead and override the decision anyway?-

6 A. I do believe that that is in some people's minds,
,

7 because you will have to know that on the back, the second

8 and third shift, and on weekends, the department is under the ;

9 direction of the shift supervisor. So therefore, you have

10 an individual functioning in dual capacity. Get the job done,
,

Il run the plant.

12 And he's directing those who are there to stop anything ;
i

13 that may happen, that may cause a problem.'

14 G Have you had occasion to overrule a refusal by a j
f

15 technician to permit a certain task to be done because you {
'

16 felt that operations was going to go ahead and do it anyway? |

17 A, no, ;

18 g Do you believe that having the shift supervisor on ,

19 the brak shift supervising the health physics is a good idea? i

20 A. No.

21 O Why not?

22 A. If we are going to be a separate entity, making a

23 decision unrelated to the operations of the plant, which I

24 feel health physics should be, we cannot be gover e d by one
,

Ace Feerst Reporters, Inc.

25 who has that specific duty.
|

|
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1 0 When a technician is overruled, are the reasons for

2 the overruling explained to him by the foreman or supervisor?

3 A I would hope they are, but I can't say yes, they are.

4 There are times that you must say, bec asse I said so.

5 0 When you overrule a decision, do you make an effort

6 to explain it?

7 A I try to.

8 0 On page 4/l:

9 " Activities which may involve considerable changes in

10 radiological conditions are frequently conducted by operations

Il personnel without notification to health physics."

I2 A That is correct. There was one incident in Unit 2, ,

!
'

13 after their startup, that we did go to Miller on that.

Id G What was that? |
i

15 A This was movement of water from one tank to another, i

16 which ran through a resin column, which made one cubicle into

17 a radiation area which had the day before been a non-radiation
|
;

18 And we discovered it the next day and we did go to !area. j

i

I9 Miller about that. '

|
20 It resulted in a memo, I believe, to the operations depart- !

'

2I ment.

22 4 But the work was done?

23 A It was finished. It's over.

24 0 Before you -- |
AmFWwWRoomo.W. <

25 -A That's correct.
!
.

I j
-
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1 0 Do you know whether anyone was contaminated as a

2 result of the work?

3 A No, there was no one contaminated as a result of the

4 work.

5 g Do you know whether anyone received his quarterly

6 exposure as a result of that?

7 A No one received a quarterly exposure.

8 (Discussion off the record.)

9 BY MR. DIENELT:

10 0 What was the substance or the nature of the memo

11 that was written from Mr. Miller regarding this particular

12 instance?

13 A Betare movement of any water, HP would be notified'

14 as to what was going to be done prior to its movement. .

|
15 G Do you know when that occurred? i

!

16 A Probably in about February, maybe, i
i

17 G Of 1979?
I
;

18 A Yes, sir. j

19 O Do you know if any other instance in which written

20 memorandums similar to the one you just described resulted

21 from an appeal to or a complaint to Mr. Miller regarding --

22 A I can't recall specifically r ight now, no.
.

23 g. Do you know whether there have been any violations

2d of that memorandum since it was written?
,Ameww.i nwonen, ix. i

25 A Well, we've shut down our plants. Yes, March 28th. :
i

|

!
'

-
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1 'No, to my. knowledge, not due to operations or specifically

G-9- 2 moving water around.

3

4

5

6

7

i
'

8

9
'

10

11

!
12

'

13 l !
'

!

14

15

i
i

16

,
17

.

|
-

18

19

20
1

21

22

23

24
' Ace.Feder9 Reporters, Inc.

25
,

t

i
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mgcDAR l_ Q Continuing on 4/1, do you agree that, "Im pro per

2 description of work to be performed under radiatiun work

permits has been a continuing problem ?a~

4 A Yes, that is a problem.

5 0 And has that af f ected the ability of Health

6- Physics to provide correct radiological protection

7 requirements?

6 A Yes.

9 O Are you aware of any examples of contamination or

10 over exposure which could be a ttributed to the f ailure to

11 adequately describe the work which was to be done under a

12 radiation work permit?

13 A There is one instance that comes to mind since the

14 a cciden t that happened a f ew weeks ago, and that was in Unit

15 2. Individuals who said they were going in to do some

16 caulking of an area, they were dressed in a certain manner

17 a ccording to the job they were going to be doing. They

16 neglected to tell us they had to kneel on the floor in order

lY to perform this, or they decided af terwards af ter the job

20 had begun, and tr h?d a contamination of the knees problem.

21 0 Has the f ailure to adequately describe the work to

22 be done under RWPs resulted, to your knowledge, in an

23 unnece ssary exposure, even if they were not over exposed?

24 A No, I don't think there has been a gross exposure

25 problem due to it.
1

I

%
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mgcDAR I Contamination, yes. Additional work for decontaminating

2 individuals. It's just that when an individual may be --

3 that he said what he's going to do, but once he gets up

4 there, he may decide to do it diff erently.

5 We have, due to the schooling and so forth, told the

6 indivicuals that they must communicate with HP Department in

7 order to change their work habits. They've got to tell us.

6 It is a continuing problem.

Y Q Going back for a moment to Mr. Miller's

10 memorandum, do you know whether Health Physics was notified

11 in a ccordance with the requirements of the memorandum with

12 respect to all movements of water during the accident that

13 began on March 28?
,

14 A No, I don't believe we were notified of movement

15 of water.
-

lo O Do you know whether Mr. Miller's memorandum

17 covereo releases of gases as well as movements of water?

18 A No, I do not. But it did deal with the Operations

19 activities to let us know what they had planned.

20 0 In other words, did it impose a broader

21 requirement on Operations to advise you?

22 A Yes, include us in their functions.

23 0 And as you understood the instructions in the

24 memorandum, woulo the decision to vent the makeup tank,

25 which you became aware of later, have been within the letter

|
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agcuAd I of the requirement of ti memorandum?

2 A Yes.

3 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

4, (Discu ssion off the record. )

5 MR. DIENELT On the record.

6 If it can be found, I would like a copy of Mr. Miller's

7 memorandum.

8 MS. RIDGEWAY: Would you make that a little bit

9 more specific for the record?

10 MR. DIENELT: Yes, I think it is the February

11 memorandum that Mr. Miller wrote relating specifically to

12 movements of water without notification to Health Physics,

13 but also apparently according to the witness, dealing more

14 broaaly with requirements of consultation with Health

15 Physics by Operations people, prior to undertaking certain

16 activities.

17 MS. RIDGEWAY: And do you know to whom this memo

16 is directed?

IV THE WITNESS: I believe it was to operations

20 De par tmen t .

21 BY MR. DIENELT:

22 0 Continuing on on page 4/2, a statement that

23 " Appropriate inf ormation, however, is not adequa tely

24 transmi tted to various members of the Health Physics

25 organization."
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agc0AR I A Yes.

2 0 The statement at the bottom, " A definite

3 communications gap is a pparent between the Radiation

4 Protection Chemistry supervisor and the Health Physics

5 su pe rvi sor . "

6 A We f unctioned in two diff erent areas, two

7 diff erent locations, and again, Dick Dubiel is hard to find,

6 and he is at meetings many of the times.

Y Q " Another ga p a ppears to exist between the Health

10 Physics supervisor and the Health Physics f oreman, and yet

11 another between the foreman and the technicians."

12 A Between the Unit-2 Foreman, because of the

13 physical location of the plants, it was difficult to

14 communicate witn them because their office was over there in

15 Unit-2, and unless a concerted ef f ort was made on a daily

lo basis to go to that area, it was difficult to communicate.

17 0 On page 4/38 "No ef f ective method is employed to

16 ensure that all the technic 1ans are aware of procedure

19 changes, although the problem is most prevalent for

20 temporary change notices, TCNs. It also applies to the

21 actual procedure revisions."

22 A Tha t is true.

23 0 During your testimony some time ago, you indicated

24 ~ that in your view the Health Physics program at TMI was held

25 in higher esteem or at least was not held in as low esteem
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mgcDAR I as it was in other plants.

2 Is that a f air statement?

3 A Tha t is a fair statement, yes.

4 0 What was the basis for that comparison?

5 A I have been to other plants. Having come from a

6 different plant, having compared it with Oyster Creek which

7 I have been out there to take a look at their program and

8 talk to individuals there , I felt that we were coming

V along. We were not bad. We had a long way to go.

10 0 Apart f rom Oyster Creek -- and the plant in which

11 you worked previously -- what other plants --

12 A Peach Bo ttom.

13 0 What was your experience with that?

14 A We went down there and held some classes. At one

15 particular point, it was on the Harshaw system before we

lo received it here, and talking to their technicians there.

17 0 Any others?
'

18 A No.

19 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

20 (Discussion off the record. )

21 MR. DIENELT: In of f the record colloquy,

22 Mr. Mulleavy indicated that he wanted to make a

23 clarification with regard to the source of the memorandum

24 which we had previously identified as being f rom Mr. Miller

25 and which we requested.
4
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mgcDAR I BY MR. DIENELT:

2 0 Mr. Mulleavy, would you put that on the record?

3 A The memorandum about Operations function on

4 movement of radioactive material in relation to notifying

5 Health Physics, may have been written by Dave Limroth and

6 perhaps directed by Mr. Miller.

7 0 You mentioned a moment ago that you f elt that TMI

6 plant had been coming along in terms of health physics. Is

i t your testimony that TMI was already be tter than the otherY

10 three plants that you mentioned in health physics?

11 A I f elt it was

12 0 You also testified earlier that you had, or that
s

13 TMI had made a commi tment. I believe you said to NRC, with
~

14 respect to the number of health physics personnel you have

15 on a particular shift. Do you recall that?

Io A No. I stated that we aid not have a criteria to

17 follow through an NRC directive on how many individuals to

16 have. We told them how many we did have on each shif t, but

19 we do not have a minimum manning per shif t, so we could go

20 down to two individuals without f acing any possible

21 violation.

22 0 What would it be a violation of if you went down

23 below two?

24 A No t hing . There is no violation to f ace for that.

25 We would just not be providing a very adequate HP program
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CgcDAR I during that shif t, and we would have to make some allowances

2 for it.

3 0 Do you know what the FSAR is?

4 A Per shif t?

5 0 Yes, sir.

o MR. MIRAGLIA: Total complement.

7 THE WITNESS: I am sorry. I can't quote that.

6 Total complement of personnel for technical services.

9 BY MR. DIENELT

10 0 Is it your testimony that the FSAR requirement has

11 been consistently met? Has NRC indicated to you that the

12 existing staff in terms of total complement or in terms of

13 staff on a particular shif: is, in its view, not adequate?

14 A No.

15 0 Are you of the view that there are any design

16 deficiencies in the radiation protection area of the plant?

17 A In the design of Unit-1, as f ar as shielding,

18 permanent type shielding, yes, there is a deficiency.

19 0 What is it?

20 A We have had to construct block walls around decay

21 heat lines in order to maintain the less than five MR per
.

22 hour levels in normal walkways. The handling of radioactive

23- waste is deficient by today's standards at many plants.

24 Unit-2 was designed with some of those things in minds

25 however, they are not corrected adequately. The HP area of

|

|
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mgcDAR I Unit-2 is totally inadequate in its size and capability of

'2 handling any volume of personnel. In those areas, we are

3 deficient and in the radiation protection aspect.

4 0 Are you also of the view that there is any

5- deficiency in the shielding of the sampling lines of Unit-l?

6 A Those lines that come f rom Unit-2, yes, there is a

: non-existent.7 deficiency because the shieldinc

8 0 How long have you been aware of the lack of

9 s hj e lding?

10 A Ever since those lines came through to Unit-l from

11 Uni t-2.

12 0 Have you ever complained to anyone or made a

13 recommendation with respect to the lack of shielding of

14 those lines?

15 A Only interde partmental, in our own.

16 0 Would you have a ssumed that any -- strike that.

17 To whom did you make the complaint or the recommendation?

16 A Dick Dubiel and our foreman. We all talked about

IV the lack of shielding on that particular line but never felt,

20 t ha t it was going to be a problem because they were up above

21 individuals and in a normal non-occupied space.

22 0 To your knowledge, did Mr. Dubiel ever make an

23 i ssue of it to anyone higher than yourself?

24 A To my knowledge, I can't answer that.

25 0 Are you aware of any problems with air monitors or
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cgcDAR I in-pl an t instrumentation for monitoring?

2 A At the present time?

3 0 Well, let's say, prior to March 28.

4 A We did have instrumentation functioning, some was

5 not. Some was in repair constantly. We had monitors in and

6 out of their perf ormance ca pabilities. We handled those

7 through submittal of work permits to the RMC Department, and

6 that was the normal function.

Y I didn't ever consider us to be in trouble for lack of
10 monitoring.

11 0 Did the problems which existed within plant

12 instrumentation create any difficuly in responding to the

13 March 28 accident?

14 A In responding to i t, no. Later on in the oay when

15 all instrumentation -- not all of it, but many of it were

lo off-scale, yes, that would have been very dif ficult to

17 remonitor devices in operation capable of reading what was

16 there. Tnat's got to be an area that has to be looked at,

19 and in view of wha t we went through, at all plan t s .

20 0 Did you have any problem with alarming of air

21 monitors because of radiation f rom the letdown lines?

22 A Yes.

23 0 Would you tell me about that?

24 A You said air monitor?

25 0 Yes, sir.
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mgc0AR 1 A We had area monitors, not specifically an air

2 monitor, due to the letdown lines. We're speaking of
,

3 Unit-2's letdown and air moni tors due to that.
4 I don't believe an air monitor, no. Area monitors, yes.

5 0 And what was that?

6 A Which are gamma monitors in reading out in MR per

7 hour, and our letdown monitor was alarmed.

6 0 And what was the significance of that?

9 A A large increase in the reactor coolant activity.

10 0 Was the air monitor in the nuclear sample room

11 operational on March 28, 1979?

12 A No, it was not.

13 0 Do you know why not?

14 A Because we were having trouble with a pump, an air

15 pump.

Io O How long had that situation existed?

17 A A few months.

18 0 Had you made a request for the air monitor to be

19 r e pa ired?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 O How long had the request been pending?

22 A There had oeen repeated requests. They were sent

23 to I&C Departments; I&C De partment referred to the

24 Mechanical Maintenance Department , who said there were no

25 problems -- that they ref erred it back to the I&C

!

. . . .
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mgcDAR I Department. It lasted about two to three months and was not

2 operational- when the accident happened.

3 0 Wha t im pa c t, in terms of either the response to

4 the accident or knowledge of what was taking place, did the

5 fact t ha t the air monitor was not operational have?

6 A None. That air monitor dealt with the air in the

7 sampling room. Because of the increase.in the background of

6 the sample coolers, it would have been totally inoperable

9 anyway.

10 0 Is the Health Physics Department involved in any

11 review of plant design matters?

12 A No.

I3 0 If you, in the Health Physics Department, believed

14 there was a deficiency in design, how would you make known

15 your view with respect to the deficiency?

16 A Myself, I would go to my immediate boss, who is

17 Dick Duciel, and that's my responsibility.

18 0 You would leave it to him to take it higher?

19 A Yes.

20 0 If it were desirable to do so?

21 A That's correct.

22 0 Did you ever discuss any concerns which you had

23 about the staf fing our training er communication, physical

24 location, instrumentation in the Health Physics program with

25 any NRC inspec tor prior to March 28?
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mgcDAR 1 A Yes.

2 0 When did you do that?

3 A I can't give you an exact time, because we do have

4 auditors here qui te of ten.

5 0 Did you do it more than once?

6 A Yes.

7 0 How many times would you estimate?

6 A I would say probably twice or three times in

y casual conversations with the NRC inspector, who happened to

10 be Karl Plumlee.

11 0 Did he ever respond to you about your concerns?

12 A Not really. No.

13 O Did you ever suggest to him that he might be able
,

14 to help you in your lobbying support to get improvement in

15 the Health Physics program?

16 A No, not to use him in that capacity, no. But

17 other than to pass on inf orma tion that we already knew and

18 things that we were having problems with in his audit when

IV we were looking at the training records and so forth of

20 which we really never did receive any citations or bad news

21 or anything on training, although we f elt within the letter

22 of the law that it was not adequate.
.

23 In ciscussions of this. nature, yes, we talked about

24 training. We talked about staffing, and we talked about the

25 problems we were having in the f unctioning of two dif f erent

.

L_
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mgcDAR I units and so forth, but that was not an avenue to travel

2 because there wasn't much -- you've been advised not to go

3 too f ar because he is inspecting you.

4 But a few casual hints now and then and discussion about

5 it did no good.

6 0 Prior to Mar'ch 28, did you regard the amount of

7 survey equipment which was available at the plant to be

6 acequate?

9 A How long before March 28?

10 0 Let's say January 1.

.I l A With what we had available on January 1, we were

12 marginal in going into the outage. We were beginning to

13 prepare f or t ha t, and we were pushing to have all of our

14 available instrumentation in operational order.

15 We did have many in the instrumentation shop waiting to

16 be repaired, waiting for parts and so forth, and we were

17 beginning to push because we knew we were going into an

16 outage shortly.

lY 0 Were there enough instruments available to handle

20 the outage?

21 A Witn the utilization of Unit-2's, yes, sir. And

22 we did use some of Unit-2's, because they had new ones.

23 Q Was there enough instrumentation to handle the

24 March 26 accident?

25 A No.

1
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mgcDAR 1 0 Would it be f air to say there was not nearly

2 enough?

3 A Judging by what came in, we didn't have half

4 enough. We did receive an awf ul lot f rom everywhere.

5 0 In your view, were there reasons other than the

6 fact that some of the equipment had been occupied in the

7 recent Unit-1 outage, why there was not equipment to respond

6 to the March 28 accident?

9 A Yes.

10 0 What were those reasons?

11 A Due to the breakage during the outage of Unit-1 or

12 the ref ueling of Unit-1.

13 0 My question is -- go ahead.

14 A The demand is great during an outage for

15 instrumentation, and we did have a lot of instruments cown

lo at the time.

17 0 My ques tion was whe ther there were, in your view,

16 reasons other than those associated with the outage?

19 A Oh, I'm sorry. I misunderstood you.

20 0 As a result of which the level of availability of

21 instruments for responding to the March 26 incident was not

22 sufficient.

23 A No.

24 0 In other words, if the Unit-1 outage had not'taken

25 place, in your view, there would have been enough
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-mgcDAR 1 instruments in adequate repair to respond to the accident?

2 A It's difficult to say because of the breakage of

3 instruments. Our turnaround time from the I&C Department as

4 i t - stood at that point was extremely slow. The calibration

5 of those instruments once we did receive them from the I&C

6 Department had to be done by those technicians who were on

7 shif t work or on day shif t. It took about a month to get an

6 instrument back into service once it went out of service, if

9 the parts were available.

10 If we were in the state that we were in January 1, prior

11 to pushing to get the instruments back on the shelf f or the

12 outage, my answer then to your question would be no. There

13 was not enough available cue to normal usage of
,

14 instruments. We had to make a concerted effort to make

15 those available f or the outage,

lo O During the outage, were there any losses of poc k e t

17 chambers?

ic A Yes.'

lY 0 Was there a substantial number?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 0 An extraordinary number?

'

22 A Yes.

23 0 Why?

24 A I can't answer why there was such a loss of

25 pocketral' symmetry. And this is not exclusively here. I

._ __
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mgcDAR 1 have been in communication with M111ston, Connecticut

2 Yankee, Vermont Yank.ee, and they are all indicating the

3 same. It seems as though this is an excuse for delaying

4 work. I don't have the equipment I can' t go to work .

5 We have found this to be the case here, and we tried to

6 keep them -- people were taking them with them, not turning

7 them back in to the HP control point. And I don't know why

o it has all of sudden ha ppened, but we did. We lost hundreds

9 of dosimeters during the outage.

10 MR. DIENELT I'm going to ask Mr. Lynch to ask a

11 couple of questions on that, if it's all right.

12 BY MR. LYNCH:

13 0 What kind of control did you have of individuals

14 leaving a radiation area where they had been requireo to

15 have pocket chambers and they showed up at the line without

16 them?

17 A We put an individual at the HP control point at

IS the entrance to Unit-1, and that was a tech sitting there.

IV They were supposed to turn in their dosimeters there at that

20 point. However, they were al so using them in Unit-2, where

21 we did not have a person to grab them as they lef t that

22 control point to collect their dosimeters. They had always

23 in the past, when an ind.ividual was responsible to write

24 down his own dosime ter reading and leave his dosimeter in

25 the box, and it wasn't ha ppening.
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mgc0AR 1 0 So you weren't ge tting that personnel dosimetry

2 control, let alone control of the instrumentation. Is that

3 correct?

4 A The portable instrument?

'

5 0 Yes,

o A Which was the beta / gamma instrument. I s tha t wha t

7 you're saying?

o 0 No. I'm talking, in this case, of the pock e t

9 chamber. You are losing two things. The one is the data

10 f rom the pocket chamber -- what kind of exposure did the

11 indivicual receive?

12 A That data was collected by those operators we

13 talked about before, who were sitting there asking

14 individuals as they came out, "What exposure does your

15 dosimeter read?u

16 He was then allowed to keep the dosimeter until he got

17 back to the HP control point.

Io O Was tnere a possibility of exposure between those

19 two poi n t s .

20 A No.

21 0 What is the cost of one of these pocket chambers?

22 A Depending on the amount tha t you buy at one

23 particular time, but they are running about $53 apiece right

24 no .w

25 0 Would i t be cost effective to remove the pock e t

._
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mgcDAR 1 chambers from individuals where they were taking the

2 readings?

3 A Yes.

4 0 Rather than letting them go?'

5 A Yes. It might have been at that particular point,

6 but we thought we'could get them back at the other point.

7 But there were a lot of losses. I-don't know how it

6 happened.

V O Can you give me an idea of the number, the

10 quantity of losses? 100, 200, 500, 600?

11 A I will say -- oh, my gosh, I would say probablyg
U 12 we went through about 600 dosimeters during that time --

4
13 ttree months.

14 0 At S50 a crack is how much in the way of dollars?

15 A S35,000.

lo 0 Okay. And did this happen routinely during

17 outages?

IS A No. This was the first time we had experiencea

19 t ha t type of a lo ss.

20
,

21

22

23

24

2b

._ . - - - _,
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A4 gsh 1 2 But you incicated other oower, or other utilities

2 having experiences tne same thing.

3 A Yes. Now we talked to these people before our

4 outrage oegan, ana that was one thing tnat they were talning

J eDout.

6 0 You were letting these pocket chambers go out of

/ your control because you left one point and they were no:

9 ceino returned at another point, and this consisted over a

/ oeriod of three months?

13 A Yes.

11 a How many pocket enambers did you nave on coera

12 to te acle to tolerate losses of 6007

13 A de naa to reorder.

14 2 dow many times?

15 A I think we mace one reorder during the outt a e ana

la then it wasn't until the ena.

1, 2 ?lnat steos did you take to correct this?

Is A Piscing tnat indivicual at the HP control point.

19 J Just in one unit?

23 A fes, sir.

21 Jid it correct tne situation?.

2.: A lot entirely, no.

23 Jid it correct it in anv suostantial amount?-

24 A Yes, it di o.

22 Mnat aia it cut your loss rate oown to?-

P00RBRIGINAL
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)AR gsh i A A second particular orcer of 500 calcimeters. I

2 tnink we enaed up after the cuttage procably aoout 203 more

3 nad gone from us.

4 2 Ana that was over what period of time?

o A That was over the last couple of months to the

o outtage until we nit the accident.

/ .- 0.:ay, during the cuttage, you said that you ned

3 a lot of instruments for recair and maintenance?
v A Yes.

10 J iinat was the nature of those kinds of proolems?

11 A Dropping of an instrument, an instrument

12 malfunctioning as f ar as its sticking .'n its scale, compacting

13 of an instrument oeing put in a pa:na ge and oeing put into the

14 trasn cin, tnis type of thing.

la 3 Ano used these instruments? Wno were they assignec

la to?

Is A Tney were H? tecnnicians and also --

13 3 Yourself?

17 A And also those in cnarge of joos, yes.

23 J '<!e r e instruments e ssigned to indivicuels or were

21 tne/ Just te%en off the shelf ?

24 A .6 , tney were given off tne snelf to those in

2J OnarOe of WoT% parties.

24 J 50 there ias no a:countaoility of instrument loss?

22 A .'b .

P00R BRIGINAL
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9AR gsn 1 2 dnat is tne price of one of these instruments?

d A fney vary in price.

3 0 I P.now. Give me an idea.

4 A s9 00 f or an E-520.

o 0 Otay. An RO-2?

6 A Approximately $803 ano tele tector is now golig for

, aoout $2103.

o 2 0.< a y . Did you lose instruments by damaga ?

y A Yes, we dia.

IJ a In large quantities?

It A do. I wouldn't say large quantities. We c idq' t

12 nava that many to lose, really. But yes, I would say procaoly

13 aoout a 15 percent loss in instrument ation auring tne cutte;e.

14 0 AnJ aoout how many instruments did you have of tne

lo s903 to S2100 range?

15 A Procaoly acout 30.

Il MR. LYN 0H: Okay. Inat's all I have.

13 B( '1R . DIENELT.

19 J Prior to -- strike that.

2) Immediately prior to !/.aren 28th or on March 2Stn, was tnere

21 a sufficient amount of respirator protection eouipment to

22 handle tne accident?

23 A No.

24 2 des that due exclusively to the demanos that nad

22 oeen placed on that equipment from tne cuttage?

P00R~0RIGINAL i
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9AR gsh i A No.

2 J Mnat were the other f actors?

3 A We merely cidn't have that many to accommodate the

4 amounts of people that came here.

6 J Was there a sufficient supoly of protective

5 clothing to handle the accident?

e A Yes.

6 J I take it you neeaed to ootain respiratory equipment

9 on an emerg3ncy basis.

10 A Yes.

11 J dere you aole to ao that?

12 A Yes. It came from other plants ana it was orcereo

13 from MSA and Scott.

la J Dio tne f act that you did not have sufficient
.

la respiratory protection equipment on site affect the response

lo to tne accident?

1. A No.

das there a compressor or other device which would13 J

1/ oe used for recharging of Scott airpacks?

2J A Ye s .

2i 0 Nas it in operation?

22 A Ye s .

23 J .ies there a breathing air compressor?

24 A We hac the capability of a breathing air compressor

2a whicn is in Unit l's instrument air unit with an additional --

P00R BRIGINAL
!
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I- what we call _--- an airchart availaole.%AR'gsh

2 .ie had used them in Unit 1. We had not ever used them in

3 Unit 2, but we did have that capaoility. .

4 0 Did you find it necessary to use the breathing air

compressor during the response to the acc ide nt?a

6 A Yes. And then we found that we had to additionally

/ go outside and we utilized Middletown Fire Department with

8 their big unit of f-site.

9 0 But the unit that you had was adecuate for. the

10 purpose tt.at you used on-site ?

11 A It was adecuate for our on-site needs, initially.

12 But if our air activity went up in the ouilding, we coulc not

13 stana that operation inside the intermediate cuilding of

14 Unit 1.

15 0 Wnat was the breathing air compressor used for?

16 A Our own nreathing air compressor?

Ii 2 Yes.

18 A Wa s to fill Scott airpack bottles.

19 2 Did you have any problems decontaminating or

22 cleaning the respirators?

21 A . Ye s .

22 2 Wnat were they?

23 A Tney had to be cone oy hand. Ne aid not nave any

24 large-scale operation to clean respirator eqiupment. We,

2a therefore, nad to go outsice and get a designed unit and bring

1

.
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DAR gsh. I it in and that is the Cappalupo & Gundal respirator cleaning

2 ' facility that we now have on-site.

3_ 0 Wnat kind of cleaning solution was used for

4 decontaminating and cleaning the respirators?

o A I believe we were using RADI AC wash.

5 0 Were there any instances in which a wrong cleaning

7 solution was used?

8 A Not to my knowledge, no.

9 0 Did you have any equipment for radiciodine samoling

IJ at tne time of the incident?

11 A Radiciodine sampling?

12 0 Yes.

13 A Yes.
. .

14 J Mnat was that?

15 A Our normal air samples are ecuipped with a

16 Sus.<o-B iodine chart range to do that sampling.

1/ And wa also have the capaoility of using what we term

13 a C?-103 io ine cartridge, which has a higher volum? flow

li whi:n we utilized in the Unit 2 R&M system.

2] So if we chose to go to the higher volume, we have tnat

21 to use.

2i- 2 CS, we go oeck just oriefly to this NUS r? port?

23 On page 6-3, there was a statement that there aopears to De

24 no progrem at T".I for radiciodine sampling other than that

25 pro / iced by tne iodine cartridges in the plenum, p-1-e-n-u-m,

I

~' -..y
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0AR gsh I continuous monitors.

2 Is that correct?

3 A Okay. At that particular time, we were not

4 routinely taking iodine samples, no.

6 Q So that statement is substantially correct?

6 A Correct as f ar as grab samples, that is correct.

s 0 On the preceding page was a statement both the

-3 f requency and locations at which routine air samples are

9 taken appear- to ce inadequate.

10 A Inst is correct.

II (discussion off tne record.)

12 BY 'G. DIENELT:

13 0 Are you familiar with any proolems of venti 11ation

14 in tne nucle ar sampling room?

15 A Yes, I am.

15 0 Waat were they?

II A .is have frequently had a problem in that particular

19 room where under normal operating conditions, the airflow

19 should oe into the room. We have experienced difficulty in

23 a mismatch of the vent system wherecy air has come out of tne

21 room.

22 2 How long nas that proolem oeen in existence?

23 A Oh, I oelieve ever since the onset of Unit 1, we

24 have periodically hed that problem oue to the mismatch in

25 the vent system.

. - - - . -- --
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9AR'gsh I .inen that happens, we call the control room and tell them

2 that we have this particular proolem and they do whatever

3 they can to make that problem go away.

4 J Have there been any effort to make the problem

5 go away permanently?

6 A Ne have the vent system people bac k to recalance

the system again, and that was sufficient for a while - ana then,

3 it seems to occur again.

9 2 das the ventilation proolem a contributing factor

10 to the cause of the evacuation of the EOS on the 28th?
i

li A ;Ja . The ECS was not evacuated due to an airborne

12- pro bl em. It was due to a radiation proolem.

13 0 Was the NRC aware of the problem with respect to

14 the ventilation system?

13 A Ne haven't established that there was a ventilation

15 system proolem.

1s 3 The proolem that we were just talxing aoout with

13 respect to ventilating in the nuclear sampling. room?

1) A To my knowledge, on that particular day we didn't

23 estaolish tnere was a ventilation problem.

21 It ceuld have oeen in the normal mode.

22 .- In general, there was a proolem, though?

23 A On occasion, there was a problem.

24 0 Mas the NRC aware of that?

22 \ Da, yes. Karl Plumlee, on every visit he came, ne

. . - -
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NR.osh I brought his volumeter with him. Occasionally, we didn't

2 disappoint aim.

3 2 Mno is responsible f or health physics training?

4 A' I would say that that responsioility lies with all

3 the management, the HP department.

$ 0 Who is the person, if there i s one , who is primariley<

/ res?onsiole for training?7-

9 A Tne duty has been given to Pete Velez, who was an

9 H? foreman. For the documentation, not specifically the

10 hancs-on tr61ning of the . individuals. But that is his job,

11 to m3 ke sure that everything we do is documented.

12 C dho is primarily responsiole for the substantive

13 training?

'14 A Inst is undefined in the department.

13 3 Are you --

15 A day I correct that?

1, 3 Yes.

IS A In HPP-1690 --
.

Iv 2 Jaat's thst?
;

22 A Inat is our training documentation for the plant.

21 That may specif y tne responsibility either f or review --

2d Gut I can' t right at the moment say that that specifically

23 spells out a certain indiviaual. It may.

2? O Do you regard yourself as being more knowleageaole

22 witn respect to the training prograT. than is Mr. Duolel?

.. - . --
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|AR gsh ! A No, I don't believe I have more knowledge in that

1 area than he does, no. We operate out of tne same document

3 and no, I don't believe so.

4 0 Do you regara yourself to be as knowledgeaole as

5 c.fr. Dubiel?

6 A In the requirements for tne department training?

s J In the operation of the training.

3 A Yes.

> 2 Do you regard'yourself to be more responsiole than

IJ Mr. Jubiel f or the substantive training?

11 A No, I-oelieve we share that responsibility.

12 0 You would regard yourself to ce as responsible as

13 Mr. Dubiel?

14 i Yes, definitely. Yes.

15 0 .inat role, if any, dos s the training departmen:

15 pla/ in health pnysics training?

I/ A ineir role, which I might s ay we nave been trying

!? Ver/ hara to get changed, however, we have oeen unsuccessful.

l/ Their role at the present time is to schedule the training

23 for - gener al employee training, prior to the acciaent we're

21 speaking of now, to schedule that ceneral employee training,

2c to scheJule the training for the auxiliary operators wnom Oney

23 .are responsicle to for the recualification program and operator~

-24 training.

25 faey will in the course of that certicular trainino tell us

i-

- - _ _ , -
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99 gsh' 'l when_it is time to present or HP portion of their training

2 prog r' am. They do not teach that portion. They have always

to our department and said, such and such a week you3 come

4 have this'section to train.

5 0 In what way do you want to have their role changea?

6 Tneir role must follow all departments in their
..

r training aspects. I do want the training department to nave

3 a health pn/ sics training group, of which tney do have now

/ through NUS.

IJ Sut prior to the accident, there was no individual in the

!! training aepartment who was supposedly qualifies in HP

12 training.

13 I question that, out they dia not want to provide that

14 f or u s.

la ' nnet role, if any, does the training department olay-

15 in the nealth physics training f or healtn pnysics personnel?

1, A- .4one. And I say none other tnan receiving and

13 retaining the documents of any training that we do give in

1/ our department.

-2) J Is it your understanding tnat there is autnority in

21 eitner you or Mr. Duoiel to waive any training recuirements?

22 i Yes.

23. 2 W10 has tnat authority?

24 A Dick Duoiel.

23 0 If I were'employeo by Met Ed as a junior raa tecn,
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|AREgsh I- what training would you refer oefore I started as a tecn?

2 .A. For the last 8 technicians that we have nired,

3 six of the B technicians were given a six-week Hp course

4 conducted tnrougn our direction and sanctioned cy Rad

6 5ervices.

6 A Ralph Jacobs. came and provided that course whicn was a

H? course. They were then sent to Alliance, Unio, to SAN.

3 Lecoratory, I believe for two weeks in a enemistry course.

9 Whether Dick hes the same thing in mind for the last two

13 which are girls tnat came in prior to.the accident, I celieve

li we are going to do the same for them. However, have not had

la a cnance to do that yet.

13 30 they nave been on-the- joo training, not functioning

14 alone, out always witn a senior tecn. And tnat training will

to ce forthcoming for them.

15 3 If I had oeen hired as a junior rac chem teen a year

1. ago, what training aould I have received prior to tne tir.e

13 I cegan wort.?

19 A I cen't answer thet because we didn't have any

2s at tne time cecause.we had the six who went through tnis

21 3rcno program. The ones who were hirea prior to my cominc

c ner? were streacy trainea b/ a ,aragram developed nere on

23 site because they ned tne indiviouals to ao it then.

2, I can only say I woulo hope the same program, out it cia

22 not. happen nen Deceusa we aidn't have the neea at tne time.
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AR gs'h -1 2 Wno makes the' determination as to what training is

.needed f or a new employee in the health physics deoartmant?~ r

3 A The procedure 1690.

4 Is there a person who is responsiole for interareting.

i pro:edure 1593?

3 A No, not specifically would there ce one indivioual
,

/ . interpreting that. It woula ce shared in tne department oy

3 mysel f, Jic < Juoiel, and th3 foremen could have an input.
If we felt that there was something that we had to do, I'r

- /

13 sure that we would discuss it and oring it acout.
~

Il fne department head is the ultimate judge oecause that

1- woulo ce his function.

13 3 In general. terms, what do you understand to oe the

I, pur]ose of the .det Ed radiation protection training program?

15- A In general, I would assume its function to be a

13 tecn up to tne present standard that we in the industry, to

4 1. f at.iliarize nim witn any changes in the deoartment that woulo

13 'hapo?n to introouce him to new instrumentation, so tnat nis

le ultimate. coal could oe to protect tne individuals here wnile

23 tne/. are working in a radiation contaminated area.

'2 i Am I correct that the renuirements of the trainin,
.

2. progr am are set forta in HP-1690?

Ja A Ta s t is correct.
-

24 3 elow now were those requirements developea?

22 i I do not 'cnow oecause I was not in strume nta l

l
'

a

- . -. --.
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iAR gsh I in writing those requirements.

2 C. Do you know who was instrumental?

'3 A No. No, si r.

4 2 00 you know whether Mr. Duoiel participatea?

3- A I do not know.

o 0 0%ay. You have testified that Mr. Duciel woulo ce

/ 3013 -to grant a waiver of tnose reouirements. .vould ne or

5 enyone else os acle to impose greater reouirements than are

9 set forth in HP-169]?

1 0' A Taere is always tnat possicility of a greater

11 requirement. There should never ce the possibility of

12 diminishing those requirements.

13 2 Do you know whether he or anyone else has ever

14 attecoted to impose en additional training or greater training
_

15 requirements on a particular individual?

15 A cb . sir.

l/
' You don't know? -

13 A I don't 'cnow.

1/ Y u neve not in any case?.

23 A .h, sir.

To vour knowleage, is tnere kept a file ondi -

2 incivi uals inich r9flects tne training nat .t ha y n av e

la re:11ved?

24 A Is there a file?

22 2 /ept, yes. Or-incividual files.

- _ , - _ _ _ _
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9AR gsh. I: ) Is 'it oy individual?

J A Yes.

3 J , Is it -- does it reflect classroom as well as on

4 'the joo?

o A It should reflect all of :neir training. If it is

o . documented at all, it should oe in that file.

O Is it f air to say that the bulk of health physics,

3 training f or health physics personnel is on-the-joo training?

/ A Yes.
l

Is it f air to say that there is not a great deal1; ;

11 of classroom training af ter one commences work?

IJ A- Yas.

13 J Is it correct tha; the training week has in tna

14 recent past not oeen employed as a training week?

li A Yes.

13 2 Wny is that?

11 A Leck of personnel. We neeaed the tecnnicians on
.

13 tne joo.

le In what manner is the on-the-joo training ref13ctec-

2; in tne personnel file or tha file tnat is '<ept that indicates

21 wnat training an inaivicual has had?

22 A- Inere is e check-off sheet if used in eacn file for

-23 eacn techni:ian and that would reflec t on tne. material that

24 . they have covered and that they.were signed off for.
<

20 2 Nno checks the check-off sneet?

;

i
1

l

i
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sAih gsh .) A A foreman should.oe responsible for that.

2 2 Ano checks to see whether the foreman checks tne

3 che:k-off sheet?

4 A Who's checking the_ check-of f sheet? I should do

5 tha;.

Do you do that?: ;

=i A~ No.

3 J Lack of time?

9 A Yas.

12 2 Are there circumstances in which individuals

li summarize tne training which they tnemselves received and

le place it in the personnel file?

13 A tb .

13 0 Jo you nave any sense of now complete the chec'<-of f

'l a system for -- how completely the check-off system for tne

15 on-tne-job training has been usea?

Is A I would say the caeck-off syste m f or on-the- Joc

16 training is totally inecequate and not ceing usec.

l/ 2 And what is the basis for that?

2J A 1 can't answer that. ProcaD1y ina ttentiV3ne 55.

21 2 ?!n a t is tne casis f or your conclusion that it's not
,

22 ceing usea?

23_ 4 In looking at the records.-

24 0 13 there any- formal retraining of nealth ohysics

' 22 oerso nne l ?

-

b

1'

i
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iNR gsh- 1 A Not at th! present time, no.

2 J nas 'the training of health physics personnel in

3 your view affected in any way by a sense of urgency.to get

4 Unit 2 on line?

.5 A ass their training affecteo in any way?

5- 3 Yes.

/ A .6 , I don't celieve so.

3 3 Jid you have any sense that there was an urgency

/ or a rush to get --

13 A Yes, tnere was a sense of urgency to get tnat on

11 cne line oy the end of the ye ar, yes.

12 3 Your testimony is that tnat cio not affect the-

13 health physics training program?

14' A No.-

15 3 Did it affect the health pnysics program in any

! 16 way?
;

1. A I think we were ready f or the program to oe:in.
,

13 Did you cegin of any complaints oy any nealth._
.

l/ physics personnel aoout the adequacy of their training on
' ' 23 Unit 2 prior to start-up?

21' A Yes.

t 2: 3 Can you tell me wast those complaints were?

23 A -Insoility to recognize systems of which many, man /

24 of them had oeen given a chance to look over systems.

'22 I, myself , was assigneo to Unit 2 prior to its start-uo.
1

4
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HAH gsh I de dia, on the weeks that the technicians had their

e training week, oring them over to Unit 2 and I had them oraw

3 survey maps so that they would oecome familiar with the layout .

4 of :ne land.

3 .inen the training week was institutea and when we utilized

6 training weeks such as f or these particular weeks, it was

/ e' wee k 'of f reeoom for the technician to take time off anc

3 witnout knowing tne actual documentation, I woulo say out of

/ the four tnat would oe assigned, two of those four woulo

10 haci;ually os off during that particular week cecause tnat

li would De free time.

12 . hey nad no other duties during that week and many of them"

13 woul; take that time off.

14 Take it as vacation week?.

15 A Yes. So the training week, which souncs -- I'm not

la saying sour grapes on tne incividuals who wanted tne training

1/ s e e .: . I have admittedly seia it was inacecuate on trainin;.

1; out we cio try to provice it many times and it was not

1/ takin seriously oy the technicians, eitner.

23 do tnere was a mutual dis 1ike for that week.

21 )!d you consicer requiring. them to c. Ltend trainingm

2: w e e.: ?

-e can't require that an individual De there..~23 A

2i Sic: time vas 'taken . as well as vacation time, and unless an

2;- emeroency, ve can't ceny an/ vacation time. And ooviously, we

!

|

t

I

l
- - - _.
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9AR psh I can't do away with sick time.

:Aany of these individuals have a great accrument of sic:<

3 time and that would be the week that they take it off.

4 0 .1nat efforts or wnst requirements would you impose

5 or aid you understand were imposed to ensure that employees

5 came to wora during their non-training week?

e A I don't quite understand wnat you're asking me.

3 2 You indicated that employees woula tage sic k leave

or would ta<e vacation time curing training week./

1) A Yes.

11 2 Is it correct that sick leave and vacation leave

12 were availaole to tnem ouring non-training weeks?

13 A Taat's correct. .

14 2 Was there any mechenism which was availaole to

13 ansure that they attended work ouring non-training times?

la A '), they did not. Many are -- I nave one indivioual

le who nacitually is off on his 11: 00 to 7: 00 shif t, and he is

13 a senior te:h. And every 11 : 00 to s : 00 shif t , whicn came

is every six weeks, ne was off for tnat weex sick, every time.

20 \nd I know because I hac called out and nad to replace

2i him in the miodle of the night all the time.

22 33 as long as an indivioual orinas in a sick slio oecause

23 ne wSs sick from a coctor, we coulc not discute that.

24 I trieo on three occasions to dispute that. de calleo tne

2; occtor. Tne ooctor said, look, I nave oeen treating nis

P00R0RlGlNAL
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3A4 gsh : f ather and I have been treating this man, and don't question

a wnst I find on this individual. All right.

3 So that cidn't 'vork.

4 3o as long as the mechanism is tnere and we can't do any

3 more than that, then this will oe .oredominant here.

5
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pv DAR 1 0 Was training in Unit 2.before a health physics

2 person a ssigned to Uni t 2 mandatory?

3 A No, it was no t.

4 0 Did you recommend that it be made mandatory?

5 A Yes, I would recommend it be made mandatory, that

6 he understand the duties and layout of the pl an t .

7 0 Did you make that recommendation prior to March

6 28?

9 A No.

10 0 Why not?

11 A It never occurred to me to do so.

12 0 Do you ever consider rescheduling or a ttempting to

13 reschedule the training week in such a way that individuals

14 would be more likely to be present?

15 A To reschedule that? In order to reschedule your

lo de pa r tmen t -- again, we are dealing with the union

17- situation, and in order to change their particular schedule,

16 you must go through quite a lot to do that because you are

19 now diff erent f rom the rest of the unit, and it's very
'

20 difficult to do that.

21 0 Would i t have been f easible to change their work

22 assignment on a particular day so that when they arrived for

23 shif t you . suddenly announced it was training day?

24 A No.

25 0 Because of the union?

I
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pv DAR I A No, no, that wasn't because of the union. We

2 certainly, when we came to work, could a ssign them to any

3 responsibility for that day.

4. The reason still prevailed for ge tting rid of the

S training week because we merely needed those personnel to

6 function in their units.

7 0 Were all employees given a copy of the radiation

8 protection manual or other documents regarding health

9 physics?

10 A No.

11 O Were such documents made available to them?

12 A They were available in the department, and those

13 indivicuals on their training sessions were told so.

14 O Was training week suggested --

15 A We jumped ca tegorie s. We went away from

lo technicians to general employees.

17 0 I am still speaking of technicians.

18 A The technicians in each laboratory have all of our

19 particular procedures in the radiation protection manual and

20 emergency plan. So, I took you to mean the rest of the

21 plant personnel.

22 O I am sorry. I misspoke.

23 A Technicians have them avellable to them all the

24 time.

25 0 Going back to training week for a moment, wa s tha t
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pv DAR 1 an item which the union negotiated for?

2 A I can't answer that. It could have been during

3 the early days, but bef ore my tinie it was a six-shif t

4 rota tion that had been going on ever since I came.

5 0 Apart f rom the MUS report which touched on

6 questions c7 training and the record report to the extent it

7 touched on questions of training, are you aware of any

6 external audits or assessments of the health physics

V training program prior to March 287

10 A Not in the magnitude of the MUS report or the GPU

11 report. I'm sure there had been over the years, but they

12 didn't stand out in my mind as a look-see at the HP

13 de par tmen t . I'm sure there have been, but I can't recall

14 specifically those documents.

15 O Is there a periodic testing of employeeso of the'

16 heal th physic s de partment ?

17 A Testing in regard to what?

16 0 Their knowledge of their job.

IV A No.

20 0 Is there a periodic testing with respect to

21 a ny t hing ?

22 A No.

23 0 Is there a program for evaluating the perf ormance

24 of health pnysics personnel by their supervisors?

25 A There is a program f or the first year, individual,

<
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pv OAR 1 until he reaches his second year. There is a program

2 whereby every three nionths there is an evaluation made, and

3 that is by a Met Ed document.

4 0 Excuse me. Go ahead.

5 A That is filled out by the foreman on their

6 evaluation, ultimately filled out and administered by

7 myself. Now I am speaking of the past. Now I do n' t do t ha t

8 because I'm in Unit 2 now, but that's how it worked in the

y past.

10 .O Is that form placed in the same file?

11 A No, tha t i s pu t in their personnel file in the

12 personnel office.

13 0 Tha t is a diff erent file from the file that

ik reflects the test results?

IS A Yes, that is an employee's evaluation of their

lo work. .

17 0 Is that system followed fairly carefully?

16 A Is it -- pardon me?

19 0 Followed fairly carefully.

20 A No, I wouldn't say that i t is followed fairly

21 carefully, inasmuch as if the document comes out and it is

22 not taken care of right away there is not a follow-up cone

23- by the personnel department.

24 0 Are there similar appraisals of foremen?

25 A Yas, sir.
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pv UAR 1 O How frequently are they, sir?

2 A Annual.

3 O And did you testif y that the appraisal or

4 evaluation of technicians was only during the first year?

5 A Yes. That's during their probationary period of

6 time and then when we go to upgrade them to the second year.

7 0 Is there an appraisal periodically after that?

8 A No, no.

9 0 You testified earlier that in your personal view,

10 the training -- I believe you were ref erring to the training

11 of health physics personnel, and correct me if I am wrong --

12 was not meaningful? Is that correct?

13 A I didn't use the word "meaningf ul ." " Adequate," I

14 believe, is w ha t I said. I t is not adequate.

15 0 All right. Why not?

10 A It is due to the time that we do not have to spend

17 on training, other commitments in the department don't

16 warrant the time to prepare an adequate program for teaching

19 of a tech.

20 I have got to say the inability to prepare for a good

21 cla ss or an a ppropriate class. The knowledge i s there. We

22 coulo do it if given the technicians to take out and not

23 leave holes. We could do i t. But time is not there for us

24 to utilize it.

25 0 Is it your view tha t one f actor contributing to
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pv DAR I the inadequacy is a lack of personnel?

2 A Yes, si r.

3 0 And another f actor is a lack of training staf f ?

4 A Yes, sir.

5 0 And another f actor is a lack of funds?

o A The lack of funds before, yes, we were on this

7 program.

8 0 Is another f actor a lack of detailed training

9 procedures?

10 A I wouldn't say lack of de tailed training

Il procedures, but a lack of material. And the ability to

12 gather that material to make a presentation.

13 0 Are you aware of training textbooks for health

14 physics which are available?

15 A Yes. Oh, ye s.

10 0 Are you saying that they have not been obtained?

17 A Well, there is an awf ul lot of them. You

le certainly' have to look at t he program that is going to be

IV pre sented to your techs, and that i s an in-de pth program. I

20 can buy slides, I can buy little video tapes. We certainly

21 made a video tape for an RdP training program. To sit down

22 with a brochure and a catalog in a day and order an HP

23 program is not my idea of an adequate program.

24 But they are available, ye s. We get brochures on them.

25 de have an engineer right now that, before the accident, was

|
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pv DAR 1 looking into buying a slide presentation program along with

2 textbooks and things to f ollow.

3 0 But your testimony is, at least prior to the

4 accident you were not able to obtain the training materials

5 you felt were needed?

6 A Our budget was very limited.

7 0 Is another f actor contributing to the lack of

6 aoequacy of the training program a lack of management

Y su ppor t?

10 A To say a " lack of management support" might be a

11 little strong. A lack of management recognition might be a

12 little be tter, inasmuch as we did not follow and were not

13 following our program as specified that we would be doing.

14 It had not become a paramount problems it had "not been

15 recognized through inspections that we had a problem.

lo Therefore, inadequate as it was, it was not a problem.

17 0 You would not regard lack of training expertise as

16 a f ac tor?

19 A No.

20 0 Were you aware of any consideration of the

21 training program which was given by NRC in its inspections?

22 A Considera tion of wha t? |

23 0 Of the adequacy of the training program,

24 ins pe c tion s. |
|

25 A Training was mentioned a f ew times, and I think |
|

|

I
;
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pv DAR I the largest thing was in the utilization of the 40 hours per

2 w.ee k . I think on last year's inspection we had a little

3 consideration of -- there was 40 hours documented per

4 technician. Technicians wanted to know what -- there was a

5 li ttle bit of a problem there, but outside of that I had

6 never been aware of an inspection report that totally said

7 your training program is inadequate.

o 0 Was it your impression that NRC in its inspections

9 with respect to the training program was only concerned to

10 insure that formal requirements such as the 40 hours per

11 year were met, as opposed to examining whether those 40

12 hours a year were eff ectively spent?

13 A Yes, I think the commitment was the only thing

14 looked for, documentation of that commitment to be me t.

15 0 And was it also your impression that the

lo orientation of the health physics training program was

17 geared to mee ting those f ormal requirements more than it was

18 geared to making ef f ec tive use of the 40 hours per week?

19 A Yes.

20 0 Excuse me. Per year.

21 A Per year.

22 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

23 (Discu ssion of f the record. )

24 EY MR. DIENELT:

25 0 W ho , if anyone, at Met Ed had the responsibility

|
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pv DAR I for revieving the adequacy of the training that was

2 conducted in terms of 1.ts content?

3 A That would have to be in the department. And,

4 again, I must say tha t i t i s -- i t doe s no t s pe ci f y on who

5 will be handling that.

6 0 You did not do it? You did not conduct that

7 review?

6 A I did not conduct the review.

Y MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

10 (Discussion off the record.)

11 BY MR. DIENELT:

12 0 Who prepared the emergency plan, if you know?
~

13 A Ch, my, originally -- the original emergency plan

14 I believe was prepared by Ken Beale, Dick DeCon, those

15 individuals who were here prior to the startup of Unit 1.

10 C Did you have any role in the pre paration of it?

17 A In the original preparation of it, no, sir.

16 0 Did you have any role in any changes that were

lv made to it?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 0 What was that role?

22 A I was given the task to monitor Sid Porter when he

23 did a rewrite in early '76. In 1V78 we had a rewrite.

24 0 What did you do in that monitoring activity?

25. A The documentation that he submitted -- he was put
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pv OAR 1 on a retainer to take a look at that particular material. I

2 met witn the NRC on what the requirements were going to be,

3 how the format should look, and we redid the format in a

4 ganeric document and into procedural documents.

5 0 Was there a significant change in the substance of

6 the emergency plan?

7 A No.

8 0 Were you involved in any other changes to the

9 emergency plan?

10 A . lo .

11 0 Have you ever become aware of any indication f rom

12 the NRC that the emergency plan after the time it was

13 revised was not adequate?

14 A Due to critiques that we had af ter drills and so

15 f orth, and spe cifically in 1976 when we were implementing
4

16 our new plari, there may have been comments on sections that

17 we should, should not, be doing and so forth. But as f ar as

16 any major change, no. I think we were down to the poin t

19 where those changes would have been minor.

20 0 Were the comments directed at you?

21 A No, not specifically. They were comments a t

22 general critiques af ter a drill.

23 0 How of ten were orills conducted?

24 A Once a year.

25 0 Did you participate in the drills?
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pv UAR | A Yes, sir.
__

Were the requirements for the drills set forth in2 0

3 the emergency plan?

4 A Yes.

5 0 What other training f or dealing with emergencies,

6 apart f rom the drills, was there for health physics

7 personnel?

8 A The equipment training, and also I conducted some

9 because of tne techs I asked on their response during the

10 drill.

11 0 Tell me about the la tter.

12 A On the techs' response?

J3 0 Yes.

14 A In the normal course of one day -- I can't

15 remember whe ther it was in 1978 -- bef ore the final drills,

16 before we had in 1978, a few of the technicians said, "W ha t

17 are we supposed to do if you're not here, Dick Dubiel is not

lo here, and so forth? Tell us. Run through it.'' So, I did.

IV I trieo to get all the shif ts involved, and then we

20 di scu ssed their particular response and where the equipment

21 was and so forth. It was a general discussion in the lab on

22 their specific autiest who f unctioned where, who went where

23 in the event a supervisor wasn't at the lab, or if it

24 happened in the middle of the night what would you do.

25 We went through. We did document that training.
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pv DAR I Unf ortunately, one of the sessions that I had was mislabeled

2 as " training on SAM-2 equipment." And I found that out

3 after we went through some of the .her inquiries. And that

4 ha ppened -- I don t' know how -- but anyhow, it was not the

5 class that it was stated to be, and was indeed this class

6 that we had given on their response for an accident.

7 N o .* , that was inresponse to a plea by pat Donnachie and

6 Ed Eginreider, and we did try and get that to all of the
9 shif ts. But I did not hit all the shif ts on that response.

10 0 Thi s wa s SAM-2?

11 A No, this was the training on their response to an

12 emergency shoula it hapoen on their shif t.
.

13 0 Were there any other times when you provided

14 emergency or other training to --

lo A Tailgate sessions on Saturday af ternoons when I

lo used to meet with the tec hs on Friday af ternoon. We many

17 times went over some of the things that they should be

lo doing, and I'm not saying that that happened every Friday,

19 but I used to try and get back when I worked on nights, once

20 a week, to talk to those that were on shif t.

21 0 Were you aware of a -- strike that.

22 were a large number of complaints about the adequacy of

23 the health physics training made by health physics personnel

24 to you?

25 A Tha adeq;mcy of the health physics training, the

|
1

|
l

1

:

|

|
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pv OAR 1 lack of health physics training, was more of a hue and cry

2 than the adequacy of it.

3 0 But you did receive a large number of those kinds

4 of complaints?

5 A Large number is a large number. Complaints, ye s.

6 But I wouldn't say that there was a large number of them,

7 no, no.

8 0 Did you provide training in the use of the SAM-2?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Are you aware of any complaints about the lack of

11 or adequacy of that training?

12 A The lack of, in the training of the SAM-2s.

13 0 Was there a lack of training?
.

14 A Yes, ye s.

15 0 Fur all the reasons that you've earlier testified

16 to about the general lack of training?

17 A Yes.

16 0 For any in addition to th't?a

19 A No, on a six-shif t rotation you have to have that

20 many crosses to catch them all, or you come in in the middle

21 of the right and get the crew that is on duty. The lack of

22 time, I believe, is probably most responsible f or the lack

23 of the training of those techs.

24 0 Returning to the emergency drills, were there

25 practice drills conduc ted prior to the emergency drills?

|-
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pv DAR 1 A Yes.

2 0 How of ten were they conducted?

3 A Usually prior to the drill at which we would

4 invite the outside people, the NRC, the drafters and so

5 forth and so on, to come and view us. We would spend

probably about a week ahead of time -- well, I'll take thato

7 back - usually about five or six drills prior to that in

6 preparation for the large drill with critiques after each

9 one.

10 0 Were there as meny as seven conducted in 1978, do

11 you know?

12 A I believe there were. There were quite a few

13 done.

14 0 Were those drills in 1978 spaced throughout the

15 year?

16 A No.
.

17 0 They were all in a short period of time?

16 A Yes.

19 0 Approximately 30 days?

20 A Yes.

21 0 Why were they so bunched together?

22 A I can't answer that. That is just the way the

23 drills were hela, and they had always been held that way.

24 0 Was the main drill at which you invited outside

25 people rehearsed in any way apart f rom the practice drills?

L
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pv.DAR I A No. Rehearsed in what respect? Other than they

2 knew it was ha ppening, those individuals. But as far as

3 a ssignments go, prior to, no.

4 I knew myself who I was going to a ssign where because I

5 knew who was on and who I wanted to put where. But they

6 were not told ahead of ti me .

7 0 Who scheduled the drills?

8 A Lex Landry, who is a health physics engineer

Y a ssi gned to our particular de partment, was given that task

10 through Lex Tsgaris, who was the training coordinator.

11 0 He had that responsibility in 1978 and '79?

12 A Who?

13 0 Mr. Landry?

14 A Yes.

15 0 After the drills there were critiques?

Io A Yes, sir.

17 O Was attendance of the critiques by all persons who

le participated in the drills ever mandatory?

19 A No. It was by request.

20 0 Was it always available?

21 A Yes.

22 0 Was it always encouraged?

23 A Yes.

24 0 By what means?

25 A Over the PA system. As it was announced, all
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pv DAR I individuals were to go to the auditorium. Many did not show

2 u p.

3 0 They were paid for their time if they went to the

4 auditorium?

5 A Yes, sir, those individuals who were of union and

6 hourly employees were paid for that time, yes.

7 0 Was attendance at the drills mandatory for anyone?

6 Excuse me. Was a ttendance at the critiques of the drills

V mancatory for anyone?

10 A Those who were running the drill should have been

11 t her e , ye s. I would a ssume it was mandatory.

12 0 You testified that the technicians approached you

13 and asked you to give them some additional training?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Part of that training incluaed what they would do

lo if you and Mr. Dubiel were absent?
i

17 A Yes.

16 0 Was that included in the emergency plan, the

19 procedure that they would follow?

2C A Yes, yes.

21 0 So, as part of what you did, did you direct them

22 to the portion of the emergency plan which contained that

23 procedure?

24 A Yes. We showed them the flow diagrams and s howed

25 them -- actually talked about what they should be doing and
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pv DAR 1 where they went.

2 MR. DIENELT: Off the record.

3 (Discussion off the record.)

4 BY MR. DIENELT

5 0 You have testified that, if I am correct, and

6 please tell me if I am mi ssta t'ing your testimony, that in

7 your view the health physics program, the health physics

6 personnel, were not adequately involved in cecisionmaking

V with respect to operational matters?

10 A Yes.

11 0 You have also indicated that you believe they

12 ought to be involved?

13 A Yes.
~

14 0 Can you tell me wha t your understanding of the

15 view or philosophy with respect to heal th physics tha t

16 currently prevails in management is with respect to the

17 decisionmaking process on operational ma tters?

Io A Their philosophy right now, I am sure, ha s c hanged

19 since the accident because we are one of the groups that are

20 f unctioning right now in the limelight. We have grown in

21 Unit 2 to such an immense group now, and we have an offshoot ,

22 everywhere, so that health physics is being recognized only .

!

23 because of sheer numbers. We are everywhere.

24 We - have a new group formed, which is the review -- or the |

25 recovery operating review commi ttee , of which there is a
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pv DAR 1 health physics member assigned as part of the quorum.

2 Before we had the plan operating review committee, both
.

3 Unit I and Unit 2, of which their quorum did not cite that

4 an HP man be there. That in itself is a good idea.

5 We have also begun an ALARA program. This is through our

6 own department and in conjunction with Electric Boat, so

7 therefore there is another plus. Health physics is

8 beginning to be recognized, but to get in on operations

9 decision is still in a nebulous state.
'

10 Every morning there is a meeting between an Hp foreman,

11 one of my NSS foremen, and the Unit 2 operations group. And

12 t hey at that particular point in the day do discu ss what is

13 going to ha ppen during the day. That is a relatively new

14 concept that has developed over the last month and a half.

15 Each shif t foreman, before he begins his shif t, goes to

16 meetings similar to tha t. The day shift goes to Herbei,'s

17 trailer. The second and third shif t go to the Unit 2

16 control room and meet with that shif t's supervisor prior to

IV the onset of his shif t. Tha t, as I said, is a new concept.

20 Before operations begins a function, they must come and

21 get an RWP so tha t we know about that ahead of time.

22 Are we beginning to be in their thoughts? Yes, I guess

23 maybe .:s are.

24 0 Earlier in the cay, I believe you said health

25 pnysics was perceived by some persons as a necessary evil.

l

-
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pv DAR 1 Do you believe that the management, prior to March 28,

2 perceived health physics as unnecessary or as a necessary

3 evil?

4 A As a necessary evil, in order to comply with the

5 current regulatior,s.

o O At the present time, is it.your view that

7 management regards the health ghysics as necessary or as

8 still a necessary evil?

9 A 1 believe the concept is still theres as a

10 necessary evil.

Il 0 In order to comply?

12 A In order to comply.

13 0 Why, as you understand it, is health physics

14 regarded as an evil?

15 A We're a governing body who stands in the way, many

16 times, of production. We get in the way; and therefore,

17 it's a deterrent. I have had individuals here at the plant

16 site saying, "Why do you bother with some of the things tha t

19 you make us go through?"

20 We hao a meeting which we found out about through all the

21 trades here in the plan t si te . We were not specifically

22 invi ted , yet they were all meeting to discuss the health

23 physics controls imposed upon them. And they were all

24 rather upse t.

25 We found out about the mee ting, and we showed up. As

,
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pv DAR 1 long as I f elt that - I f elt, if it was going to be

2 HP-oriented, someone from-HP ought to be there to def end

3 it. And we ironed out a lot of why we imposed the
,

4 restrictions on their work. They f elt them as a 1

5 restriction. We feel them as a necessity.

6 Therefore, I f eel that they're looking to us as a |

7 de te rrent.
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DAR gsh 1 0 When did this meeting take place?

2 A About a month and a half ago.

3 0 Did you make efforts within the past two years to

4 become more involved in the decision-making with respect to

5 operations?

6 A We tried to find out more of what was happening on

7 the plant of the day meetings to be involved in those

S particular aspects.

9 Dick Dubiel is generally the one who attended those

10 meetings, not necessari.ly having the time to come back and

11 tell us what was going on with the rest of the plant.

12 In moving around the plant site, we tried to confer with

13 different departments on what was haopening, what was goino

14 on. Of course, it is very difficult when your own department

15 needs a lot of help to go out and try and see what other

16 people are doing.

17 Did I try and get involved more in what the decision-making

IS was? Not a concerted effort, no. I was too concerned with

19 my own house.

23 C In your view, does Mr. Miller hold the view which

21 you have characterized -- hold the view that health physics

22 is a necessary evil, as you have characterized it?

23 A To my knowledge, throuch Vr. Miller, no, I don't :

24 Delieve he holds that because he has asked us to bring l

25 comments to him, any proolems that we do have. And if he can
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9AR gsh I at all, he is helpful.

2 0 Does Mr. Herbein have that view?

3 A Unfortunately, I don't know whether he does or not.

4 Right at the moment is the first time I have dealt with Mr.

5 Herbein not that he is here and involved with the HP program.

6 0 Is there anyone in the management of the company

7 above you and Mr. Duoiel whom you regard as ceing a

8 particular advocate of the point of view that health physics

9 is a necessary evil?

10 A No one has come to tell me that, no.

11 O Have you developec an opinion that there is a

12 particular person who is the personification of the view that

13 health physics is a necessary evil?
,

14 A No.

-15 0 During the emergency response beginning on March

16 28th, would it be fair to say that health physics procedures

17 were at least for the first several days, virtually

18 abandoned?

10 A Yes.

20 0 Is that abandonment -- strike that.

21 I take it that you did not agree that it was appropriate

22 to abandon health physics procedures in response to the

23 emergency?

24 A Under those particular circumstances, you must

25 aoandon one program in preference for another. The emergency
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9AR.gsh '1 dictated this..

2 0 Well, how -- strike that.

3 In what way?

4 A In what way? The issuance of radiation work permits,

6 the situation in which we found ourselves reacting to areas,

6 my direction to an operator, go to this area and take a

7 survey.

9 He would come back and say it is 50 MR, for lack of ar.0ther

9 number. It is 50 MR here. He would phone back and so forth,

10 that area warranted an RdP.

11 We certainly are not going to have an RWP for that area

12 outside. de had 10MR. We did not issue an RNP for persons

13 to go to the north gatet nor did we take an accountaoility

14 as each individual passed *through that, that radiation area.

15 This type of thing.

16 It was impossible to conform to certain of our orocedures

1/ under those circumstances.

13 0 Was it your view that there was at any time a

19 life-threatening situation which in part accounted for the

20 need to abandon health physics procedures?

21 A Absolutely not. Life-threatening?

22 O Yes, sir.
~

23 A No.

24 0 Is there someone in the upoer management who, as

25 opposed to being the advocate of the view that health ohysics

.. ..
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BAR.gsh I is a necessary evil, is a particular advocate of the view

2 that health physics should have a greater role in decision-

3 making and is not an evil, but is necessary?

4 A Do I feel that person exists?

5 0 Yes.
.

6 A No.

7 0 In your view, is it desirable or necessary durino

8 an emergency to continue to f ollow procedures with respect

9 to making records of individual's entries into exposed

10 areas and the like?

11 A I am painfully aware of that now, yes, indeed.

12 That is one of the areas in which we will have to most

13 assuredly correct.

14 0 It was not your view at the time that record-keeping

15 function was as important as it is your view now?

16 A That is correct, yes.

I7- 0 Is there a reason why?

18 A For the mere reason that we are sitting here today

19 and trying to recall a lot of the material that went on.

20 The areas in which we found, the documentation for recreatinc

21 the situetion. I would very much like to heve a detailed

22 list of every survey that was done, every person that was

23 involved.

24 It was virtually impossible at the time to take the time to

25 write all of that down.
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9AR gsh 1 As thinos developed, you grabbed those individuals available

2 to take survey work. We didn't write down their names, that

3 I sent so and so to that location and he reported this oack

4 to us , that the reading at 9:00 in the morning by so and so

5 was this number.

6 To have a scribe do that would have been great, out you

7 would have had to have 800 scribes following each individual

8 around as they gathered this data.

9 0 Is it your view that the kind of record-keeping

10 we have been descricing as available to you during the

11 emergency, as well as in reconstructing what happened?

12 A Yes.

13 0 And what is that feeling?

14 A Right now, we have been asked all kinds of questions

15 on what happened when. Documentation on the first couple of

16 days that may have been written down somewhere, but not put

,17 anywhere chronoloaically.

18 There sho'J1d be something done. I'm not sure what, bec ause

19 we haven't thought of that that much right now. But we will

20 develop this and I hope all plants develop this because to

21 recreate somethina, I'm sure that every agency that functioneo

22 during that particular time cannot recreate the

23 minute-by-minute what happened and we have got to have that

24 in.

25 0 In addition to recreating the facts, what role, if

___
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AR gsh I any, would the recordkeeping have made in the response to

2 the emergency itself?

3 A What did we last do, where had we just been, this

4. type of thing? How can we f ollow and retrace their steps?

5 You had to do it by memory.

6 0 Was the absence of those records maintained

7 contemporaneous 1y a hindrance to the response of the accident?

8 A No, not our direct response, no. But in the

9 response later on, yes.

10 (Discussion off the record. )

11 BY MR. DIENELT:

12 O I believe you testified a moment ago that you would

13 not have regarded it as necessary to encounter the delay which

la oe involved in ootaining an RWP for activity in an areas

15 where the radiation level was in the rance of 10 MR per hour.

16 Is that correct?

17 A That's correct.

18 0 Would you hold the same view with respect to

19 obtaining an RWP in areas where the radiation level was in

20 the range of 50 MR per hour?

21 A The same criteria would hold true if it were an

22 emergency. I would forego that RWP.

i

23 0 Would it be f air to say that you would attemot to

24 balance the risk associated with the non-level of exposure

25 against the need for the work being done in an emergency

.

2
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2AR gsh 1 situation in deciding whether an RWP was necessary?

'2 A Yes.

3 0 I take it that there was no mechanism in existence

4 during the emergency that permitted anybody to conduct that

5 balancing?
-

6 A That's correct. No, there does not.

/ O Would it be f air to say tha t it is your view that

d there should be at least that kind of mechanism?
9 A I f eel that there should be that criteria set

10 forth that it is agreeable to all that that mechanism does

11 exist.

12 he do not make provisions for that, but whether provisions

13 are made or not, the question should be answered, is this

la an acceptacle method to follow?

15 0 Are you aware of any records of work assignments

16 that were kept durino -- the period beginning on Varch 28

17 and extending into the period in which you were in a

13 recovery mode?

19 A Define the term " records."

20 0 Of work assignments. Written records. Any

21 written records of who was assigned to do what.

22 A No. The only record I would say could exist was

23 those who were placed on the monitoring team at the onset.

24 But from there on in, I don't know of any. -

25 0 If I wanted to trace the history of the monitorino

|

!

t
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gap gsh _1 activity' of f-site and on-site in the period during which you

2 were in a reccvery rather than in an emergency response moce,

3 how would you do it?

4 A The mechanism that exists right at the moment is

5 through the sample coordinated and through the ECS director

6 who took up residence in the Unit I control room.

7 From there, the operations were directed in the recovery

8 mode when we were still taking samples off-site.

9 0 And who were they?

10 A They?

11 0 Those individuals.

12 A Those individuals were NSS emp1.oyees.

13 C Do you know their names?

14 .A No, I don't.

15 C Are you aware of any instances in which workers

16 were permitted to increase their quarterly limit in order to

17 be able to continue the work?

18 A For what time-f rame ?

19 C Let's say during the period prior to the accident.

20 A Oh, yes.

21 O What happened in those kinds of circumstances?

22 A Ne have a mechanism in the department which allows

23 for the increase on a weekly basis. Now wait a minute. I' m

24 giong to back up and ask you one point.

25 You said to increase their quarterly exposure?
;

|
|
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DAR gsh 1 O Yes, sir.

2 A I'm sorry. I'm relating on how to increase your

3 exposure through the cuarterly limit. Through a mechanism

4 we don't have authority to do that because we are bound by

5 10-CFR 20 to hold to the mechanism as stated in that document.

6 And I can relate those if you like, but I cannot increase

7 those if we go past.

8 That's a technical overexposure if we do.

9 O But you have a procedure for increasing the weekly

10 dose?

11 A .Thich is in the department to increase the level

12 f rom 300 ?! rem per week verbally to 600 verbally, again to

13 900 ultimately, to 1000 millirem per quarter.

14 At that particular point, there is a hold. And a document

15 is originated by the individual who wants the exposure, the

16 additional exposure and by procedure, we may allow that

17 individual to go above 1000 millirem if certain criteria are

18 met. One being that we check all of his exposure records

19 while he is here and elsewhere so that he has a completed

20 NRO form 4

21 If all of that documentation is correct and we do not

22 exceed any limits, we then may allow them to go to 2 rem.

23 Again, in 300 increments per week.

24 There is another hold point of 2 rem where, again, the

25 document is checked out. And then we allow him to go to

L
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@AR gsh 'l 2500 for the quart - To exceed 2500, these are all signed

2 by myself_and the unit superintendent for which unit the

3 individual is working.

4 In order to go above the 2500 millirem for the quarter,

5 an individual such as one-of-a-kind individual would oe

6 allowed to do this where there was no one else to perform

7 that function and the duty had to be performed. And an HP

8 escort goes with that individual to monitor his exposure and

9 that is all by procedure.

10 0 I have marked as Exhibit 3030 e one page memorandum

11 reportedly to you from all departments, subject to

12 accountacility, dated October 13, 1978.

13 (Exhibit No. 3038 identified.)

14 SY MR. DIENELT
.

15 0 Did you prepare that memorandum?

16 A Yes.

17 0 Why did you prepare the memorandum? -

19 A We instituted the processing center in Unit 1 before

19 this memo came out, which meant that the individuals who

20 were stationed over in the trainino trailers outside the

21 security f ence -- when we term outside the protected area --

22 and those individuals at the warehouse would quickly have a

23 proclem in getting to the north auditorium, where they had

24 originally been told to go. j

! 25 So this made the' provisions for the individuals and gave>

1
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DAR gsh- I them a mustering point to -- in the event of at emergency,

2 they would go to that area, which is the Unit I warehouse.

3 0 Was-it your understanding that the change which was

4 made by the memorandum was a change of the nature which

5 required or should have required a formal approval by

6 persons higher up in management or by NRC7

7 A No.

8 0 Did the change which is reflected in that memorandum,

9 in ynur view, have any positive or adverse impact on the

10 manner in which people responded to the emergency that began

11 on March 28?

12 A I, understand you to say that did this have an

13 adverse effect?

14 O Or a positive effect.

15 A Or a positive effect. Having not studied whether

16 it did or it did not, nor looked into its ramifications on

17 individuals, I can't answer that.

18 I am unaware of either way it worked.

19 0 Did you have any involvement with personnel from

20 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in response to the emergency?'

21 A Before the emergency, yes. During the emergency,

22 yes. I spoke to them on the phone. |
-!

23 0 Did you do so directly?

24 A No.

25 C What was the purpose of your conversations with them? _|

|
|
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DAR gsh 1 A In checking on a particular iodine sample that

2 we had sent off via them to a hospital because we couldn't

3 read the iodine sample here.

4 O Did you have any other relationship?

5 A No.

6 O Are you aware of any provisions permitting the

7 March 20 exposure limits to be exceeded under life-threatening

8 conditions?

9 A Yes.

10 0 They do exist?

11 A Ye s .

12 0 They were not employed during this emergency?

13 A No.
,

14 MR. DIENELT Give me a moment.

15 (Discussion off the record.)

16 BY MR. DIENELT:

17 0 Did you have any role in asking the Pennsylvania

18 State Police to dispatch a helicopter to TMI on the morning

19 of March 28th?

20 A No.

21 0 Do you know for what period of time plant personnel,

22 as opposed to outside staff support persons, were engaced in

23 -the on- and off-site monitoring teams during the emergency?

24 A l'm sorry, I didn't understand that question.

25 0 For what period of time becinning on March 29 did

.
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DAR gsh I you use plant personnel as opposed to rent-a-techs, or some

2 other non plant personnel in your off-site monitoring?

3 A I believe f or the first three days we had our own

4 techs out there.

5 0 And after that, it was the rent-a-techs?

6 A Yes.

7 0 Did the same thing apply to the gate monitoring

8 and the 500 KV switchyard?

9 A Yes.

10 0 Was it that point, in your view, which the change

11 from emergency to the recovery mode was made?

12 A .I can't give you a time when it was decided that.

13 We asked many times what mode are we in, and there was never

14 a definitive time where we said, we are now in recovery. The
.

'3 emergency is over.

16 0 And these plant personnel were replaced by one form

17 or another of rent-a-techs?

18 A That is correct.

19 0 Was there a particular individual who was

20 responsible for ordering the change at that time?

21 A That was done by the observation center throuch

22 their chain. I cannot give you a name. It was throuch that

23 group over there.

24 MR. DIENELT: I do not believe I have any further

25 questions. I know you have been interviewed at length by I&E |

!
4

|
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UAR gsh 1 and at greater length than I had anticipated by us. But I

2 do want to ask you if there is any.other information which,

3 for whatever reason, other people have not tapped, which you

4 have and which you believe would be of use to this inquiry?

5 -A I don't believe that there is any area that we

6- have not covered that we -- that I f eel should be open for

7 discussion or in additional input.

8 The hope of mine is that after all of this particular

9. inquiry is ended, that we come up with a better program and

10 others have learned from this.

11 MR. DIENELT: Just one moment.

12 (Discussion off the record.)

13 MR. DIENELT: I want to thank you for your time. I

14 don't think that we will have to call you back. But if for

15 some reason, we will notify you.

16 (Whereupon, at 6:30 p.m., the deposition was adjourned.)
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